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We are a faith-based non-governmental organization for 
international cooperation. Members of our cooperative are 
Edukans, Kerk in Actie and coPrisma. 

Our identity and work is characterized by three core 
values: compassion, justice and stewardship. Our mission 
is to contribute to poverty alleviation, social justice and 
inclusion in communities and countries where we can make 
a difference.

We are a global organization with seven regional offices 
and the strong voice of poor and marginalized people in 
44 countries. We focus on justice and dignity for all and 
securing sustainable livelihoods.

We promote, facilitate and broker the collaboration 
between stakeholders in development: social 
organizations, enterprises and governments. 

We believe change depends both on the entrepreneurial 
capacity of individual people and on the capacity and 
willingness to join forces with others.

 MISSION
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HAVEMARBO VILLAGE
La Castellaña

MANILA

N E G R O S

PREAMBLE

The annual report 2013 gives account on the results of the work of Coöperatie ICCO U.A., 
including Foundation ICCO and Fair & Sustainable Holding B.V. plus her subsidiaries, 
further to be mentioned ICCO Cooperation.

Besides the presented ICCO Cooperation annual report, there is also an ICCO Alliance 
progress report available to be accountable to the MFS2 subsidy of the Dutch government 
(2011 – 2015). Both reports are available on www.icco.nl and www.icco-cooperation.org.

PHOTO STORY
 

 
Land rights and  entrepreneurship 
in the Philippines

Photos in the annual report tell the story 
of the struggle of landless farmers in 
the Philippines. 10 years of cooperation 
between the local peasant federation TFM 
(Task Force Mapalad) and ICCO Cooperation 
have began to bear fruit. Many farmers 
were able to achieve title deeds and became 
productive farmers or employees in a plant. 
The story shows the indissoluble connec-
tion between acquiring justice and creating 
sustainable livelihoods.

Text: Luz Rimban
Photos: Joan Bondoc and Jimmy Domingo

MANILA
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2013 was the first full year of our cooperative. 
Steadily, joint projects with the members are taking 
off and maturing, especially in the field of invest-
ments, institutional fundraising and programmatic 
work.

The cooperative created a milestone in 2013: the 
multi-annual strategic plan. A valuable process 
in which many stakeholders have been involved. 
Towards 2020 we will focus on ‘securing sustain-
able livelihood’ and ‘justice & dignity for all’. On 
these two inextricable core principles we operate 
our joint work. The plan is built on our fifty years 
of experience and will guide the cooperative and its 
members.

In 2013 the MFS2 program (2011 – 2015) was 
subjected to an independent mid-term evaluation. 
The evaluation team concluded that two thirds of the 
programs are on track. And where this was not the 
case, programs are still in the development phase or 
somewhat delayed due to difficult political situations 
in some countries, e.g. Mali.

Since 2010 we are facing another reality of fast 
decreasing government budgets for development 
cooperation and in 2016 the current MFS2 program 
comes to an end. 

We anticipated these new financial circumstances 
and are stimulated to tap other, new and blended 
forms of funding and partnerships with (local) 
governments, the private sector and institutional 
donors like the European Union and major charities 
as the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. 

Another example of a new partnership in 2013 is the 
Inclusive Business Fund, together with the Rabobank 
Foundation and BoP Inc. This new investment fund 
has been established to do impact investments in 
Africa, South East Asia and other regions where 
impact is achievable. The fund is capitalized by ICCO 
Investment Fund and the Rabobank Foundation and 
BoP Inc. is involved as a strategic partner.

At the end of this year, on December 30th 2014, ICCO 
celebrates its fiftieth anniversary. In 2015 we will 
reflect on our history, but above all elaborate on the 
significance of our organization in the future.

Ten years ago we predicted that our organization 
might cease to exist at the age of fifty. The statement 
was made to trigger self-critical consideration. It 
was thought that civil society organizations in the 
developing countries would be strong enough to 
stand on their own feet. That is certainly the case for a 
growing number, but we don’t think that our mission 
is completed. We still have license and added value 
to grow older. Not solely as a financer. In time, rela-
tions between countries, peoples and organizations 
changed and we were invited to incorporate other 
roles, such as broker, facilitator, investor co-imple-
menter of programs and lobbyist. ICCO Cooperation is 
almost fifty years young and continually equipped to 
make our world a bit better. 

Due to the announced cuts ICCO Cooperation has 
to downsize and reshape the organization in 2014 
and 2015. Difficult choices for people and work are 
unfortunately unavoidable. The restructuring will 
lead to a smaller, but strong organization with the 
flexibility to scale up! We focus our operations strate-
gically and prepare for challenges ahead as we have a 
strong believe in our mission.

Finally, our thanks go to everyone in the world who 
has made our work possible in 2013, especially the 
Dutch government, the European Union, the National 
Postcode Lottery and other donors that entrusted 
financial resources to us.

We hope you enjoy reading the report and you’re 
invited to give your feedback.

Utrecht, 23 April 2014

Executive Board 

M. Verweij, chairman

W.D. Hart, member

 REPORT OF THE 
EXECUTIVE BOARD

 REPORT OF THE 
SUPERVISORY BOARD
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2013 was the first full year for the new cooperative! 
ICCO Cooperation is convinced that in our fast chang-
ing and inter-connected world, cooperation is key to 
move forward and create dignified societies. A new 
multi-dimensional development agenda is called for. 
ICCO Cooperation wants to play a pivotal role herein, 
together with our stakeholders. 

ICCO Cooperation has long understood that many 
must play their part in redressing grave injustice 
and inequality. ICCO was established in 1964, this 
year 50 years ago, and our emphasis has always been 
on partnership and cooperation. We have helped to 
make a difference and at the same time we are only 
too aware how much more needs to be done.

The Supervisory Board started in January to make an 
inventory of the ICCO Cooperation’s position and plans 
for the future. Besides the fact that a new cooperative 
was born, 2013 meant reviewing ICCO’s longer term 
strategy. It had already become clear that government 
funding for the next period as from 2016, would be 
significantly reduced. That forced us to anticipate 
and investigate what would be the best direction for 
ICCO’s future. Various evaluations like the mid-term 
review, evaluation of the programmatic approach and 
others gave an insight in where we stand and enabled 
us to assess next steps. ICCO Cooperation also started 
to develop new ways of working to support the poor 
and marginalized through investments and blended 
ways of financing. New was a substantial extension of 
the Institutional Fundraising Unit and the establish-
ment of ICCO Investments B.V. 

The multi annual strategic plan: ‘’Strategy 2020: 
Towards a just and dignified world’’ was discussed 
during the year and adopted by the General Assembly 
meeting of the ICCO Cooperation on 13 November. 
ICCO Cooperation looks forward to fulfilling the strat-

egy jointly with others. During the year exploratory 
discussions with potential candidates to join the coop-
erative took place. The progress is hopeful. 

New guidelines on tasks and responsibilities 
of Supervisory Board, Executive Board, Audit 
Committee and Remuneration Committee were 
established. The Audit Committee met five times. 
Risk management and control were ongoing items 
on the agenda and new perspectives became visible. 
Audit plan, audit charter and compliance charter 
were adopted. Because of the large changes in previ-
ous years the Supervisory Board decided to approve 
an extension of the term of office of the auditor 
KPMG for the book year 2013. 

The Supervisory Board met four times in 2013 and the 
General Assembly was held in May and in November. 
In June the Board represented ICCO Cooperation at 
the Verkuyl lecture, a successful event that expressed 
our good relations with the Dutch civil society. At this 
time the Supervisory Board consists of four board 
members, the search for a fifth member will hopefully 
result in an appointment on the short term.

The Supervisory Board greatly appreciates very 
much the work that the Executive Board and the staff 
in Utrecht and the Regional and Country Offices have 
done in 2013. They have made great progress in real-
izing the ambition of the cooperative.

Utrecht, 23 April 2014

Supervisory Board

J.F. de Leeuw, Chairman

G. van Dijk

M.T.H. de Gaay Fortman

W. Oosterom

 REPORT OF THE 
SUPERVISORY BOARD
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The muscovado plant 
in La Castellaña

The white-and-orange structure in the middle of the 

lush sugarcane fields of Havemarbo village in La 

Castellaña town in Negros Occidental is a sugar-process-

ing facility that hums with activity just before dawn. 

That’s when the giant crushing machine begins squeez-

ing juice from sugarcane stalks. The juice then passes 

through stainless steel tubes into vats where it is cooked 

and then continuously mixed to become muscovado or 

unrefined brown sugar. The finished product is packed 

and shipped to agents who, in turn, repack and distribute 

it to supermarkets, food and beverage factories, restau-

rants and fast-food chains. 

This muscovado mill is the flagship enterprise of Task 

Force Mapalad (TFM), a peasant federation that has 

been a partner of ICCO Cooperation since 2004. 

To TFM farmers, the muscovado plant symbolizes a 

reversal of fortunes, so to speak.  Not long ago, they were 

battling vicious security forces over the right to own the 

land. In just a decade, they have transformed themselves 

from landless peasants into landowning agribusiness 

entrepreneurs. 

The muscovado mill also represents the next phase of the 

struggle: making collective farming work through social 

enterprise. Now the former farm workers-turned-entre-

preneurs have to master the technology of muscovado 

production from planting sugar to marketing it, a chain of 

activities in which they play a vital role.

This story continues on page 29
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1.1 COOPERATION BETWEEN 
MEMBERS 

ICCO Cooperation provides as a cooperative an 
international platform for sharing ideas, innovations, 
solutions and knowledge from The Netherlands and 
other corners of the world. A fundamental objective 
is to create a joint implementing organization. 

One important initiative is already getting shape. 
The Investment Fund, a joint fund of ICCO, coPrisma 
and Kerk in Actie, builds up a track record that 
combines development impact at grass roots level 
with social investments, loans and other financial 
instruments (see PART III). In 2013 the fund started 
together with Rabobank Foundation and BoP Inc. 
(Base of the Pyramid Innovation Center) an inclu-
sive business fund.

The cooperative established an institutional fund-
raising working group. In this group, three insti-
tutional fundraisers of coPrisma, Edukans and the 
International Funding Unit of ICCO Cooperation work 
together. Together the group has developed propos-
als that have been submitted to donors.

At the regional level, the evaluation of a pilot by ICCO 
Cooperation members Edukans and coPrisma in 
Central and Eastern Africa, showed promising results 
in capacity development, support to partners and 
coalitions, lobby, advocacy and fundraising. On the 
other hand, administrative processes turned out to 
be complicated and roles and responsibilities were 
not always clear. Partners agreed to define together 
an effective model taking into account the lessons 

learned from the pilot phase. At the global level, 
significant progress was made towards increas-
ing the efficiency and effectiveness of cooperative 
programs when, in collaboration with the Services 
Organization of the Protestant Church, we embarked 
on preparations for the operationalization of the 
Shared Service Centre in January 2014.

1.2 STRATEGY 2020

In November 2013 the first multi-annual strategic 
plan was adopted by the cooperative member meet-
ing: ‘Strategy 2020: Towards a just and dignified 
world’. It was the result of extensive consultations 
throughout the ICCO Cooperation and external 
research. All actors – from workers in the field, 
through the Regional Offices, Regional Councils and 
cooperative members – were invited to contribute 
their views. 

01 POLICY AND STRATEGY
There is no doubt that realizing a world without poverty and 
injustice remains an enormous challenge. In response, ICCO 
Cooperation has been innovating from a project to a multi-
stakeholder approach and from a single operator to a cooperative. 
In 2013 our position towards state and market was strengthened. 

In November 2012 ICCO established with 

three members of the ICCO Alliance a coop-

erative reflecting both the reality of the more 

complex and interconnected world we live in 

and our fundamental emphasis on partnering, 

co-creation and co-ownership. Members of the 

cooperative are Edukans, coPrisma and Kerk in 

Actie. ICCO Cooperation is the international 

brand name of the cooperative. 

ICCO COOPERATION
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The plan defines ICCO Cooperation’s mission of 
creating a just world without poverty through twin 
core principles of securing sustainable livelihoods 
while pursuing justice and dignity for all (see Figure 
1). Twin because a livelihood without rights is not 
sustainable and because dignity only comes with 
having a livelihood in which rights are respected. 

Given our network and track record we have made 
a strategic choice to focus our efforts on promot-
ing fair and sustainable agricultural production. We 
empower smallholders by linking them to viable and 
sustainable value chains, and supporting their efforts 
to earn a livelihood while also producing sufficient 
and nutritious food. Respect for human rights and 
dignity is an integral part of our approach, where we 
link issues of sustainable livelihoods to human rights 
(e.g. the right to food, natural resources, participa-
tion in society) in order to realize the full potential 
of all concerned to contribute to the development of 
their families, friends and society.

1.3 GENDER AND RIGHTS-BASED 
APPROACH

In all of the work we do with our partners we seek to 
contribute to the respect and fulfillment of men’s and 
women’s human rights. One of these areas is the UN 
Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 1325, which 
addresses the impact of conflict on women, and the 
pivotal role women should and do play in conflict 
management, conflict resolution and sustainable 
peace. ICCO Cooperation participates in civil society 
country groups in DR Congo, Burundi and Colombia. 
ICCO Cooperation is also lead agent in the implemen-
tation of Dutch National Action Program (NAP) 1325 
II for Sudan and South Sudan. Implementation of the 
South Sudan NAP was going on as planned until the 
beginning of December when violence broke out. 

In 2013, we continued to provide support for the 
integration of a gender perspective in the Human 
Rights and Business agenda through the produc-
tion of a documentary about the effect of the 

Rights to natural

resources and land
Rights and access

to skills and health

Rights to political,
social and economic

participation

Economic empowerment:

connecting poor to value chains

Farming focus: food security,

agribusiness, climate mitigation

Emergency preparedness
and relief

SECURING SUSTAINABLE
LIVELIHOOD

JUSTICE & DIGNITY
FOR ALL

Our working style:
‘down to earth’, enterprising,

innovative

Our roles:
broker, facilitator, co-implementer,

strategic financer, lobbyist

Figure 1: Our twin core principles
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Bangladesh Rana Plaza disaster on female garment 
workers, through participating in the Wo=Men 
working group on gender and sustainable economic 
development and starting, together with BoPInc, a 
multi-stakeholder initiative to encourage women’s 
entrepreneurship. 

ICCO Cooperation has given special and specific 
attention to the dialogue between lesbian, gay, bisex-
ual, and transgender (LGBT) groups and churches. 
During the 2013 WCC General Assembly a successful 
workshop was organized on dialogue. In another 
initiative, ICCO cooperation worked together with 
the Dutch Broad Human Rights Network (BMO) and 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in diverse fora on sexual-
ity and religion, providing valuable input based on 
our experiences in facilitating dialogue on LGBT with 
church leaders and communities.

In PART II of this report more information on the 
gender and rights-based approach related to the 
programs is gathered.

1.4 LOBBY AND ADVOCACY

ICCO Cooperation is involved in many inter-
national networks. With the ACT Alliance and 
APRODEV (Association of Protestant Development 
Organizations in Europe) for example, we are work-
ing on the changing development paradigm and the 
post-2015 debate. 

Corporate lobby and advocacy
The ambitions that the current Dutch government 
coalition of liberals and social democrats set when 
it took office in 2012 were put to a first test in 2013. 
Contributing to the eradication of extreme poverty, 
and inclusive and sustainable economic growth 
globally, while also advancing the interests of Dutch 
companies, has proven to be a tough challenge for 
Mrs. Ploumen, the Minister of Foreign Trade and 
Development Cooperation. She worked hard to open 
up a dialogue on labor conditions in Bangladesh 
following the Rana Plaza disaster. Similarly, the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs continued to highlight 
that human rights is a cornerstone of his policy. 
Despite public statements on the importance of 
human rights, there continues to be a lack of policy 
coherence in Dutch international relations. 

In order to provide a clear voice on these issues ICCO 
Cooperation co-founded the international coopera-
tion platform (ISPoort) at Nieuwspoort in The Hague 
in 2012. The goal is to increase awareness amongst 
politicians, journalists and others on international 
cooperation policy and international affairs. The first 
ISPoort meeting in January was opened by Minister 
Ploumen. The second meeting on climate change, 
and more specifically on who will pay for the costs of 
climate change, was held in October 2013. 

Human Rights and Business
Working with the private sector to eradicate poverty 
and enhance sustainable and inclusive economic 
growth is one of the pillars of ICCO Cooperation’s 
lobbying and advocacy activities. In 2013 we 
contributed to the debate on these issues in The 
Netherlands, for instance during a consultation 
organized by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to 
develop the NAP on Human Rights and Business. 

Together with services firm PwC, CNV International 
and VBDO (Dutch Association of Investors for 
Sustainable Development ), ICCO Cooperation organ-
ized the second Human Rights & Business conference 
2013, which was opened by Minister Ploumen for 
Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation. ICCO 
Cooperation was also actively involved in the consul-
tations surrounding the design of the Dutch Good 
Growth Fund. At the end of 2013 an international 
study on which UN instruments companies should 
implement and how this should be done respecting 
the rights of small-holders was finished. 

Photo: Mark Joenje
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Furthermore we co-developed, with SAI (Social 
Accountability International), a six-step training 
course to guide companies in implementing the 
Ruggie Framework. The four trainings conducted in 
2013 brought together hundred participants from 
businesses, civil society and government in, amongst 
others, The Netherlands, Brussels and Brazil. SAI and 
ICCO Cooperation agreed to continue to offer this 
training internationally in 2014, for example in South 
Africa and Indonesia. As in previous years, ICCO 
Cooperation served on the steering committee of the 
Dutch corporate social responsibility platform, and 
at the end of 2013 we became a member of the Tax 
Justice network. 

Political space
Worldwide there is an increasingly negative trend 
of governments clamping down the space for civil 
society. ICCO Cooperation aims to amplify the voices 
of citizens and civil society and influence govern-
ment policy on inclusion of citizens, both in The 
Netherlands as well as in the regions where the 
ICCO Cooperation is active. For this reason ICCO 
Cooperation participated in the Ministry’s Knowledge 

Platform on Security and Rule of Law. In April 2013 in 
a platform event the director of a Guatemalan partner 
organization gave a presentation. Her contribution on 
security and political space was well received. 

As a member of BMO, ICCO Cooperation also contrib-
uted to the dialogue with the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs on citizens’ right to freedom of peaceful 
assembly and the right to freedom of expression. For 
that purpose we facilitated research on the politi-
cal situation for civil society in Zimbabwe, Malawi, 
Rwanda, Colombia, Nepal and Kyrgyzstan. The 
research findings were presented by the ACT Alliance 
at a conference in Malawi in November 2013, in 
the presence of the UN Special Rapporteur on the 
Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association, 
Maina Kiai. The conference recommended to build 
coalitions and bridge the gap between development, 
religious, humanitarian and human rights organiza-
tions to ensure a united front. ICCO Cooperation 
provided input for the Special Rapporteur’s 2014 
thematic report and the ACT Alliance report was 
presented at the 25th session of the Human Rights 
Council in Geneva.

COMPLEMENTARITY WITH DUTCH EMBASSIES 

ICCO Cooperation contributes in an autonomous but complementary manner to the 

development policy of the Dutch government, mainly by collaborating with Embassies 

of the Kingdom of The Netherlands (EKN) in the regions in which we are present.

SUDAN AND SOUTH SUDAN
As part of the implementation of the 
NAP II process close contacts were 
established. 

GREAT LAKES 
Involvement in a strategic planning 
meeting of the Ministry and the embas-
sies for the Great Lakes. 

RWANDA, ETHIOPIA AND UGANDA
Working together on EKN-funded 
programs. 

MALI 
Strong partnership by implementing 
a large EKN health and education 
program. Participation in the annual 
meeting between Dutch government 
policies and Dutch funded NGOs.  
Collaboration on security issues. 

GHANA 
Working together in the so-called 
“Ghana WASH Window”, initiated by 
RVO. 

BENIN 
Information exchange, in particular 
around SRHS and the WASH sector. 

ZIMBABWE
Contacts in the fields of democrati-
zation and human rights defenders. 
A security training was carried out by 
ICCO Cooperation’s Security Advisor. 

SOUTH AFRICA
Close cooperation on programs for 
farmers and markets, especially in 
the horticulture sector. An exchange 
took place with regard to ICCO 
Investments.

MIDDLE EAST
Information exchange on economic 
programs, strengthening civil society 
and the critical watchdog role of 
Palestine human rights organizations. 

INDIA 
Invitation for a networking dinner 
organized during Minister Ploumen’s 
trade mission to India in September. 
ICCO Cooperation co-organized a CSR 
round table in Mumbai. 

BANGLADESH
ICCO Cooperation was contracted 
as lead agency for the Profitable 
Opportunities for Food Security 
(PROOFS) project. 

VIETNAM, CAMBODIA AND 
INDONESIA
Discussions on possible entry points 
for collaboration in the field of human 
rights and business. 

INDONESIA 
Contacts on food security related to 
aquaculture and agriculture, coopera-
tion with the private sector and trade 
relations. Development agenda on 
strengthening local civil society orga-
nizations. Involvement during premier 
Rutte’s economic mission to Indonesia.   

VIETNAM
Joint support of the local network 
CODE, in lobbying for people rights 
to land and forest in the Central 
Highlands and Mekong delta.

MYANMAR
Participation in a consultation meeting 
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
EKN in The Hague on the country 
program. 

PHILIPPINES
Sharing and learning information and 
mutual invitations for several major 
events, notably those organized by the 
Asian Development Bank.  

COSTA RICA (REGION)
Implementation of the Dutch Human 
Rights Fund, financed by EKN and 
managed by ICCO Cooperation. 
Contacts on private sector, corporate 
social responsibility and human rights 
issues.  
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1.5 MONITORING AND 
ACCOUNTABILITY

A number of technical tools have been implemented 
in 2013 to ease the process of data gathering. An 
example in this regard is the scaling up of the smart 
phone application FLOW in cooperation with AKVO. 
FLOW was used to gather household data on food 
and nutrition security in Congo, Ethiopia, India and 
Uganda. FLOW is also used in the Flying Food program 
in Kenya and Uganda, the fair economic development 
program in Indonesia and in other allied-programs 
such as the Dutch WASH Alliance. In 2013 an 
improved O-scan instrument was designed in order 
to better monitor changes in partners’ capacity and 
follow-up the capacity development actions. 

Progress has been made in focusing learning at 
corporate level on the thematic fields. The corporate 
learning agenda has in some cases been adjusted or 
detailed further into specific thematic learning ques-
tions at the level of ICCO Cooperation, at the level of 
the Regional Offices and regional programs and at 
the level of beneficiaries. We make use of e-based 
forms of communication and communities of learn-
ing and face-to-face meetings. 

Accountability
In 2013 an upscaling of a downward accountabil-
ity pilot was intended in at least three regions. As 
a result funding proposals in Burundi, Kenya and 
West Africa have included CSI (Client Satisfaction 

Instruments) as an important component. 
Meanwhile the CSI approach has been executed in 
the food and nutrition security program in Uganda 
and Ethiopia. A wider broadcasting of the approach 
in Asia and the Americas has not succeeded yet. Also 
the second part of the planning, monitoring and eval-
uation coaching trajectory for partner organizations 
in Ghana took place.

ICCO Cooperation is preparing to open up its 
project data according to the IATI (International Aid 
Transparency Initiative) standard. In 2013 a draft 
publication policy was formulated, which is now 
being tested before actual publication in 2014.

Evaluations
Evaluations and assessments of our work take place at 
three levels: partner, program and corporate. Project 
evaluations are to be carried out by a partner at least 
once every three years, preferably by external evalu-
ators. In 2013 a total of 86 project evaluations were 
registered. Generally speaking the evaluations were of 
a slightly better quality than in 2012 (see Table 1).
Program evaluations are a good instrument to check 
the soundness of the theory of change policy from 
theory down to the beneficiary level. Besides they 
account for the results, and give information for track 
records and learning on actual implementation in the 
field. In 2013 the terms of reference for the conflict 
transformation and democratization program has 
been written; the start of the evaluation will be 
second quarter of 2014.

Table 1: Results of evaluations of partner organizations in 2013

EXCELLENT/ GOOD SUFFICIENT INSUFFICIENT UNCLEAR NOT APPLICABLE

Quality work 64% 28% - 7% 1%

Relevance work 75% 24% - 0,5% 0,5%

Effectiveness 41% 46% - 13% -

Agreement with report 61% 2% - 30% 7%

Quality report 57% 39% 4% - -
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FIGURE 2: 
TRACKING OUR PROGRESS

  Already reached       On track       Off track

45%

20%

35%

70%

19%

11%

67%

33%

39%

48%

13%

70%

20%

10%

ICCO Cooperation monitors 126 indicators of the MFS2 program (2011-2015), the amount and 

character of indicators differs per program. On average 86 have already been reached before 

2015, 42 indicators are on track and 18 off track. More detailed information about indicators can 

be found in the program chapters (PART II).

Fair Economic 

Development

Basic Health 

& HIV/aids

Food and Nutrition 

Security

Conflict	Transformation	

and Democratization

Fair Climate

The mid-term evaluation of the MFS2 financing 
started in 2012 and was concluded in 2013. The 
evaluation team led by professor Arie de Ruijter of 
Tilburg University, concluded that two third of the 
programs of ICCO Cooperation is on track; where this 
was not the case, programs are still in the develop-
ment phase or due to difficult situations in some 
countries. The concepts programmatic approach 
and the entrepreneurial innovation are well-chosen, 
promising and ‘work in progress’ for the years to 

come. The co-responsibility agenda of the ICCO 
Cooperation is also well underway. Also a separate 
evaluation of the cross-cutting issue programmatic 
approach was carried out. The final report will be 
published in February 2014.

Figure 2 shows the progress we made in achieving 
our objectives of the MFS2 (2011-2015) co-financing 
program with the Dutch government.

Source: ICCO Cooperation Monitoring Data 2013
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1.6 INSTITUTIONAL FUNDING 

In 2013, major steps have been taken to make the 
institutional fundraising activities more efficient 
and successful. All Regional Offices had a Regional 
Fundraising Officer in place and the Institutional 
Funding Unit was restructured. The year can be 
summarized in bringing focus on new markets, 
result-driven and working more closely together 
with partner organizations. 

The total value of approved full proposals was 
EUR 25.5 million. Once every ten days on average 
a full proposal was approved. ICCO Cooperation 
has been able to score a high success rate, mean-
ing that the quality of proposals and our relation 
with the donor is good. New donors started funding 
ICCO Cooperation, like the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation and the Ford Foundation. 

More focus on results was created with the recruit-
ment of a Unit Manager in the summer. Since then, 
monthly reports have been created and shared with 
the organization on successes, success rates and 
differentiations per region and thematic area. The 
reports demonstrated that although the scores are 
good, they still need to increase to be able to raise 
sufficient funds in the future. ICCO Cooperation is 
mainly funded by the Dutch Government and the 
European Commission. The Regional Offices search 
and find new opportunities in other regions. A lot 
of potential is seen in the USA. ICCO Cooperation 
plans to open a fundraising office in the USA in 2014, 
together with the cooperative members. 

1.7 NATIONAL POSTCODE LOTTERY

The Postcode Lottery was founded in 1989 as a 
means to raise funds for good causes working on a 
fairer and greener world. Of each ticket the lottery 
sells, 50% goes to ninety charity organizations. 
Including ICCO, who has been a beneficiary of the 
Lottery since 2008. In 2013, a total amount of EUR 
302 million was raised for charity. Worldwide, the 
holding of the Postcode Lottery (Novamedia) is the 
second largest private fundraiser. 

In 2013 ICCO Cooperation received a contribution of 
EUR 1,350,000 from the National Postcode Lottery, 
derived from the Lottery’s proceeds from 2012. In 

addition to funds, the cooperation with the Postcode 
Lottery provides ICCO opportunities for publicity 
among a broad Dutch audience. In 2013, for exam-
ple, a short video about ICCO’s partner Coldis in 
Madagascar was broadcasted on national television. 
Around 1.5 million people watched this.

With the substantial cutbacks of the current Dutch 
government, the importance of private fundraisers 
such as the Postcode Lottery increases. Moreover, the 
support of the Lottery is institutional and long term, 
making the Lottery’s contribution of great value to 
ICCO. The current administration has indicated their 
intention to modernize regulations on gambling. 
ICCO hopes that possible changes in this legislation 
will continue to allow the National Postcode Lottery 
sufficient room to successfully raise funds. For with-
out the Postcode Lottery we would not be able to 
realize many of our initiatives.

1.8 MARKETING AND 
COMMUNICATION

Following the launch of the ICCO cooperative in 
November 2012 and the development of the multi-
annual strategic plan, we embarked on a new ICCO 
Cooperation marketing and branding strategy. 
Our efforts focused on enhancing brand aware-
ness among private sector organizations in The 
Netherlands, as well as the different regions where 
ICCO Cooperation works.

During a targeted campaign in 2013, in which 
we offered companies access to our knowledge, 
networks and finance, more than 175 respondents 
expressed interest in engaging in partnerships. The 
campaign was accompanied by research executed 
by GFK Intomart aimed to help us better understand 
how entrepreneurs think about corporate social 
responsibility. Some of the research findings were 
subsequently published by the national newspaper 
Financieel Dagblad. The campaign helped to enhance 
our brand recognition.

We organized several debates to meet our stakehold-
ers and exchange knowledge with our partners. In 
June we co-organized with PwC, VBDO and CNV 
International the Human Rights and Business confer-
ence. In autumn followed by a debate on seed patent-
ing titled “Greed for Seeds”, which was also a topic in 
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the 2013 edition of “The Right to Food and Nutrition 
Watch”, an annual publication of FIAN, Brot für die 
Welt and ICCO Cooperation. In November 2013 the 
first event of a new debate series – Talks that Matter 
– took place. The role of small holder farmers (dream 
or necessity) was debated by scholars of FAO (George 
Rapsominikis), Wageningen University (Jan Douwe 
van der Ploeg) and Mandla Nkomo (Technoserve), an 
ICCO Cooperation partner from South Africa.

 
Internationally, the seven Regional Offices made 
progress in their communication activities, with 
support from the Marketing Communication Unit in 
Utrecht, contributing towards webhosting, the devel-
opment of communication materials for national and 
international use, and creation of common reporting 
templates. ICCO Cooperation became more visible 
in the regions. Furthermore, a new website was 
launched to promote ICCO Investments, particularly 
among impact investors. Our social media chan-
nels increased enormously in the last year and gave 
us a platform to communicate with partners and 
constituencies.

1.9 ECUMENICAL RELATIONS

ICCO Cooperation and member Kerk in Actie are 
founding members of the ACT Alliance. During 2013 
the National ACT Forums were strengthened and 
humanitarian aid, development and advocacy better 
linked. ICCO Cooperation delivered extensive inputs 
for the ACT Strategic Plan 2015-2018. National and 
Regional ACT Forums are the building blocks of the 
alliance. In a number of Forums ICCO Cooperation 
representatives were elected to the position of chair 
(e.g. Nepal) and our presence was reinforced in 
Brazil, Colombia and Bangladesh. In Central America, 
joint lobby and training activities were undertaken. 
A major development in 2013 was the launch of the 
ACT Europe Regional Forum with two sub-sections 
bringing together respectively East-European 
and West-European members. It is foreseen that 
APRODEV, the Brussels-based advocacy platform, 
will be brought under the West-European ACT 
Forum. This development represents a major shift 
and restructuring of ecumenical agencies’ coopera-
tion in the European continent. 

In late October 2013, a crowd of some 5,000 repre-
sentatives of churches and Christian organizations 
from all over the world gathered in Busan, South 
Korea, for the 10th Assembly of the World Council of 
Churches (WCC) under the theme “God of Life, Lead 
us to Justice and Peace”. ICCO Cooperation facilitated 
two workshops: one on its policy and experiences 
with regard to working with the private sector 
and the other one how to enhance dialogue about 
differing views on sexuality and sexual minorities. 
The workshop, presented by South African partner 
organization Inclusive and Affirming Ministries 
(IAM), created a “safe space” in which a number of 
people could give personal testimonies of both nega-
tive and positive ways in which sexual minorities and 
churches can engage with each other.

The 2013 edition of ICCO’s Verkuyl lecture 

addressed the topic: “Living in Food Paradise: 

How to Feed 9 Billion People?” Keynote 

speaker Piet Moerland, CEO of Rabobank, 

addressed the dilemma of how to increase food 

production without adding to the carbon foot-

print, highlighting the role of the consumer and 

the need to invest in agriculture. 

VERKUYL LECTURE

Photo: Marieke Viergever
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 PARTNERSHIPS 2013
Development cooperation can only be realized in a collaborative way 
with a variety of stakeholders and partner organizations. The map 
shows an overview of developments in a number of European and 
regional partnerships with the private sector.

IDH (INITIATIVE SUSTAINABLE TRADE)
The Sustainability Initiative Fruits and Vegetables 

program approved three calls for producer 

support projects in Ethiopia, Kenya and West 

Africa. The Sustainable Spices Initiative expanded 

its membership with a number of international 

spice traders. The Better Cotton Fast Track 

program harvested 623,000 MT lint better cotton 

in five countries worldwide for the supply chains of 

Ikea, H&M, Levi’s, Adidas and others.

BOP INNOVATION CENTER
Received approval by DGIS of a large program, 

the Inclusive Business (IB) Accelerator. This aims 

to consolidate and scale up private sector engage-

ment in Base of Pyramid markets. 

AMSTERDAM INITIATIVE AGAINST 
MALNUTRITION (AIM) 
Signed a 5-year program with Rijksdienst voor 

Ondernemend Nederland RVO and the Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs. Within the work streams of 

AIM, ICCO Cooperation is active in monitoring 

and learning. 

SCOPEINSIGHT
At the request of ICCO SCOPEinsight assessed 

twenty groups of producers in India,  twelve in 

Honduras  and Guatemala, ten in Kenya and five 

in Ethiopia.

ALBERT HEIJN FOUNDATION
Supported fourteen projects in community build-

ing together with its value chain partners. The 

projects were advised and monitored by Fair & 

Sustainable Advisory Services BV.  

RABOBANK
Rabobank, BoPINC and ICCO Investments B.V. 

started in 2013 the Inclusive Business Fund.

DSM AND OTHERS
By mid-2013 the consortium with Dutch multina-

tional DSM, and the Ecumenical Pharmaceutical 

Network (EPN) had to phase out its project to 

develop a medical test system in Africa. Insights 

were shared during an event in October. 

THE FAIR WEAR FOUNDATION
Managed fifteen workers complaints networks 

and through 123 audits approximately 600.000 

workers were involved. Special attention is given 

to the wage ladder.

TRUE PRICE
True Price focuses on sustainable value chains by 

making the total costs of products transparent, 

including the hidden costs and benefits to society 

and the environment. True Price has a method to 

work out sector-specific benchmarks.

THE NETHERLANDS

West Africa
The Global Shea Alliance in Ghana, Mali and 

Benin elaborated on a campaign in which 

buyers such as Ghana Nuts, Loders Croklaan, 

AAK, Fludor, 3F, and Wilmar and Olvea Sarl 

ensure orders of in total 750 women groups 

comprising 40,000 women. 

DR Congo
The London-based Twin Trading provided 

technical and marketing support to our  local 

partner, Sopacdi, coffee producers in North 

and South Kivu-DRC to export organic coffee 

in Europe and USA. 
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Kirgizstan and Tajikistan
ICCO Cooperation, FairMatch Support and GIZ worked on 

the fair trade walnut value chain supplying to Intersnack. 

Another project is the export of medical herbs for valerian to 

the German company Galenfarm. 

The selected picture shows members of the cooperative 

of walnut collectors ‘Kyrgyz forest richness’ watching the 

packages.

Madagascar
Support of a number of spice chains 

(cloves, ginger, pepper, cinnamon) 

with producer organization Coldis and 

the Dutch company Intertaste. Also a 

pilot on eel farming together with the 

company Alefa. 

Kenya
A collaborative project with Nairobi 

supermarkets was launched to market 

tree tomatoes and strawberries that 

included a start-up of a processing unit.  

The Flying Food program in Uganda and 

Kenya  successfully completed its first 

year of implementation. The partners, led 

by TNO (the Netherlands Organization 

for Applied Scientific Research), laid the 

ground for an inclusive value chain for 

crickets. The aim is to reach out to 4,000 

farmers.

Bangladesh
The PROOFS program reaches out 

80,000 farmers applying market-led 

approach. Partnership with EKN, BoP 

Inc. and iDE.

India
Shop for Change supplied fair trade 

certified cotton and food products to 

IBIS hotels. 

Papua New Guinea 
Partner organization Forcert elaborated on 

re-issuing FSC Forest Management & Chain 

of Custody certificates by Woodmark for 

another five years. 
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2.1 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

In November 2012 four partners within the ICCO 
Alliance (ICCO, Kerk in Actie, coPrisma and Edukans) 
founded a cooperative, as a further step towards 
formalizing their cooperation. ICCO is the imple-
menting organization of the cooperative that was 
given the name ICCO Cooperation. The Global Office 
in Utrecht, together with a worldwide network of 
Regional Offices, carries out the day-to-day opera-
tions of ICCO Cooperation, under the oversight of the 
Executive Board. The Supervisory Board supervises 
and advises the Executive Board. The highest govern-
ance mechanism of the cooperative is the General 
Assembly, which is made up of the three member 
organizations, Kerk in Actie, coPrisma and Edukans 
(see also the organization chart of Appendix I). 

In 2013 we further developed the plans for a Shared 
Services Centre with the Services Organization of 
the Protestant Church. The integration of the back-
office work was completed by the end of December 
enabling to become fully operational in 2014. As part 
of the restructuring process, staff from the depart-
ments concerned were placed in the relevant units 
within the Shared Service Center: HR services, IT and 
Finance, Monitoring and Evaluation. 

ICCO Investments developed in 2012 a business 
plan that aims to establish a dedicated impact 
investment fund to support fair local economic 
development. The plan included putting staff in 
place and making preparations to transfer ICCO 
Investments to the Fair & Sustainable Holding B.V. 
as per 1st January 2014. 

2.2 CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY

Internally and externally ICCO Cooperation assumes 
responsibility across all its business operations for 
the social, ecological and economic consequences 
of its activities, and strives to be accountable and 
transparent towards its stakeholders regarding these 
issues.

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is a subject 
that has been part of ICCO Cooperation’s program-
matic work for many years. For our work with the 
private sector a code of conduct is followed, based on 
responsible, fair and sustainable criteria. In 2012 the 
so called ‘company scan’ (C-scan) was introduced, 
enabling us to assess private-sector companies when 
starting strategic partnerships with them.

All corporate policies and guidelines on CSR apply 
to the Regional Offices, when applicable. Some 
Regional Offices (such as Southern Africa and Central 
America) developed their own additional regula-
tions, mainly on reducing and compensating travel, 
use of public transport, home commuting and use of 
air-conditioning and paper.

Treasury 
ICCO Cooperation has a treasury policy setting out 
the responsibilities and controls regarding manage-
ment of securities and savings. The portfolio has to 
meet a set of sustainability criteria that measures 
the level of effort invested in achieving results, wuth 
respect to their social and environmental policies. 
ICCO Cooperation’s treasury strategy is to have 25% 

02 INTERNAL ORGANIZATION 
The organization took another step in the cooperation 
with the Services Organization of the Protestant Church. 
After the integration of the international program and the 
communications departments in previous years, in 2013 
other back office departments combined to gain economies 
of scale and improve the quality of services. 
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shares (minimum of 15% and maximum of 35%) and 
75% euro denominated bonds (minimum of 65% 
and maximum of 85%). 

The investment portfolio with the ING bank is 
termed the sustainable portfolio. The bank scores 
this portfolio based on more than hundred non-
financial indicators (NFI) on social and environmen-
tal responsibility. The score ranks the companies or 
funds invested in in comparison to other companies 
in the same sector. At the end of 2013, based on this 
NFI-score the bank rates 98% of the companies in 
ICCO Cooperation’s portfolio as strong leader or 
leader on social and environmental responsibil-
ity in the sector. Reports on investments and asset 
management can be found in PART IV. 

Sustainable purchasing and offices
ICCO Cooperation expects its suppliers to adhere 
to several ethical, environmental and labor stand-
ards amongst others. Office space is rented from 
the Services Organization of the Protestant Church 
in The Netherlands. The building is managed in a 
responsible and sustainable way. The most impor-
tant measures are: 
• From 1 January 2010 use of green electricity 

(GreenChoice).
• Energy saving renovation examples: double glaz-

ing, air conditioning, lights with sensors.
• The number of printed magazines and publica-

tions has been reduced and there is extensive use 
of e-mail and digital distribution.

• CO₂-emissions due to the use of water and 
disposal of waste have both decreased compared 
to 2012. Water and waste account for only 1% of 
the emissions of the organization.

• CO₂-emissions due to the use of paper and post 
was only 2 % of the total emissions of the organi-
zation in 2013. Paper mail is sent via PostNL CO₂ 
neutral.

• Emergency lighting is completely renewed, 
using LED lighting, and meets Building Code 
(Bouwbesluit) 2012. 

• All common areas are equipped with motion 
sensors and lights are replaced with LED lights;

• Software has been installed to monitor energy 
consumption, with a focus on areas having the 
highest consumption.

• The tubes of the district heating are insulated, 
which has practically eradicated heat loss.

• The new flooring is durable manufactured. 

Climate neutrality
The standard mode of travel in The Netherlands is 
public transport, for Europe it is the train and for the 
rest of the world CO₂-compensated flying. In 2013, 
the CO₂ footprint of all ICCO Cooperation offices 
combined was 1,876 tons of CO₂, 20 tons more than 
in 2012. Emissions were compensated by purchase 
of carbon credits from the FairClimateFund for an 
amount totaling EUR 23,834.58 inclusive of VAT. 
These carbon credits are produced by the equivalent 
of 1,450 households in South Africa. Thanks train-
ings provided to our local partner organization NOVA 
Institute, these households are going to cook more 
efficiently. The result is less CO₂-emissions, many 
health benefits as well as a savings in heating costs 
amounting to around EUR 70,000.

Certifications
ICCO Cooperation promotes the use of standards, 
guidelines, hallmarks and certificates, because they 
provide a way to collectively improve conditions and 
sustainability, to make progress clear and verifiable, 
and to have measures at hand to improve or develop 
our work. Important hallmarks or guidelines are CBF, 
ISO 9001 and HAP. 

Partnership policy 
The partnership policy of ICCO Cooperation has been 
revised in 2013. We seek to work in close coopera-
tion with the people involved, their organizations 
and others who can contribute to our objectives. 
Being in relationships means that we are inspired 
by others and do inspire others. While working 
towards an effective range of partnerships, we are 
committed to have knowledge and understanding 
of local contexts and to formulate which actors are 
vital in reaching our objectives. The policy forms 
the framework for our codes of conduct, contractual 
conditions and complaint procedures. In the case of 
evaluations, investigations or audits, partners always 
have the right to react.

2.3 ADMINISTRATION COSTS

We keep our administration costs as low as possible 
and below the standards as stated in our business 
plan. In 2013 we concluded the year with execution 
costs of 11.1%. The slight overspending of 0.2% 
against budget was mainly caused by extra person-
nel for fundraising during the year. However, it is a 
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necessary up-front investment towards the future. See the table below and see the Financial Statements (PART 
IV) for further specifications.

Table 2: Administration costs internal organization 

ACTUAL 2013 BUDGET 2013

Total Execution Costs 15,558,658 13,084,858 

  less:  Direct Execution Costs  4,113,076-  4,715,808-

Indirect Execution costs  11,445,582  8,369,050 

   less: Revenues, by taxes and other income  1,634,155-  -   

  Costs internal organization (A)  9,811,427  8,369,050 

 Total project payments (B)  78,711,302  68,411,225 

   EXECUTION COSTS % = A / (A + B) 11.1% 10.9%

The management and administration costs as a percentage of total expenditure are 4.5%.

2.4 EMPLOYEES AND HUMAN RESOURCES

Table 3: Employees per 31-12-2013

NR. OF EMPLOYEES FTE

GLOBAL OFFICE

Employees per 31-12-2012 115 104,31

New employees in 2013 11 10,36

Out of service in 2013 17 15,1

Employees per 31-12-2013 109 99,57

Average 2013 112 101,94

N.B. Data are excluding volunteers, 0-hour contractants, interns, F&S Holding, and Dutch expats.

FAIR & SUSTAINABLE HOLDING B.V.

Employees per 31-12-2012 18 16,45

New employees in 2013

Out of service in 2013 1 1

Employees per 31-12-2013 17 15,45

Average 2013 17,5 15,95

REGIONAL OFFICES

Employees per 31-12-2012 188

New employees in 2013 70

Out of service in 2013 29

Employees per 31-12-2013 229

Average 2013 208,5

N.B. Regional Managers and Dutch expats are included in the number of employees per the end of the year.

Table 4: Staffing Global Office per 31-12-2013

FTE/NUMBER %

Total FTEs 99,57

Total number of employees 109 100

Permanent staff* 88 81

Temporary staff* 21 19

Employees in 7 6

Empolyees out 17 16

*excl. volunteers, interns, consultants, 0-hours contractants, F&S en Dutch expats
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Table 5: Formation gender division

MALE FEMALE TOTAL M% F%

GLOBAL OFFICE

Executive Board 2 0 2 100,00 0

Management 4 3 7 57,14 42,86

Middle management 2 2 4 50,00 50,00

Staff 40 56 96 41,67 58,33

TOTAL 48 61 109 44,0 56,0

REGIONAL OFFICES

Regional Managers 4 3 7 57,14 42,86

Middle management 5 4 9 55,56 44,44

Staff 121 92 214 56,54 42,99

TOTAL 130 99 229 56,8 43,2

Table 6: Absenteeism

% AS PER 
31-12-2013

SHORT 
TERM

MEDIUM 
TERM

LONG 
TERM

VERY LONG 
TERM

Global Office 3,02 24,3 12,7 27,19 35,8

Fair & Sustainable Holding B.V. 1,79 0,42 1,13 0,24 0

At the beginning of the year 115 employees had a 
position in Utrecht and at the end of the year this 
was down to 109 (table 3). The number per 31st 
December includes employees of ICCO Investments 
and NPM. The number of staff at Fair & Sustainable 
Holding B.V. is almost unchanged compared to 2012; 
eightteen employees at the beginning of 2013 and 
seventeen at the end of the year (table 3). In the 
Regional Offices a growth of staff was realized (table 
3). At the beginning of the year 188 staff members 
were employed in the regions and at the end of the 
year this number was mounted to 229, a growth of 
nearly 22%. Illness-absence in Utrecht at the end 
of 2013 was 3,02%; 37% lower than at the end of 
last year (table 6). This figure was mainly due to 
long term and very long term illness. The reason of 
illness was often a combination of work-related and 
non-work related issues and in some cases non-work 
related. Illness-absence at Fair & Sustainable Holding 
B.V. at the end of the year was 1,79%.  

Ongoing in 2013 was the implementation of our 
Social Plans on the ProCoDe and MFS2 reorganiza-
tion. The ProCoDe reorganization was necessary 
due to the decentralization of the organization, the 
MFS reorganization due to budget cuts in 2010. Still 
a small number of staff were guided by our Mobility 

Office in order to find another job outside ICCO 
Cooperation.

The management of ICCO Cooperation continued the 
management development trajectory with external 
support from the consultancy ITIP. The management 
team worked on personal leadership for two days in 
each of the management weeks. All functions were 
reformulated and rated in 2012 and implemented in 
2013. The complaint procedure was finalized. The 
functions in ICCO Investments were formulated and 
rated. The terms of employment for our expat staff 
were renewed and implemented. In the regions the 
analysis of the benchmark on salaries was imple-
mented. ICCO Cooperation wants to pay salaries with 
a bandwidth of 50 to 65 percentile of the benchmark. 
In most of our offices this is the case. 

On various topics face-to-face meetings and trainings 
were organized for staff in Utrecht and the Regional 
Offices. To give only one example were trainings on 
private sector engagement, with some regions, such 
as West Africa, conducting local studies on economic 
opportunities. To align our ways of engaging compa-
nies worldwide a private sector charter was devel-
oped with targets, services and an 80% focus on the 
agri-food sector. 
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2.5 FINANCES AND QUALITY 
CONTROL

In 2013 systems, processes and procedures have 
been improved on institutional financing of donors 
other than the Dutch government. An intensive 
evaluation of the generated periodic management 
information system took place and monitoring has 
led to more knowledge about operations and strive 
for more effectiveness and efficiency.

ICCO Cooperation works with a quality manage-
ment system which is certified according to the ISO 
9001:2008 standard. The certificate includes the 
seven Regional Offices. In 2013 external ISO audits 
were held in two Regional Offices. In 2013 the Audit 
Unit implemented eight internal audits. Selection of 
audit subjects was based on a risk analysis by the 
Executive Board, which resulted in an audit plan. 
Four of the eight audits were complete audits of 
Regional Offices where all aspects of programs, oper-
ations and management were looked at. The other 
four internal audits focused on a specific procedures 
and job descriptions. The Audit Unit also verified the 
effectiveness of follow-up of recommendations of 
previous audits.

The Quality Manual of ICCO Cooperation was made 
easily accessible for all staff via the internal Portal. 
Also preparations were made for upgrading inte-
grated risk management; implementation will be 
followed up in 2014. Another important topic was 
the revision in risk level procedures.

2.6 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

The ICCO Portal was officially released in 2013. The 
Portal is “future proof” and will serve as the inte-
grated environment and space for all internal ICCO 
Cooperation partners and external stakeholders, e.g. 
Regional Councils, thematic stakeholders and local 
partners. All the relevant data were migrated to the 
Portal. The Portal is a large improvement in user 
experience, transparency and a flexible tool for the 
organization.

A simplified version of ITIL (Information Technology 
Infrastructure Library), the Min-ITIL, was imple-
mented. Because of this, we were able to implement 
the necessary improvements to MicroSoft Dynamics 

and the office environment. Replacing and updating of 
hardware and software was almost completed during 
the year. Finally, various tailor-made web-based 
programs and software were updated during the year, 
such as the project browser and the monitoring tool.

2.7 SECURITY AND SAFETY

ICCO Cooperation takes safety and security very seri-
ously. As an internationally operating organization 
we want to be prepared and well-trained. Security 
responsibilities were transferred to the regions in 
2013. The security desk in Utrecht is focusing on 
service delivery, advising, monitoring of security 
preparedness, safety and security training. She 
provides incident and crisis response and collects 
and disburses experience and knowhow, lessons and 
tools and tips. Close relations are maintained with 
the ACT Alliance, the Dutch Security Network and the 
European Interagency Security Forum. 

Abroad basic safety and security training was 
provided to 87 staff members and in The Netherlands. 
109 staff members were trained by the Centre for 
Safety and Development. Safe travelling courses were 
provided to 77 students in The Netherlands and 
dozens of travelers and deployed staff have received 
security briefings. More than forty staff members 
received a crisis management training. 

The internal crisis management team was activated 
three times in 2013 for the following cases: Mali 
(north), Kenya (terrorist attack on the Westgate 
shopping mall) and South Sudan (evacuation). 
Twenty-five security incidents (including health 
cases during traveling) were formally reported. The 
majority of incidents concern threats, robberies 
and political turmoil. Most incidents took place in 
the Central and Eastern Africa region, in particular 
in Juba where the political stability was decreasing 
rapidly with increasing risks for operations and staff. 
The compound was attacked.

2.8 WORKS COUNCILS

All Regional Staff Representations delivered a 
member for the International Works Council. 
This body has an advisory role to the Executive 
Board. Executive Board and International Works 
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Council agreed in 2013 on the content and proce-
dures of formal staff involvement in the decisions 
of the Board. Next to this in Utrecht a temporary 
Consultative Group started its work, getting ahead of 
the successful formal elections in January of 2014 for 
an official Works Council. The Works Council Global 
Office was much involved in the decisions about the 
Shared Service Center and appointed two members 
in the International Works Council.

Ending a period of about a year in which no formal 
body of staff representation was active, 2013 saw 
the birth of a renewed system of employee influence 
in decision making, reflecting the structure of the 
organization. In the second half of the year the staff 
in seven Regional Offices elected their representa-
tives in small Regional Staff Representations. These 
bodies discuss the most important policies and deci-
sions with the Regional Manager.

By the end of year all staff was represented in the 
decision making processes, advising either the 
Executive Board or the Regional Manager. A secre-
tary supports the work of the representative bodies.
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The Paclibar Family

At daybreak six days a week, 30-year-old Gremar 

Paclibar reports for work at the mill as a supervisor-

in-training overseeing the cooking of muscovado. 

Like others in Havemarbo village, he is a third generation 

worker whose forebears have lived off the sugarcane 

fields. Gremar and his 77-year-old father Gregorio 

(photo) were born in La Castellaña. His grandfather 

came from Iloilo province and joined the mass migration 

to Negros Occidental in the early decades of the 20th 

century.

Those early migrants probably thought they would live 

long enough to become landowners, but it took three 

more generations for that to became a reality. Gregorio 

and 102 other farmworkers of Hacienda Velez Malaga 

became landowners as beneficiaries of the government’s 

Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Program (CARP) in 

2008, the year Gremar’s own child was born. 

The farmer-beneficiaries were members of Havemarbo, 

short for Hacienda Velez Malaga Agrarian Reform 

Beneficiaries Organization, and they paid dearly for 

the right to own land. Two of their members died in the 

series of confrontations with blue guards, the dreaded 

security forces of the landowner. Another was murdered 

in his home in the dead of night. 

“Without that struggle, there would be no jobs for us 

here,” said Gremar, pointing to the muscovado mixers 

whose work he helps supervise. All workers at the mill 

are children of farmer-beneficiaries. They said things 

are much better now that their families own the land. 

But there are new challenges. They have to make the 

muscovado mill more productive, the better to meet the 

demands of the times, and the needs of the muscovado-

buying public. 

This story continues on page 51
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3.1 STRATEGY

Multi-sector coalitions are an important base of 
fair and economic development programs. ICCO 
Cooperation connects producer organizations to 
market actors in local or (inter)national markets. We 
improve productivity as well as prices for produce 
and work towards a fair price and living wages for 
small producers. Examples of our coalitions on a 
global level are our support to the IDH Sustainability 
Initiative Fruits and Vegetables, the IDH Sustainable 
Spices Initiative, the Fair Wear Foundation, BoP Inc. 
and Agri-ProFocus. With our cooperation partners 
Kerk in Actie, coPrisma and Edukans we link value 
chain development to the rights based approach. 

Lobby and advocacy play an important role. When 
local communities are being denied their most basic 
rights, such as right to land, right to food, or their 
right to education, economic progress will never be 

sustainable. Therefore we strengthen civil society 
organizations to realize these rights. We stimulate 
and partner with the private sector to find joint solu-
tions dedicated to eradicating poverty and injustice. 

3.2 RESULTS AND LESSONS

A number of country programs continued to grow 
or improved considerably in 2013. These were: 
Mali, Burkina Faso, the Philippines, Ethiopia, 
Rwanda, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Tadzhikistan and India. 
Other countries improved somewhat or continued 
performing on a satisfactory level: Ghana, Angola, 
Madagascar, Malawi, Benin, Senegal, Burundi, 
Bolivia en Peru en Guatemala. The remaining coun-
tries are in a process of adjustment of strategy and 
focus: Liberia, Surinam, Papua New Guinea, Brazil, 
Nicaragua, Honduras and South Africa.

The program is operational in 27 countries. In 
2013 the fair and economic development program 
expanded into Cambodia and Indonesia. Progress in 
a selected number of countries is described below.

West Africa
In Mali and Burkina Faso ICCO Cooperation success-
fully strengthened the shea and sesame chain coop-
eration between producer organization, companies 
and NGOs, despite delays due to the Mali security situ-
ation. In total 12,000 women increased their income. 
This shows that though it takes time and effort, inclu-
sive value chain development really takes off when it 
is based on strong market demand. The shea program 
in Ghana and Benin made a successful start, provid-

03 FAIR ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT
The fair economic development program  focuses on connecting sustainable 
livelihoods and justice for all, the two pillars of ICCO Cooperation. It propels 
rural entrepreneurship and producer organizations, it promotes  inclusive 
value chain development and opens up access to financial services. 

EXPENDITURES OF 
INTERVENTION STRATEGIES IN %

€ 18,270,481 spent

 Policy intervention

 21%
  Direct poverty alleviation

 27%
  Civil society development

 52%
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ing support to over 12,000 women. In addition, ICCO 
Cooperation’s funding to the Global Shea Alliance 
has been catalytic as it helped to upscale programs in 
Nigeria, Ivory Coast and Burkina Faso.

In Liberia and Sierra Leone the programs were 
revised in 2013 as they lack impact. Now the focus is 
on promoting vegetable production for the national 
market since market connections and demand are 
promising. 

Kenya
The programmatic cooperation with an integrated 
ICT component increased substantially in outreach to 
over 13,000 smallholders. The strong capacity build-
ing trajectory of partners contributed to this result as 
well as the fact that decentralization of government 

increases opportunities for partners to lobby as well as 
to cooperate in decentralized economic development 
programs. Development of new products such as tree 
tomatoes and strawberries, with smallholders and their 
producer organizations and linking them to buyers in 
Nairobi makes farming attractive for young farmers. 

Madagascar
ICCO Cooperation in Madagascar focuses on 
improving land security among small farmers, value 
chain development (especially spices and coffee) 
and increasing access to finance through support 
to MFIs. The economic part of the program did 
not grow in 2013, due to delays in getting exter-
nal investments. However, lobby in Madagascar 
resulted in ten thousands of small farmers having a 
title deed to their land.

SHEA NUTS CREATE INCOME FOR WOMEN
In Burkina Faso, ICCO Cooperation has created a successful public 

private partnership with FairMatch Support and Olvea Burkina 

Faso (a private company) to develop the shea value chain in a 

market driven approach. Four producer organizations are involved, 

including the largest of these FADEF-SO , a women cooperative 

with over 20,000 members. Results show that the partnership has 

been successful in improving the quality of the nuts delivered to 

Olvea. FADEF-SO has been able to increase its income as well as the 

incomes of individual women over the last three years. For each euro 

invested, nine euro in additional income has been earned per year.

See infographic on page 40.

Photo: ICCO Cooperation

 GOOD PRACTICE

Indicator 2011- 2013 (% female) 2015 On track?

(Inter)national companies operate pro-poor and gender inclusive 53 40

Number of innovative financial products (loans, savings) developed 38 75

Employees reached with grant support*  820,000

Profitable producer organizations connected to (inter)national value chains 226 120

Independent and sustainable producers organizations 386 250

Rural clients (including small farmers ) reached by MFIs with non-grant support 3,500,000 (82%) 5,000,000

Small producers linked to emerging producer organizations have improved their income 476,000 (39%) 400,000

* together with Better Cotton Initiative and Fair Wear Foundation

TRACKING OUR PROGRESS 2011-2013

Source: ICCO Cooperation 
Monitoring Data, 2013 

(see also page 17)
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India 
In India ICCO Cooperation has strengthened its coop-
eration with state governments and major develop-
ment organizations to further increase its impact. 
The new government CSR bill - companies have to 
invest 2% of net profit in corporate social responsi-
bility - provides opportunities for alternative funding 
of programs, provided green washing is avoided. 

Central Asia 
In Kyrgyzstan and Tadzhikistan poor people are 
connected to value chains by linking small producers 
to markets. The outreach has been consolidated at 
some 8,000 farmers. Organic production and market-
ing is actively being developed in the region. 

The Philippines
The program focused on alleviating poverty among 
the farming and fishing households in the rural 
areas, particularly in the poorer regions of the coun-
try. On market development successes were realized 
in developing inclusive business models, whereby 
costs of technical service provision to farmers are 
embedded into the chain rather than paid by a donor. 

Once successfully tested, such models allow for 
market uptake and thus upscaling. The cooperation 
with financial services partners, such as our own 
ICCO Investments, is key in this approach. The lobby 
component on land reform was continued, while 
a lobby to the private sector on human rights was 
added. In short, the Philippines is nursery ground for 
program innovation.

The Papua New Guinea program is gradually termi-
nated, some partners were phased out because of 
non-performance, the few remaining projects will 
end in 2014. 

Central America
The fair economic development program in Central 
America improves the living and working condi-
tions of poor people in rural areas, especially youth, 
women and small producers. ICCO Cooperation’s 
lobby activities resulted in better micro-finance laws, 
for example in Honduras, where two additional new 
regulations on rural finance were approved. Also in 
Honduras, linkages between private enterprises and 
rural groups, especially rural women, were strength-
ened. This resulted in formal agreements in which 
access to international markets for the commerciali-
zation of products was established. 

South America
In South America, the value chains include amaranth, 
dairy, and Andean tubers. However, many small 
producers diversify production to reduce risks and 
ensure their production and food security. As a 
response organic production, which gets increasing 
local and international market demand, is targeted 
and promoted by the ICCO Cooperation. We also 
enhance our lobby and advocacy activities for the 
recognition of the organic sector. Our lobby activities 
significantly helped to open the ecological market for 
small producers.

In Bolivia some 7,000 farmers (40% organic farmers; 
40% women) were reached through 65 producers 
organizations. In Paraguay, the Paraguay Organic 
program is slowing down and some members left the 
association, which shows that growth of business is 
needed to keep members on board. 
A success is the advancement of the gastronomic 
movement in both Peru and Bolivia. This multi-stake-
holder initiative matches a growing urban demand 
for better quality food with farmer opportunities to 

PROFITABLE AND INNOVATIVE BUSINESS
The Integrated Rice Duck Farming System (IRDFS) is an innovative 

approach which combines organic rice farming and raising ducks. The 

growing ducks control rice diseases by eating insects while providing 

the necessary manure. By harvest time the mature ducks provide the 

farmers additional income. In this way farmers, who gained access 

to land through sustained lobby efforts of ICCO Cooperation and its 

partners, make a profitable business out of their land. The approach 

has become the pillar of the sustainable agriculture strategy of 

South-West Mindanao and gained the interest of the private sector.

Photo: Marcella Bos

 GOOD PRACTICE
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produce and sell them. The lobby on organic produc-
tion in Bolivia, Peru and Paraguay resulted in laws 
and thus provides market opportunities for small 
producers. 

3.3 STRENGTHENING SOCIETY AND 
PARTNERS

In eight countries ICCO Cooperation takes a strong 
lead in engaging both the private sector and NGO 
actors in developing inclusive value chains (Mali, 
Burkina Faso, Madagascar, the Philippines, Ethiopia, 
Kenya, Rwanda and Guatemala). In another eight 
countries we work on such an approach primarily 
through our partners, while in eleven countries the 
programmatic approach either did not take off or 
is limited to NGOs working together on part of the 
inclusive value chain development challenge. 

3.4 PARTNERSHIPS

ICCO Cooperation strategy is about joint learning 
with partners and producer organizations, coop-
eration with local or international private sector 
and developing joint funds for capacity building of 
value chain actors (e.g. Ethiopia, Rwanda). In the 
Agri-ProFocus agrihubs for example, which ICCO 
Cooperation leads in Ethiopia, Rwanda and Mali and 
is an active member in Kenya, Benin and Indonesia, 
learning, complementarity and harmonization are 
quite successful. 

Another area of growing complementarity is that of 
value chain finance. Microfinance institutions, such 
as Terrafina MicroFinance, have started making steps 
in value chain finance, convinced by capacity build-
ing on understanding chain dynamics on the one 
hand and sharing of risks by partial guarantees on 
the other hand. 

ICCO Cooperation provided partial guarantees 
(see PART III) on Oikocredit 75 loans resulting in 
an outreach of about 2.5 million people (83.6% 
women). ICCO Cooperation co-funded Oikocredit 
support to MFIs on social performance management, 
risk management and governance, product develop-
ment and agricultural value chain finance. In total 
over 130 interventions were done on these issues.

3.5 GENDER AND RIGHTS

In most African countries substantial progress was 
made on gender, as increasing participation of and 
decision making by women has been put on the 
development agenda with partners. This resulted in 
a higher percentage of female members in producer 
organizations as well as more women in leadership 
positions. In Asia and Latin America gender specific 
attention was already more prevalent in ICCO 
Cooperation programs. The rights-based approach 
in fair economic development programs is strongly 
tied to land rights issues and lobby for an enabling 
environment. Land rights issues are specifically 
addressed in South Africa, Madagascar, Cambodia 
and the Philippines, while lobby for an inclusive 
enabling environment is done in almost all countries.

PROMOTING LOCAL FOOD 
PRODUCTION
In Bolivia, the Tambo Agro-Eco Fair 

attracted more than 31,000 consumers. 

This event promotes local food production 

and consumption. From all over Bolivia, 78 

restaurants, sixty producer organizations and 

ten partners participated. On a wider level, 

eight producer organization marketed their 

products through retail in cooperation with 

the private sector and eco-fairs such as the 

Tambo Agro-Eco Fair. 

Photo: Opmeer Reports
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ICCO funded FairMatch Support, 

a Dutch organization that develops 

sustainable value chains by linking 

producer organizations to the 

private sector.  

ICCO Cooperation and FairMatch 

Support contacted Olvea Burkina 

Faso and helped to

• reinforce  the organizational and 

governance capacity;

• build the technical and 

marketing capacity of the 

producer organizations; 

• set up a system to pay the 

producers a premium for high 

quality shea nuts; 

• facilitate the exchange of 

information allowing Olvea 

to adapt timely to business 

changes. The women producers 

are more aware of world market 

prices and quality standards;

• broker between the private 

sector and the producer 

organization.

ICCO COOPERATION’S INVOLVEMENT

3

Olvea Burkina Faso

4

Olvea Group

ICCO COOPERATION VALUE CHAINS CASES
IN THE WORLD

In Burkina Faso ICCO Cooperation supports 20,000 
 Burkinabe women producers of shea nuts and the French 

company Olvea with good advice and expertise to develop 
a  sustainable supply chain. Now Olvea supplies to a niche 

market. And the women producers get a premium for their 
high quality nuts. Their whole community benefi ts.

Burkina Faso

CASE Develop a better value chain for shea nuts

Shea nut
•	 The	kernel	of	the	Karite	fruit	is	the	

shea nut. Converted to shea butter 
it is rich of fats and vitamins. 

•	 Therefore	it’s	a	desirable	ingredient	
for	skin	care	products,	medicines	
and food (e.g. chocolate).

Economic importance 
• Local and international demand for shea butter is high. 
•	 Demand	has	increased	by	over	1,200%	over	the	last	10	

years.
•	 Shea	nuts	are	Burkina	Faso’s	fourth	most	important	

export product.
• Almost half of the women are engaged in the collection 
of	shea	nuts.	The	nut	is	called	the	women’s	gold.

The solution
 
The	French	company	Olvea	Group,	wanted	
better control of its shea butter supply. 
• In 2007 it created the subsidiary ‘Olvea 
Burkina		Faso’.	It	connects	Olvea	directly	to	
shea nut collectors and twelve cooperatives. 

•	 This	guarantees	a	sustainable	supply	chain.	

The problem
 
The potential for the shea nut production was not 

realized, because:

• The women shea producers were not well infor-

med on market requirements. 

• The women were not well organized and diffi cult 

to reach for buying companies.

• Traders and middle men collected the shea nuts 

from the women and sold them to processing 

companies. Women didn’t get fair prices. 

• Buyers didn’t get a consistent product quality.

People
•	 Olvea	now	has	a	transparent,	long	

term relation with the women’s 
cooperatives. 

•	 In	2013	Olvea	attributed	$	8,385	
as	premium	for	fulfi	 lment	of	quality	
requirements.	

• A local committee of the coopera-
tive determines how the premium 
contributes	to	schooling,	health	
services etc. 

Planet
•	 The	women	produce	in	a	sustain-

able  way; without chemicals. 
•	 The	foot	print	of	the	chain	is	cal-
culated	and	residue	-	shea	cake	-	is	
used as a source of energy.

Profi t
•	 Olvea	controls	the	quality	and	

traceability of the shea nuts thus 
meeting	the	requirements	of	cus-
tomers and European regulations.

•	 Olvea	makes	profi	t	in	the	niche	mar-
ket	and	enlarges	its	customer	base.		

Trades of shea kernels
by	FADEF-SO	(largest	cooperative:	20,000	members)
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ICCO funded FairMatch Support, 

a Dutch organization that develops 

sustainable value chains by linking 

producer organizations to the 

private sector.  

ICCO Cooperation and FairMatch 

Support contacted Olvea Burkina 

Faso and helped to

• reinforce  the organizational and 

governance capacity;

• build the technical and 

marketing capacity of the 

producer organizations; 

• set up a system to pay the 

producers a premium for high 

quality shea nuts; 

• facilitate the exchange of 

information allowing Olvea 

to adapt timely to business 

changes. The women producers 

are more aware of world market 

prices and quality standards;

• broker between the private 

sector and the producer 

organization.

ICCO COOPERATION’S INVOLVEMENT

3

Olvea Burkina Faso

4

Olvea Group

ICCO COOPERATION VALUE CHAINS CASES
IN THE WORLD

In Burkina Faso ICCO Cooperation supports 20,000 
 Burkinabe women producers of shea nuts and the French 

company Olvea with good advice and expertise to develop 
a  sustainable supply chain. Now Olvea supplies to a niche 

market. And the women producers get a premium for their 
high quality nuts. Their whole community benefi ts.

Burkina Faso

CASE Develop a better value chain for shea nuts

Shea nut
•	 The	kernel	of	the	Karite	fruit	is	the	

shea nut. Converted to shea butter 
it is rich of fats and vitamins. 

•	 Therefore	it’s	a	desirable	ingredient	
for	skin	care	products,	medicines	
and food (e.g. chocolate).

Economic importance 
• Local and international demand for shea butter is high. 
•	 Demand	has	increased	by	over	1,200%	over	the	last	10	

years.
•	 Shea	nuts	are	Burkina	Faso’s	fourth	most	important	

export product.
• Almost half of the women are engaged in the collection 
of	shea	nuts.	The	nut	is	called	the	women’s	gold.

The solution
 
The	French	company	Olvea	Group,	wanted	
better control of its shea butter supply. 
• In 2007 it created the subsidiary ‘Olvea 
Burkina		Faso’.	It	connects	Olvea	directly	to	
shea nut collectors and twelve cooperatives. 

•	 This	guarantees	a	sustainable	supply	chain.	

The problem
 
The potential for the shea nut production was not 

realized, because:

• The women shea producers were not well infor-

med on market requirements. 

• The women were not well organized and diffi cult 

to reach for buying companies.

• Traders and middle men collected the shea nuts 

from the women and sold them to processing 

companies. Women didn’t get fair prices. 

• Buyers didn’t get a consistent product quality.

People
•	 Olvea	now	has	a	transparent,	long	

term relation with the women’s 
cooperatives. 

•	 In	2013	Olvea	attributed	$	8,385	
as	premium	for	fulfi	 lment	of	quality	
requirements.	

• A local committee of the coopera-
tive determines how the premium 
contributes	to	schooling,	health	
services etc. 

Planet
•	 The	women	produce	in	a	sustain-

able  way; without chemicals. 
•	 The	foot	print	of	the	chain	is	cal-
culated	and	residue	-	shea	cake	-	is	
used as a source of energy.

Profi t
•	 Olvea	controls	the	quality	and	

traceability of the shea nuts thus 
meeting	the	requirements	of	cus-
tomers and European regulations.

•	 Olvea	makes	profi	t	in	the	niche	mar-
ket	and	enlarges	its	customer	base.		

Trades of shea kernels
by	FADEF-SO	(largest	cooperative:	20,000	members)
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4.1  STRATEGY

Exclusion and scarcity, created and aggravated by 
unequal power balances, are the main drivers of 
poverty. We empower people and their organiza-
tions to address misuse of power, unjust power 
relations and their consequences. We strengthen the 
voices and capacities of people claiming and creat-
ing justice. This implies working with a rights-based 
approach as well as a gender approach. In 2013 there 
was a double focus on two themes: 1. Human rights, 
accountability and political space and 2. Access to 
land and natural resources.

In our analysis especially civil society organizations 
that work on human rights and/or economic inter-
ests of powerful actors, for example related to access 

to land and natural resources, are under attack in 
different countries. New restrictive legislation on 
civil society organizations is often meant to structure, 
canalize and control the role of civil society. The theme 
of enhancing political and operational space therefore 
is of growing interest. In Malawi a conference on this 
issue was organized together with ACT Alliance. 

Access to land and natural resources continued 
to play an important role in most of the regions 
we work in. We continued working on two fronts: 
addressing the root causes related to rural poverty, 
conflicts and exclusion, whilst at the same time 
directly promoting grass root participation on land 
and natural resource policies. 

Human rights defenders continued to receive special 
attention. ICCO Cooperation programs monitored 
human rights developments and the position of 
human rights defenders, and supported them person-
ally. For example in Cambodia land rights activists 
were supported. Affected people and people whose 
lands have been secured were supported with food 
and nutrition security and economic perspectives 

4.2  RESULTS AND LESSONS 

The program is active in 22 countries where we 
support 233 local organizations. The following are 
some more specific program highlights for different 
countries in 2013.  

04 CONFLICT 
TRANSFORMATION AND 
DEMOCRATIZATION
ICCO Cooperation strengthens through local civil society organi zations and 
coalitions marginalized target groups. The focus lies on empowering these 
groups so that they can exercise their rights and fully participate in and 
contribute to processes of conflict transformation and democratization.

EXPENDITURES OF 
INTERVENTION STRATEGIES IN %

€ 15,217,954 spent

 Policy intervention

 26%
  Direct poverty alleviation

 5%
  Civil society development

 69%
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Liberia
In 2013 human rights, gender and sexual violence, 
governance and reconciliation remain critical issues 
in Liberia. Political tension grew while senatorial 
elections are expected to be held in October 2014. 
The government increased its attempts ensuring 
that NGOs become accountable and no supranational 
bodies. This has led to a strong civil society position 
statement. 325 participants including women, men 
and youths have been trained on women’s rights and 
sexual and gendered based violence with a focus on 
the implementation of the National Action Plan on 
UN Resolution 1325 and 1820; an advocacy strategy 
has been developed with the involvement of the 
Ministry of Gender and Development. 

210 court officials, law enforcement officers, tradi-
tional leaders and other community members partic-
ipated in awareness workshops on human rights 
education and the criminal justice systems. 335 
community members, largely women and youths, 
were trained on advocacy and arrest procedures as 
community advocates; twelve community policing 
forums were held with a total participation of six 
hundred community members and police officers to 
discuss issues of human security and peace. 

Zimbabwe
2013 was an election year in Zimbabwe wherein 
there were considerable risks for the escalation of 
violence and shrinking of democratic space. In this 
regard the program supported interventions promot-
ing a free and fair election. Structural organization 
of poor and marginalized groups as citizens in their 
own societies lead to increases in civic participa-
tion in the elections process. ‘Ministries Fraternals’, 
groups of local leaders from member churches work-
ing to bring change at community level, provided 
the church with a nationwide presence and ability 
to coordinate thousands of ecumenical election 
monitors. Six ICCO Cooperation partners set up local 
peace committees to create conducive environments 
for sustainable peace. They also played a role in 
monitoring electoral conditions and contributed to 
the absent of political motivated violence.

Middle East
ICCO Cooperation developed a third version of 
research paper ‘ Dutch economic links with the occu-
pation’, together with IKV and Cordaid in April 2013. 
In 2013 a complaint of al Haq versus Riwal led to the 
decision of the Dutch prosecutor not to prosecute. At 
the same time the prosecutor warned for non-repe-
tition, which created the possibility in jurisdiction to 

ENHANCING ACCESS TO LAND
In northern Uganda 680 cases on access 

to land and land rights were registered and 

followed up by ‘Facilitation for Peace and 

Development’ (FAPAD). Legal aid experts 

successfully mediated 381 cases, of which 

45 cases were filed in court of law, 211 were 

referred to other justice institutions and 43 

were still pending at the end of the year. 

Photo: Paul Jeffrey / ACT Alliance

 GOOD PRACTICE

Indicator 2011- 2013 2015 On track?

Countries where Rule of Law, civil and political rights and/or impunity have been improved 26 7

Partners demanding compliance of corporations and governments to (inter)national standards on land and natural resources 81 75

Partners developing lobby and/or advocacy campaigns for improved land rights and other natural resources 3 15

Partners influencing the design and implementation of national action plans on UNSC resolution 1820 and 1325 21 20

Marginalized groups (in particular women and youth) empowered to exercise their rights and to participate in political decision making 8.776 4.500

Partners put issues of accountability of state actors and corruption high on the political agenda 118 25

TRACKING OUR PROGRESS 2011-2013

Source: ICCO Cooperation 
Monitoring Data, 2013 

(see also page 17)
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open future similar cases, creating a legal warning 
for Dutch and European companies not to build the 
wall or the settlements. As a result of the accounta-
bility program al Haq published its water report and 
informed international companies with its results.

Vietnam
In Vietnam we lobby for reallocation of land and 
forest currently managed by state owned forest 
enterprises and private companies to local people, 
especially indigenous groups. We also support the 
organization of local people and civil society to 
protect their land and forest from the construction of 
mega dams and plantation forest. An example of how 
ICCO supports ethnic groups claiming their rights is 
illustrated by the Hanh Dich case on page 36.

Kyrgyzstan
One of the programs in Kyrgyzstan concentrates on 
migration. Migration is a key means of livelihood to 
rural communities in Kyrgyzstan. Approximately 30% 
of Kyrgyzstan’s population works abroad. Family 
members that stay behind are often faced with serious 
economic and social challenges. A platform of ICCO 
Cooperation partners worked with 76,672 migrant 
workers and their families in 410 villages and twenty 
towns and rayon centers, where 358 self-help groups 
and initiative groups were established. In 2013 
Kyrgyzstan faced more restrictive laws on NGOs, also 
ICCO Cooperation partners were intimidated. We have 
supported the protection of these partners. 

Bolivia
Some of the results of the land program include: 
legalization of land for twenty highland communi-
ties. 41 communities applied communal registration 
of ownership rights. Well over a thousand families 
updated their formal property land rights more than 
three hundred (peasant) leaders have been trained 
for indigenous local governments. More than hundred 
leaders have been trained in land rights. Indigenous 
leaders have participated in the design process of 
the Water Law for Life and Food Sovereignty projects 
-both projects are in the Legislative Assembly. Almost 
two hundred radio programs about rights of indige-
nous towns were transmitted via 25 community radio 
stations. There was a legalization of 9,000 hectares for 
Weenhayek indigenous people.

Central America
2013 is characterized by a progressive militarization 
in all Central American countries of intervention, and 
the tightening of penalties that stigmatize adolescents 
and young people as perpetrators of violence. In 
Guatemala this aggravated human rights violations of 
a large number of indigenous communities and the 
environmental degradation of their territories.

According to the strategic lines of the program, 
partner organizations have managed to influence 
and develop proposals for policy reform in relation 
to violence prevention, mostly for the penitentiary 
systems, in Guatemala as well as in El Salvador. These 
policies have not yet been approved and implemented 
but are well under way. Rehabilitation activities have 
also been implemented as part of the strategic lines 
of the program, in both countries, helping youth to 
recover and reintegrate into society in El Salvador and 

STOPPING POWER DAMS
The most significant result of this work was the 

cancelation of more than ten hydraulic power 

dam projects in Quang Nam province, and the 

stop of two mega dams in Dong Nai province.  

The stop and cancellation of these projects 

secured the livelihoods and culture of thou-

sands of people in both up and down stream 

areas. The government also reviewed their 

dam plans for the whole country and adjusted 

them accordingly to minimize possible risks 

to the related communities. This success was 

brought about by the Vietnam River Network 

a broad coalition of civil society organizations, 

strongly supported by ICCO Cooperation. 

Another success was the land allocation of 

1,500 hectares to indigenous people. 

Photo: Vietnam River Network

 GOOD PRACTICE
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helping organizations in Guatemala to litigate cases 
related to territorial defense and armed conflict.

4.3 STRENGTHENING SOCIETY AND 
PARTNERS

Capacity training on fundraising was a very impor-
tant item in 2013, due to the diminishing external 
funds and the need to concentrate on financial 
sustainability of the partner organizations. 

Most partners work in coalitions or shared 
programs. Increasingly we see a growing coordina-
tion between coalitions and partners on justice 
and livelihood programs, for example on land and 
natural resource rights and land use. Partners and 
non-partners, such as government and private sector 
actors, take up multi-stakeholder processes, strongly 
depending on the local contexts.  

4.4 PARTNERSHIPS

Different kind of partnerships continued to evolve: 
1.  Between ICCO Cooperation and other interna-

tional agencies such as DanChurchAid, Brot für 
die Welt, Oxfam, CCFD, Helvetas, Christian Aid, 
IKV, PAX, Cordaid, etc.

2.  With ecumenical networks APRODEV (Central 
America), ACT Alliance (Zimbabwe for example) 
and via the World Council of Churches (Middle 
East).

3. With Dutch Embassies. 
4. With the European Union, for example Cambodia.

Most programs with a strong human rights accent 
are linked to international human rights networks 
and multinational human rights institutions: United 
Nations, Organization of African States and the 
European Union. For example in Central America 
ICCO Cooperation has contacts with the International 
Commission against Impunity of the United Nations 
and the International Platform Against Impunity.

In 2013 relations with national governments 
and private sector actors grew. Especially with 
national governments relations may be very sensi-
tive. Restrictive laws on civil society organizations 
impacting ICCO Cooperation partners ánd oppor-
tunities to cooperate may go hand in hand. A clear 
example is India, with growing restrictions on civil 
society organizations ánd the nomination of one of 
the partners into the national level advisory commit-
tee to the government of India on land rights. 

4.5 GENDER AND RIGHTS

The gender and rights based approach is fully 
acknowledged as one of the basic approaches in 
our work. In different countries the NAPs 1325 are 
important frameworks to address women leader-
ship, women as change agents within communities 
and at a political level and women participation. 
In some programs specific attention is given to the 
land rights of women (India), who are often the 
head of single parent households, where the men 
are absent by migration (Kyrgyzstan) for work. The 
rights-based approach of ICCO Cooperation is also 
visible in programs that deal with aspects of political 
space, new laws for civil society organizations, public 
reforms and human rights defenders

DUTCH HUMAN RIGHTS FUND
This regional program, funded by Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs, was started in 2013.  The 

fund supports innovative projects that foster 

the respect of human rights for civil society 

in the region. In the first round of calls, six 

organizations were awarded. Four focus 

on human rights defenders and journalists 

and two on corporate social responsibility.  

EUR 218,236 went to the Communicating 

Foundation (Fundación Comunicándonos), 

a Salvadorian-based nonprofit organization, 

for a project that provides communication 

and organizational skills to journalists and 

human rights defenders who actively work 

with community radio stations in El Salvador, 

Guatemala, Nicaragua and Honduras.  

Photo: MUPI, El Salvador.
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IMPACT OF ICCO COOPERATION

ON LAND RIGHTS

ICCO COOPERATION LAND RIGHTS CASES IN THE WORLD

In Vietnam ICCO Cooperation empowers the Hanh Dich 
commune to lobby for the implementation of their acknow-

ledged land rights, that are violated by a powerful rubber 
enterprise. With success. The Hahn Dich Commune started 
to lobby with good results. But the confl ict still continues.

V I E T N A M

• Hanh Dich Commune, Que Phong District, Vietnam. 

• 3,377 inhabitants; 98% is Thai, an ethnic minority. 

• Governed by a Village Management Board, member of Landnet.

• Mountainous sacred forest area important as watershed, forest regeneration, 

agricultural cultivation & livestock raising zone.

• ICCO Cooperation partner organizations CIRUM and 
SPERI and others established in 2013 LandNet.

•	 Manages	and	utilizes	effi	ciently	land	and	forestry	
resources for self-sustaining livelihoods.

•	 Empowers	ethnic	minorities,	in	upland	Vietnam	and	
Laos	forest	areas,	to	claim	their	land	rights.

CASE Empowering people to stand their ground

LandNet
FOREST PEOPLES LAND 
RIGHTS NETWORK

ICCO COOPERATION’S INVOLVEMENT

• Since 1997 long-term institutional funding of the Viet-
namese organizations SPERI and CIRUM permitting 
them to grow autonomously.

•	 Assisting	in	long-term	strategy	planning	to	tackle	politi-
cally sensitive issues on land rights for ethnic minorities

•	 Strong	support	to	set	up	key	farmers	networks	as	a	
foundation for what has grown to become LandNet.

• Organizing and facilitating regional exchange and 
networking	on	land	rights	issues.

LOBBY BY

Village
Management 

Board

Prepare legal
formalities

Research and 
report legal 

 evidence

Meet and 
 confront rubber 

enterprise

Talk and negotiate
with authorities

Assess and know
relevant policies

Rubber
enterprise

Hanh Dich Commune’s 
People Committee

Que Phong District
People Committee

2 APRIL 2014
The Que Phong District People’s 

Committee sends a new letter to the 

rubber company and the Provincial 

People’s Committee, stating the 

illegality of the company’s actions in 

Hanh Dich.

21 AUGUST 2013
The Que Phong District People’s Com-

mittee aks the rubber enterprise to:

1. Stop encroaching community forest 

and land.

2. Remove machines from the village 

3. Remove all planted rubber trees 

from the community land 

4. Return the land to the community. 

5. Coordinate with local authorities to 

avoid new mistakes.  

6. Strictly follow legal procedures. 

7. Prepare reports related to environ-

mental impact.

MAY 2013
Harmony is destroyed. Que Phong 

Rubber Enterprise illegally sends 

workers and machines from outside 

the district into Pòm Om, destroying 

the watershed forest to plant rubber. 

17 APRIL 2014
Inhabitants of Hanh Dich plant trees to 

border their forest area. The villagers 

plan to regenerate the damaged forest 

and protect their water source.

PRESENT
The confl ict continues.

JULY 2012 
The Que Phong District People’s 

Committee issues long-term commu-

nity  forest and land use rights (a.k.a. 

the ‘red book’) for Pom Om for 426 

hectares.

2012

2013

2014

Hanh Dich
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5.1  STRATEGY 

ICCO Cooperation works in twelve countries and the 
Andes region with local partner organizations to 
improve agricultural production and the marketing 
of the products. Besides the food and nutrition secu-
rity program improves nutritional knowledge among 
target groups, especially for pregnant and lactating 
women and their young children. 

Women (groups) get specific attention. In most coun-
tries the active link is sought with other programs 
of ICCO Cooperation, especially democratization, 
economic development and climate. Access to and 
use of land are important issues in many countries. 
Finally disaster management is being integrated 
to ensure sustainable impact. International and 
national lobby to call for more supportive action and 
policies for small-scale food producers is part and 
parcel of the program.

Partner organizations in all countries have reported 
about efforts for fund diversification. Some 
countries, for example Burkina Faso (European 
Union), Bangladesh (Dutch embassy), Indonesia 
(SwissContact) and Bolivia (National Postcode 
Lottery) have been successful attracting different 
funds. Other countries were not or had submitted 
proposals to several donors.

5.2  RESULTS AND LESSONS

In this section activities in a selection of countries 
are described. On our website you can find all the 
countries we are working. 

Mali
The situation in Mali can be characterized by a 
continued conflict situation, including in some of the 
program areas (Mopti, Timbuktu). Here many people 
are internally displaced and there is a continued 
breakdown of the already fragile means of living. 
Despite this situation key result is better availability 
of food at household level. In combination with nutri-
tion education and growth monitoring, the nutritional 
status made progress as well. Humanitarian assis-
tance is essential for the population and strengthens 
the relation with the local partner organization. 
Activities like home gardens get continued support. 
Even though they have an economic objective, the 
gardens also serve social and nutritional objectives. 
The dilemma of how to move from the humanitarian 
aid situation of free distribution to sustainable devel-
opment is a current debate. In some areas partners 
improved market conditions, in others they have to 
continue with humanitarian assistance.

05 FOOD AND NUTRITION 
SECURITY
The food and nutrition security  program aims to strengthen civil 
society groups in order to claim their right to food and to improve 
sustainable local food systems. 

EXPENDITURES OF 
INTERVENTION STRATEGIES IN %

€ 24,281,995 spent

 Policy intervention

 5%
  Direct poverty alleviation

 74%
  Civil society development

 21%
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Uganda
Uganda suffered from a prolonged drought spell in 
2013. In Karamoja region nothing was harvested at 
all in the first production season. Luckily the second 
rainy period was much better, but not all farmers 
could take advantage because of lack of inputs. 
In addition to the erratic weather, at the end of 
2013 the renewed conflict situation in the South of 
Sudan caused unrest in the north of Uganda as well. 
The program proceeded very successfully, farm-
ers improved techniques, adopted better savings 
and more business skills. This led to increased 
production later in the year. In 2013 also a maize 
value chain training of the partners was organized. 
The cluster of partners developed a multi-annual 
strategic plan. This was seen as a big joint success 
and will guide the activities of the partners in the 
coming years.

DR Congo
In this post conflict country slowly but certainly rest 
is returning, even though armed groups still form 
occasional threats. The upcoming extractive industry 
forms a new threat: land grab. ICCO Cooperation 
aligns with the national policy for agricultural inten-
sification focusing on increasing production and 
producing nutritious crops. Technological knowledge 
has improved with six hundred farmers, leading to 
increased production. Study of the quality of the 
soil has been very instrumental in this respect. The 
program resulted in increased income among 75% 
of the target populations and at least two balanced 
meals per day among 85% of the target population. 
Another important element is leadership training 
among women. Through WFP and ECHO also emer-
gency or humanitarian aid was provided in areas 
with conflicts. This aid reached over ten thousand 
households.

Madagascar 
Throughout 2013 the political unrest and overall 
socio-economic situation deteriorated. Fortunately 
the two main projects progressed as planned and 
succeeded to improve agricultural production. 
Interesting to note that the cropping calendar was 
adapted to the cyclone season and the introduc-
tion of less vulnerable crops. At the same time 
producer’s organizations have been strengthened 
and a pilot system to communicate market prices 
even to remote communities has been set up. Famers 
are now fine tuning their production with market 
demand and prices. 

Knowledge about health and nutrition has improved 
in Madagascar and has led to a better balance 
between the consumption of home grown vegetables 
and their sale, contributing to both a better diet and 
household income. In 2013 a huge water and sanita-
tion project, financed by the European Union, was 
formally closed done, realizing drinking water and 
sanitation for 130,000 people.

The geographic location of the program in 
Madagascar is unique: on the one hand increasing 
efficiency and effectiveness in one area, and on the 
other hand linking problems and solution up-stream 
(deforestation and erosion) within the coastal plains. 
Food and cash crop production were successfully 
combined. Challenges remain for example the ware-
house system, which is not strong enough yet to have 
any impact on the rural economy during the lean 
season.

Nepal
The program was mostly implemented in remote 
hilly areas, focusing on five areas of interest: produc-
tion, income, skills, nutrition and hygiene promo-

Indicator 2011- 2013 2015 On track?

Households improved their food security 177,155 280,000

Partners implemented holistic food security programs in 21 countries 119 152

Countries where  government is hold accountable to food security policies 7 8

Groups have been organized around food security and right to food 2,628 2,170

TRACKING OUR PROGRESS 2011-2013

Source: ICCO Cooperation 
Monitoring Data, 2013 
(see also page 17)
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tion and lobby and advocacy at municipal level. The 
target of increased production was achieved for 62% 
of the household by the end of the year. This also 
resulted in increased income for almost 40% of the 
households. Women are the main beneficiaries in the 
program, since many men migrate to urban areas in 
order to find work and income.

Andes region
The regional program in Latin America focuses on 
strengthening civil society organizations, advo-
cacy and monitoring of the Right to Food. Peru had 
declared the year 2013 as the year of investment of 
rural development and food security in an attempt to 
close the gap between the rural and urban areas and 
provide services to remote areas. By the end of the 
year the government of Bolivia has set a “Patriotic 
Agenda” which promotes food sovereignty and 
strengthens the human right to food and increases 

government support for food security. Many rela-
tions were established with public institutes such 
as ministries and universities. The partners form 
Paraguay participated in the conference on human 
rights in Vienna and participated in drafting the 
declaration of the conference. Training of indig-
enous communities, producer groups, unions etc. 
strengthen their capacity to work on food security 
and local economic development.

 5.3  STRENGTHENING SOCIETY AND 
PARTNERS

In all countries reinforcing civil society is key. 
Training and capacity building take place at the level 
of target groups and partner organizations. Several 
areas were covered: self-organization of community 
groups, technical skills for agriculture, nutrition 
knowledge, rights-based approaches and female 
leadership. Also exchange visits were arranged 
between program coalitions of Uganda and Ethiopia 
in order to exchange experiences with value chain 
development and integration with markets. Also 
internationally, lobby aims to increase the capac-
ity of civil society organizations to raise their voice 
and claim the right the food. In 2013 this was done 

During 2013 ICCO Bangladesh’s new flag-

ship project Profitable Opportunities for 

Food Security (PROOFS) was launched, with 

considerable support from EKN. The project 

is to reach out to 80,000 farmer house-

holds during the next four years, applying a 

market-led approach. A start was made with 

formation of producers groups, ensuring a 

platform for producers to build mutual trust 

and business relationship with national/local 

private sector players for better inputs and 

outputs. Eight Memoranda of Understanding 

were signed with (inter)national enterprises 

in agri-food sector to ensure wider market 

strengthening.

Photo: RedOrange
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LOBBY FOR THE 
RIGHT TO FOOD
ICCO Cooperation is actively involved in 

several lobby processes. The lobby is done 

in collaboration with international networks 

and groups, such as the Ecumenical Advocacy 

Alliance,  Concord European Food Security 

Group  and the Agri- ProFocus policy group in 

The Netherlands. Also an ad hoc lobby group 

was formed around land issues, this group met 

with Minister Ploumen  to ask for the imple-

mentation of the ‘Voluntary Guidelines for the 

Sustainable Management of Land’.  At global 

level ICCO Cooperation collaborates with the 

‘Right to Food’ network  and the civil society 

mechanism for the ‘Committee on World Food 

Security’.  Partner organizations are advocat-

ing for an enabling environment to realize the 

right to food, access to land is central, but also 

policies for small food producers.
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through the Committee on World Food Security, 
more specifically through the related civil society 
mechanism. Central and cross-cutting in the lobby 
is to open up and use political space for civil society 
organizations in order to claim their rights.

5.4  PARTNERSHIPS

In South Africa ICCO Cooperation has a strong 
collaboration and a joint program with German 
sister organizations EED and Misereror. Nepal 
has started to establish stronger links with 
DanChurchAid and her partners as well as with 
Helvetas. In other countries, for example Indonesia, 
collaboration is being sought with Rabobank and 
local companies. In several countries local organi-
zations align with government programs, which is 
sometimes difficult. 

ICCO Cooperation coordinates the agri-hubs of Agri-
ProFocus, for example in Uganda where a market 
place event had been organized. ICCO Cooperation is 

also active in the agri-hubs in other countries such 
as Mali, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Indonesia and Burundi. In 
Uganda there has also been alignment with the Right 
to Food network in Africa, as well as with the civil 
society mechanism for the Committee on World Food 
Security.

More and more cooperation is sought with universi-
ties, either at local level or internationally (India and 
Stanford University (USA).

5.5 GENDER AND RIGHTS

In most countries gender gets explicit attention. 
This is not just being reflected in gender disag-
gregated data, or the number of women involved 
in the program, but also in how women are being 
addressed. In Myanmar since a few years women 
leaders training is important. In 2013 this has also 
become apparent in for example Benin. In South 
Africa women are being regarded as businesswomen. 

In 2013 many countries repeated 

the HFIAS (= Household Food 

Insecurity Access Scale) survey to 

monitor progress in the improve-

ment of household food security. 

Data collection was done mainly 

through the use of cell phones and 

the software provided by AKVO. 

Interesting to note is that the 

Indonesian government will use the 

results of the HFIAS survey for its 

own food security interventions. 

Photo: ICCO Cooperation
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6.1  STRATEGY 

The fair climate program aims to generate carbon 
credits. With the income from the sales of the carbon 
credits, projects can be implemented. The credits are 
sold on the European market via FairClimateFund 
(chapter 14), offering companies, households or 
organizations the possibility to offset the last part 
of their footprint. In order to pursue carbon devel-
opment, civil society organizations are trained to 
explore, tap and use carbon finance for development. 
Lobby and advocacy work is supported in order 
to gain support for an equal carbon footprint of all 
world inhabitants.

Multi-stakeholder networks have been established 
in India, Eastern Africa and Southern Africa. They 
involve civil society organizations, entrepreneurs, 
academics and government representatives, 
supported by carbon development teams. The one in 
India operates very well and is from early 2013 a not 

for profit company. In Africa networks and carbon 
teams are in operation. In Latin America the program 
strengthens existing networks and their members. 
The fair climate program integrates with other 
programs of ICCO Cooperation in a multi-sector 
approach. E.g. in India in food and nutrition security 
projects, attention is paid to lowering the carbon 
footprint of agricultural production cq. increasing the 
CO₂-sequestration capacity of farming. In Indonesia, 
Central America and South America a link is estab-
lished between forest, fair economic and low carbon 
development. 

An important development is the geographical focus 
which is followed in an increasing number of regions 
to become more effective. This is e.g. the case in the 
low carbon farming coalitions and the tea plantation 
farmers in the Assam region in India. In Ethiopia the 
work is focusing on the south-west part of the coun-
try and also the Madagascar program is concentrated 
in one geographical zone.

6.2 RESULTS AND LESSONS

Of the sixteen countries and regions the program is 
implemented three countries and two regions are 
presented below.

India
The Fair Climate Network India provided strong 
leadership and technical support. With support of 
ICCO Cooperation the low carbon farming coalition 
expanded its work to 143 villages with nearly 25,000 
farmer families involved. This third low carbon farm-
ing coalition started work in the coastal and tribal 
belt of Andhra Pradesh and the tribal belts of Odisha 

06 FAIR CLIMATE 
The fair climate program aims at low carbon, climate-resilient 
development among the poor and the rich. Projects are developed 
which contribute to poverty alleviation and reduce CO

2
-emissions 

or contribute to the carbon sequestration capacity of the earth.  

EXPENDITURES OF 
INTERVENTION STRATEGIES IN %

€ 4,827,404 spent

 Policy intervention

 32%
  Direct poverty alleviation

 42%
  Civil society development

 26%
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and Chhattisgarh. The aim is to reach 15,400 farmer 
families and their communities in 720 villages by 
introducing sustainable, low carbon agriculture on 
25,300 acres of land in three years. The coalition was 
able to successfully delineate plots, take GPS reading 
and record relevant data from the fields. In addition 
the project third party verification was undertaken by 
an UNFCCC accredited designated operational entity 
on 3,201acres (19% of targeted acres). A new contract 
was signed with the New York based Environmental 
Defense Fund (EDF) for the development of a low 
carbon farming methodology. EDF provides the 
scientific expertise and is working closely towards 
finalizing two methodologies; one for rice, and one for 
upland crops. EDF is strengthening the capacity of the 
local NGOs involved in developing a scientific outlook 
and understanding within the project. 

Ethiopia
The carbon development team, established in 2012, 
initially suffered some drawbacks in finding  know-
ledgeable staff. But it started to function properly 
during the second half of 2013. An important 
development was the establishment of an interna-
tional coffee and carbon partnership with partners 
in Ethiopia and The Netherlands. The aim is to 
improve livelihoods among coffee farmers in south-
west Ethiopia and to halt deforestation and degra-
dation of the remaining rainforest which sustains 
the coffee arabica gene pool. 

Three separate but integrated projects have been 
planned to reach these goals: 
• introduction of fuel efficient cook stoves to 

reduce the dependence on the remaining forests 
for wood supply;  

• participatory forest management to improve the 
production of the coffee based land use system and 

• the protection of the remaining rainforests. 
All projects have a carbon component to generate 
income to finance the interventions. With the gener-
ated carbon credits, the coffee value chain to The 
Netherlands is expected to achieve climate neutrality. 
In The Netherlands, the Max Havelaar Foundation 
and several coffee roasting firms are involved in the 
partnership. The distribution of 40,000 fuel efficient 
cook stoves among 20,000 families started to be 
implemented in 2013. 

West Africa 
In 2013, the focus in this region was on the develop-
ment of a climate neutral shea value chain in Mali 
and Ghana. A study aimed at gaining insights into 
the carbon footprint of shea was carried out, this 
was followed up with a field experiment to verify 
estimates of carbon release during traditional post-
harvest processing of shea fruit and village-based 
handcrafted extraction of shea butter. The results 

The Passive Solar Housing (PSH) in Ladakh in 

India showed good progress. 29 PSH houses 

were successfully constructed. Previous stud-

ies show that a PSH house saves about 60% 

of fuel used. Due to improved ventilation the 

PSH houses also contribute to health benefits 

by reducing smoke-related illness in addi-

tion to enhancing home-based handicrafts 

productions and reduction of 3.5 tons CO
2
 

emission annually by each household. 

Photo: ICCO Cooperation
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Indicator 2011- 2013 2015 On track?

Partners implementing mitigation to climate change programs  34 45

Households using renewable energy or energy efficiency devices 165,260 400,000

Rural households generating income from carbon credits sales 43,000 100,000

Partners influencing (inter)national agenda on climate change 49 5

TRACKING OUR PROGRESS 2011-2013

Source: ICCO Cooperation 
Monitoring Data, 2013 
(see also page 17)
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of the feasibility study and field experiment will 
be used to develop a fair climate project in 2014 to 
develop and disseminate appropriate means and 
equipment to reduce carbon emissions in the shea 
value chain and to generate carbon credits.

Madagascar
Together with two companies, HERi Madagascar & 
Solar Kiosk, an ambitious proposal was submitted to 
the European Union’s Energy Facility. The objective 
is to improve off-grid electricity and modern appli-
ances in remote rural areas. Although approval is 
pending, the development of the proposal has made 

it possible to link HERi Madagascar with a microfi-
nance partner. The access to solar energy will enable 
the microfinance institution to improve its services 
(mobile banking) and efficiency.

In collaboration with the partner CMP Tandavanala, 
a ‘pro poor carbon market initiative’ was started. 
This project contributes to energy efficiency and 
enhances the carbon reservoir. CMP Tandavanala has 
also started the promotion of improved stoves. These 
cook stoves have been imported from Envirofit Stock 
Storage LLC in Kenya and also from Grover Rocket 
Stove in the USA. In order to make a comparison 
with improved cook stoves manufactured locally, the 
project also collaborates with companies by asking 
them to supply fourteen manufactured models.

Amazon
The ‘REDD+ Indigena’-project implemented by COICA 
(Coordination for Indigenous People of the Amazon) 
was further implemented in 2013. This is an indig-
enous version of mitigating greenhouse gas emissions 
from avoided deforestation in indigenous territories 
of the Amazon. Agreements were signed to develop 
two REDD+ projects, one in Peru and one in Colombia. 
COICA’s approach very much resembles the rights-
based approach of the fair climate program.

6.3 STRENGTHENING SOCIETY AND 
PARTNERS

Through a combination of theoretical and field-level 
training, civil society organizations are strengthened 
in all aspects of managing carbon credit project 
cycles. The coursework covers issues relating to 
climate justice; CDM/voluntary standards; technical 
requirements for implementing carbon projects and 
monitoring and verification systems of CER/VER. 

The Fair Climate Networks that are part of the 
fair climate program are, in themselves, fora that 
elucidate the scope for developing capacity of civil 
society organizations, the private sector and all 
other stakeholders. The networks collectively seek 
to develop capacity from previous and current 
efforts from the various energy efficiency projects. 
The Fair Climate Network India has gained a lot of 
experience and therefore the carbon development 
team from Ethiopia organized an exchange learning 
visit to India. 

Cooperation with the Max Havelaar 

Foundation took place in the context of 

the coffee and carbon partnership. Max 

Havelaar, together with FairClimateFund, 

was instrumental in developing the market 

for carbon neutral coffee from Ethiopia. Fair 

trade coffee licensees were approached 

with the question to develop carbon neutral 

coffee marks. FairClimateFund measured the 

carbon footprint of interested coffee roasting 

companies and gave them the opportunity 

of offset part of their carbon emissions.  

During the 25th anniversary of Max Havelaar 

(November 2013) the first climate neutral 

coffee was presented to prince Carlos de 

Bourbon de Parma (left). This initiative got 

broad publicity in surrounding countries and 

efforts are underway to involve organiza-

tions and companies from Germany, UK 

and Switzerland in the promotion of carbon 

neutral coffee.

Photo: Maartje Strijbis

 GOOD PRACTICE
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6.4 PARTNERSHIPS

Cooperation is sought with stakeholders in order 
to look for complementarities and synergies. In 
this respect close links are maintained with quite a 
number of EKNs in e.g. Ethiopia, India and Colombia. 
In different regions the program works closely with 
international foundations and/or donors: e.g. in 
Brazil with the Ford Foundation, in Central America 
and Indonesia with CLUA, in Bolivia with DANIDA.

With TNO, Simgas and FairClimateFund a prototype 
of an automatic monitoring device which can be 
attached to biogas digesters has been developed in 
2013. TNO delivered the prototype which still needs 
adjustments. 

A draft fair trade standard for carbon credits 
was produced and circulated for review. This is a 
project carried out by the international Fairtrade 
Labeling Organization (FLO) on the initiative of ICCO 
Cooperation and Max Havelaar Foundation. The new 
standard will be presented during COP20 in Lima 
(December 2014) and will hopefully strengthen the 
position of small producers of carbon credits. 

6.5  GENDER AND RIGHTS

ICCO Cooperation strongly follows a rights-based 
approach to the use of the atmosphere (equal carbon 
footprint) from a global perspective whereby carbon 
emissions should drop substantially and urgently. 
Unless the rich are taking their responsibility to 
bring down their carbon footprint, global warming 
with all severe consequences will continue.

Gender inclusion is an inherent aspect of the fair 
climate program. Most of the renewable energy 
projects supported ultimately benefit women, for 
instance the introduction of biogas or fuel-efficient 
wood stoves, which not only reduce the burden of 
women to collect fuel wood but also provide addi-
tional health benefits because there is less smoke in 
the house. Both interventions also free up more time 
for women and (female)children to engage in more 
productive activities or leisure.

LOW CARBON FARMING
A lot of capacity development work has taken 

place and is still going on in the context of the 

carbon farming trajectory in India. The aim of 

the project is to develop a new methodology 

for generating carbon credits on the basis of 

low carbon farming. As part of this process 

small greenhouse gas laboratories were set 

up in various agro-ecological zones in order 

to measure the consequences of deliberate 

interventions in terms of CO
2
 reductions. This 

required to develop  staff capacity and trust 

amongst the farmers. 
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7.1  STRATEGY 

The objective is that by 2015 our efforts have 
resulted in: 
• Well-established accountability mechanisms, 

in which civil society effectively calls the health 
system to account for the delivery of equally 
accessible basic health care.

• Capacitated change agents who effectively 
promote prevention of Sexual and Reproductive 
Health (SRH) problems, HIV transmission and 
disabilities;

• Well-established human resources for health 
policies;  strategies and activities that sustain 
the quality, accessibility and sustainability of the 
health system through civil society participation.

The basic health & HIV/aids program enables vulnera-
ble groups to claim their rights and hold governments 
accountable. In this, the program is related to our 
strategy on conflict transformation & democratization. 

There is also a link with the basic education program 
through the shared focus on youth regarding life skills 
and sexuality education. At the same time there are 
links between our approach on health and for example 
good nutrition for children. 

ICCO Cooperation member coPrisma is the lead 
organization in the program.

7.2 RESULTS AND LESSONS

The basic health & HIV/aids program is being imple-
mented in sixteen countries. A couple of countries 
are reported here. The main focus is on Africa. 

Ethiopia
In Ethiopia the health program capacitates change 
agents and the community in general to address the 
health needs of vulnerable people. Health extension 
workers, community volunteers, self-help groups 
and religious leaders are selected as change agents. 
Partner organizations are making good progress in 
creating access to basic health services for vulner-
able groups. Care is provided by referring to govern-
ment health services; by conducting outreach and 
creating awareness through change agents like 
community volunteers, self-help groups and religious 
leaders. Still, participation of the target group is an 
area for improvement. 

Due to legislation it is hard for NGOs to openly advo-
cate for issues. Therefore, officials were invited to 
health discussions with the community, giving them 
the chance to participate, while indirectly relevant 
advocacy issues could be discussed. In 2013, the 
Ethiopian Kale Heywet Church Kuriftu booked the 

07 BASIC HEALTH & HIV/AIDS 
With the basic health & HIV/aids program, ICCO Cooperation 
strengthens target groups so they can hold governments accountable 
to their commitments, and can cooperate with government bodies to 
fulfil the right to quality basic health services for all. 

EXPENDITURES OF 
INTERVENTION STRATEGIES IN %

€ 1,216,061 spent

 Policy intervention

 16%
  Direct poverty alleviation

 32%
  Civil society development

 53%
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first results in a lobby campaign on avoiding risky 
behaviors of young people in Debre Zeit. The mayor 
of the city applauded this initiative and established 
several youth centers. These same youth centers 
are involved in the “World Starts with Me” program, 
that educates out-of-school youth on comprehensive 
sexuality education. 

Uganda
Ugandan partners were trained on comprehensive 
approaches for mobilizing the church and commu-
nity on HIV prevention, care and support. They facili-
tated follow-up sessions for trained religious leaders 
and pastors in addressing stigma and discrimination 
in church using the SAVE approach. 

Malawi
In Malawi, the joint initiative of ICCO Cooperation, 
Hivos and STOP AIDS NOW! on promoting quality 
health services for women living with HIV, mobilized 
ninety women in three health facilities to hold the facil-
ity’s leadership accountable for quality health services. 

Through the Nkhoma IICD project, health infor-
mation management improved maternal health 
services in three facilities. In this project, community 
members interact with service providers to find solu-
tions to issues raised. Behavior change initiatives 
reached more churches and community groups. As 
a result, more people in the community opened up 
about their HIV positive status. Positive living train-
ing also helped to reduce stigma and discrimination 
and more people are going for voluntary counseling 
and testing services. In T/A Malanda, trainers teach 
young people about life skills and sexual reproduc-
tive health, resulting in reduction of early pregnan-
cies amongst young people in the area. 

A mid-term evaluation of the Uchembere National 
framework showed improvement of health-indicators 

like maternal deaths, neonatal deaths, rate of women 
taking contraceptives and attendance of antenatal clin-
ics. These improvements demonstrate the relevance of 
the program to Malawi’s health sector strategic plan. 

Bangladesh
As a result of lobby activities by the Health Alliance 
of Bangladesh (HAB), the Bangladesh government 
approved the Disabled Persons Protection and Rights 
Act 2013. Also, HAB continued to implement high 
quality health services with a focus on medical advice 
and treatment of HIV/aids, prevention of sexual 
transmitted infections, antenatal and postnatal care, 
specialized health care for leprosy and disabilities. 
Change agents were capacitated to achieve positive 
change for e.g. medicine supply at local level hospitals 

The Uganda Christian Aids Network (UCAN) advocates at national level 

for acceptance of condom use as an HIV prevention strategy by religious 

leaders and faith institutions in Uganda. To mobilize support, they build 

networks of key individuals, government institutions and groups of people 

living with HIV. In December 2013, ICCO Cooperation, DanChurchAid 

and partners UCAN and UNERELA organized the first dialogue meeting 

between religious leaders and people living with HIV.  The outcomes show 

that issues of stigma need to be addressed by both religious leaders and 

people living with HIV, and all were asked for their commitment.

Indicator 2011- 2013 2015 On track?

Projects representatives (change agents) of target groups have a say in decision making related to health related services 76% 70%

Governments have become more transparent on the budget and implementation of  pro poor policies 3 5

Increased contribution of governments to financing  nurses, doctors,  auxiliary staff and volunteers  2 4

Change agents address silence and stigma around disability, HIV and/or SRHR in a gender sensitive manner 45% 70%

TRACKING OUR PROGRESS 2011-2013

Source: ICCO Cooperation 
Monitoring Data, 2013 

(see also page 17)

 GOOD PRACTICE

Photo: Jaap ‘t Gilde
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and establishment of referral systems. By coordinating 
their efforts, partners’ effectiveness has increased. For 
example, the Leprosy Mission Bangladesh could treat 
more people with possible leprosy by going to the 
areas of other organizations. In the area of influencing 
policy, having a common voice towards duty holders is 
starting to pay off. Various commitments were made 
by government officials to improve accessibility and 
availability of services at local level. To raise large 
scale awareness, journalists were sensitized and the 
press was used to demand equity in health services 
and to mainstream vulnerable minority group. 

7.3 STRENGTHENING SOCIETY AND 
PARTNERS 

In 2013, alliances of partner organizations have 
grown in their programmatic approach. Ownership 
has increased and theories of change have been 
adjusted, which has helped coalitions to focus more 
on contributing to systemic change. Partner organi-
zations are starting to clearly see the benefits of 
programmatic collaboration. Strong bonds have been 
formed and organizational learning is seen as an 
important result of the collaboration. This has been 
reported by coalitions from Zimbabwe, South Africa, 
Ethiopia and DR Congo. 

Exchange visits and the sharing of best practices 
have helped partner organizations to enrich their 
work and to identify gaps in their own programs. 
Important areas for further strengthening of partner 
organizations are monitoring and evaluation, lobby 
and advocacy and capacity building. Almost all coun-
try coalitions have indicated that they need more 
skills in the area of fundraising, especially in the light 
of funds diversification and sustainability. 

7.4 PARTNERSHIPS 

Globally, harmonization takes place with other NGOs 
in the area of health, SRHR and HIV, as well as with 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, local governments 
and interested companies. At country level, an exam-
ple of collaboration and complementarity can be 
seen in Ethiopia, where ICCO Cooperation and the 
SRHR Alliance are jointly implementing the ‘World 
Starts with Me’ program and align activities on a 
regular basis. 

Alignment with all Dutch funded organizations under 
SRHR has taken place in 2013 under the umbrella of 
the Dutch Embassy. In Ghana and Malawi, initiatives 
have been taken up through Educaids to connect 
health and education partners to improve SRHR 
outcomes for young people. And in India the niche of 
the NGOs in organizing communities is being recog-
nized by the government, where partner organiza-
tions complement government efforts aimed at 
targeting poor sections of the population and stimu-
late government structures to provide quality health 
care services. 

In Haiti from 2012 a national family planning 
network has been initiated by partner organizations 
and the local government. In South Africa partner-
ships were established with churches to spread the 
SAVE campaign on prevention of HIV. Cross-border 
collaboration takes place between strategic partners 
working with religious leaders. Also, country coali-
tions in Bangladesh, Ethiopia and Afghanistan as well 
as the Dutch Coalition on Disability and Development 
(DCDD) have been working on the inclusion of 
people with disability at different levels. 

7.5 GENDER AND RIGHTS 

Both gender and the rights-based approach are 
inherent to the objectives of this program. It targets 
especially the most vulnerable groups who often 
don’t know their basic health rights. This includes 
women, people with HIV/aids and people with 
disabilities, who are given a voice to influence service 
providers and claim their rights. 

In activities related to HIV/aids, gender is a crucial 
approach. An example is regional Ecumenical HIV/
aids Initiative in Africa (EHAIA) program, which works 
towards more equal gender relationships as one of 
their strategies to diminish vulnerability to HIV infec-
tion in Africa. This is done together with religious lead-
ers and communities. They not only focus on women 
but work with men as well through transformative 
masculinity workshops, an approach that seems to be 
more effective in getting men to reflect on gender. 

The program also focuses on gender and sexual 
violence. In Ethiopia, some partners work on harm-
ful traditional practices, including female genital 
mutilation. 
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TFM’s muscovado mill, a commercial entity known 

as the Negros Muscovado Producers Corporation 

(NMPC), is just a component in a chain of activities 

related to muscovado production and marketing. 

The idea that led to the establishment of the mill 

was broached by ICCO Cooperation when in 2003 

it urged TFM to think of scenarios to make agricul-

ture sustainable for farmers. Land productivity, fair 

economic production and credit facilities were what 

farmers needed, but first they had to own the means 

of production: the land.

At that time, government’s 15-year-old agrarian 

reform program was just entering its most difficult 

phase. This was when the government began target-

ing private agricultural lands for distribution, which 

meant dealing with wealthy landowners who refused 

to part with their land. 

TFM needed support for its organizing work and 

other services to farmer organization. That support 

came in the form of the first ICCO-TFM cooperation 

program which started in March 2004, covered 59 

haciendas totaling 4,552.3534 hectares and involving 

2,263 farmer beneficiaries. 

That cooperation program would be the start of a 

series of ICCO-TFM projects that spanned 10 years, 

covering not just the struggle for land ownership and 

the advancement of land rights, but also developing 

entrepreneurship among farmers. 

This story continues on page 61

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08

Partnership with TFM
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8.1 STRATEGY 

The education program of ICCO Cooperation is 
broad; from basic and secondary education till 
vocational skills and (adult) literacy training. The 
program has a specific focus on integrating HIV/aids 
prevention in schooling, promoting education for 
girls, involving parents and local communities and 
advocating for quality and inclusive education. The 
programmatic approach is used to bring together the 
most essential stakeholders working on better qual-
ity of and enhanced access to education. 

Equal access to education is one of the main pillars in 
the education program. Therefore we train teachers to 
improve their teaching skills about active learning and 
focus on child-centered education. During trainings 
special attention is given to disability mainstreaming; 
making sure teachers work on inclusive education 

for children with disabilities and special needs. Also 
conducive methods are taught to keep girls in school. 

At the same time we focus on better quality and 
sufficient relevance of education. World Teacher is 
an international acknowledged exchange project for 
teachers in seven countries. World Teachers aims to 
link education in The Netherlands with education 
in developing countries and learn from each other’s 
expertise and skills.

Also attention is given to construction and reno-
vation of school infrastructure; like vocational 
training rooms, latrines, desks, etc. Classrooms 
are constructed to increase the access of children 
to school. Special programs focus on promotion of 
material development of mother tongue education 
in Peru, Kenya, Ethiopia, DR Congo and Malawi. 
Others on provision of adult literacy training in Mali, 
Senegal, Suriname and Ghana. 

08 BASIC EDUCATION 
57 million children are still out of school. And due to poor quality 
of education, one third of the primary school age children are not 
learning the basic knowledge. Access to education and better quality 
of schooling are the two pillars of the basic education program of 
ICCO Cooperation. The program is coordinated by Edukans. 

FACTS 
•  Education is recognized as a human right, 

which states have a duty to provide.

•  If all students in low-income countries 

left school with basic reading skills, 171 

million people could be lifted out of 

poverty. 

•  Seven million cases of HIV/aids could be 

prevented in the next decade if every 

child received an education.

•  One additional school year can increase 

a woman’s earnings by ten till twenty 

percent. 

EXPENDITURES OF 
INTERVENTION STRATEGIES IN %

€ 4,720,402 spent

 Policy intervention

 12%
  Direct poverty alleviation

 72%
  Civil society development

 16%
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8.2 RESULTS AND LESSONS

The work of our education partners is carried out in 
fourteen countries. Here, we present the results and 
lessons in four countries.

Ethiopia
In Ethiopia 220 primary school teachers and facilita-
tors were trained in 2013 in active learning method-
ologies. A key lesson learned is that teacher training 
on the job is more effective than training in a work-
shop. And it’s also important to have a close follow-
up through teacher mentors. Communities were 
mobilized for activities focused on the quality of 
education. Capacity building trainings were attended 
by 105 parent-teacher associations and 196 school 
management committees. A learning tour was organ-
ized for twelve partners. Two rounds of campaigning 
for quality education were organized at district and 
local level. Increased awareness was raised about 
mother tongue instruction at twelve basic educa-
tion partners. The high turnover of personnel in the 
program of SIL Ethiopia caused difficulties in build-
ing the capacity of teachers and language developers 
in Gumuz language. Twenty constructions of twenty 
separate latrines for boys and girls were made. 84 
youth were trained on livelihood skills. 

Ghana 
7,887 children were reached by the program in 
Ghana. Overcrowding of pupils in sub-standard class-
rooms was reduced by the provision of additional 
classroom accommodation at four schools. Pupils 
could be better divided in the school and children 
had literally more room to learn; from seventy chil-
dren per class room to thirty. Due to the provision 
of text-books the pupil-textbook ratio improved. 
Instead of one book for six pupils, it became one 

book shared between just two pupils. In addition 152 
teachers were trained in active teaching and learning 
methods. Capacity was built of fifty school manage-
ment committees and parent teachers associations. 
A great success is the increase in success rate of the 
final school year from 57% in 2011/2012 to 91% 
in 2012/2103 at a junior high school on the STAR 
program, making it the best performing school in the 
district. All basic education partners participated in 
the Educaids program for providing sexual reproduc-
tive health rights at schools. 

The so called STAR School model, a compre-

hensive framework for improving quality 

and access to education, has showed to be a 

successful tool for the programmatic approach. 

The dimensions of the STAR-school are: 

(1) learning environment, (2) learning, (3) 

teaching, (4) school management and (5) 

parent- and community involvement. Through 

the STAR School model different activities 

at school level are clearly defined and linked 

with the specific expertise of implementing 

partner organizations. 

Photo: Paul Jeffrey / ACT Alliance

 GOOD PRACTICE

Indicator 2011- 2013 2015 On track?

Target groups have increased say in decision-making, planning and implementation 80% 82%

Pupils have improved access to work and sustainable income, due to training 43% 60%

Number of primary schools in underserviced  intervention areas 1,888* NA

Number of children  enrolling in schools in  intervention area 166,426* NA

TRACKING OUR PROGRESS 2011-2013

Source: ICCO Cooperation 
Monitoring Data, 2013 
(see also page 17)
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India
The basic education program, implemented in over 
thousand villages and schools in tribal areas of Orissa, 
Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh, is being phased out 
gradually. In 2013 the lobby and advocacy forum in 
Orissa successfully lobbied for jointly organized work-
shops to train and sensitize (head) teachers, block and 
district education officers on the ‘Right to Education 
Act’. During the workshops there was attention for the 
role of children in school management committees. 
Another key result is the improved understanding of 
forty implementing partners on appropriate strategies 
for sustainability. One of these strategies is strength-
ening and improving the ownership of school manage-
ment committees, self-help groups and child clubs. 
Results were educational improvements, compound 
walls for four hundred schools and mid-day meals for 
children in eight hundred schools. 

Mali
In August 2013 the multi-actor program ended. Key 
results achieved under this program include: 467 liter-
acy learners have been evaluated, with an 80% success 
rate; eight literacy centers were constructed; and 276 
program graduates trained on cow fattening, weaving 
and agriculture income activities. One of the positive 
contributions of the program was the improved coop-
eration between government, technical services, finan-
cial institutions and communities. Due to increased 
turmoil in Timbuktu the program in northern Mali has 
been adapted into an emergency education program. 
Under the program 20,921 students have benefited 
from catch-up training, two hundred teachers were 
trained on psychosocial support of children and fifty 
schools received teaching materials. 

In the last quarter of 2013 partners started with 
the implementation of a new skills program on the 
production of shea, sesame and horticulture. Seven 
hundred people started skills sessions and 34 coop-
eratives and associations were identified for skills. 
With regards to advocacy, results included the devel-
opment of four lobby plans.

8.3 STRENGTHENING SOCIETY AND 
PARTNERS

ICCO Cooperation believes that strong civil society 
organizations are needed to strive for education 
for all people. The basic education program aims at 

improving the quality of education in close collabo-
ration with governments and civil society organiza-
tions. In 2013 we also started programs linking voca-
tional training with the private sector. We support 
educational partners to become strong and credible 
players. 

At school level ICCO Cooperation partners support 
the training of parent teacher associations, school 
management committees and teachers and head-
masters. This way we want to improve the school 
management and teaching and learning processes. In 
all fourteen countries, partners participate at meet-
ings on all levels ( district and national) to reform 
and improve education. 

8.4 POLICY INFLUENCINIG 

In all fourteen countries lobby and advocacy have 
been carried out by partner organizations. The 
overall goal is to enhance a more effective educa-
tion system. At regional and national level, partner 
organizations are stimulated to develop common 
strategies and join forces to make their voice heard 
in policy debates. For example by participating in 
the national coalitions of the Global Campaign for 
Education. Most attention to this subject was given 
in the education programs in India, South Sudan, 
Ghana, Ethiopia, Kenya and Peru.

8.5 GENDER AND RIGHTS 

Most partner organizations have a specific focus 
on gender. They inform parents about the right 
to education and the importance of keeping their 
daughters in school. Separate sanitary facilities 
for girls are being built. Also they make reusable 
sanitary pads, so girls can attend school even when 
they’re having their period. Special attention is given 
to gender balance in teachers attendance of trainings 
on teaching and learning methods.
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9.1 STRATEGY 

The disaster management program aims in general 
to support national partners overseas to:
• Provide life-saving aid to people in distress in 

disasters.
• Help people to make the first steps back to a 

normal life (rehabilitation).
• Provide the link with development cooperation, 

to obtain sustainable livelihoods and pay special 
attention to disaster risk reduction.

The local partners of ICCO Cooperation form the core 
of our capacity in emergency aid. ICCO Cooperation 
is a member of the ACT Alliance, a international 
ecumenical network that (amongst others) coordi-
nates the work in a disaster area. 

Climate change, conflict transformation and demo-
cratization, food and nutrition security can supple-
ment an integrated approach in giving relief aid. This 
results in better knowledge on how to be prepared 
for a disaster, and how to increase resilience. And 
in the phase after a disaster knowing how to return 
as quickly as possible to sustaining one’s own life. 
Linking emergency work with conflict transforma-
tion is important in a religious context. In Mali e.g. a 
program is being elaborated to support the message 
of moderate religion.

Disaster management is high on the agenda of the 
church-constituency of Kerk in Actie, member of 
ICCO Cooperation. In 2013 more support for our 
work within this group of private donors was sought. 
Furthermore institutional back donor funds were 

acquired from FAO and DIPECHO. In the case of a 
major disaster, ICCO and Kerk in Actie are part of the 
Samenwerkende Hulp Organisaties (SHO): a group 
of ten NGOs asking attention for a disaster and rais-
ing funds by the Dutch public. The money raised is 
divided under the NGOs and used solemnly for emer-
gency and relief aid for victims of the disaster. 

9.2 EMERGENCY AID 

Two sudden crisis situations asked our special atten-
tion in 2013.The typhoon Hayan hit the Philippines 
in November, causing over 6,000 casualties. 4.1 
million people were struck by the disaster. A national 
fundraising campaign was started by the SHO. We 
received EUR 3.5 million for emergency and relief 
aid. After having given food aid and materials for 
reconstruction of houses, the rehabilitation phase 
focuses on livelihood programs through our local 
partners.

The crisis in South Sudan arose mid December 2013 
and resulted in large numbers of displacements. As 
a result we intensified our response through local 
partners in Equatoria in coordination with the ACT 
Alliance.

9.3 REHABILITATION 

Rehabilitation work continued after bigger disasters 
in the past, also programs aimed at disaster risk 
reduction. An overview:
• Rehabilitation in Haiti which will be phased 

09 DISASTER MANAGEMENT 
ICCO Cooperation favors an integrated approach, when it comes 
to disaster management. This means that emergency aid should be 
integrated in other development themes as much as possible, such 
as food and nutrition and climate change. This integrated approach 
leads to more efficiency in emergency and development cooperation 
and improves the risk reduction. 
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out in 2015. Here a pilot is going on to 
implement rehabilitation work through 
a consortium of ACT Alliance partners in 
“Les Palmes”.

• Continue the support of our partners 
in Ethiopia, Kenya and Somalia to help 
people rebuild their lives and livelihoods 
after the extreme droughts in summer 
2011. Risk reduction is part of this 
program, making people less vulnerable 
when a new period of drought arises.  

• Assisting people to recover from floods 
and insecurity in Pakistan.

• A rehabilitation program in Sri Lanka to 
test and practice the Good Humanitarian 
Donorship principles in the field.

• Alleviate the very bad circumstances 
of people in Syria, due to the ongoing 
violence against civilians. The work is 
organized through the ACT Alliance and 
local operational church partners on the 
ground.  Funding was obtained as well 
via the SHO as through the constituency 
of Kerk in Actie that donated generously  
Also a pilot project started via the ACT 
Alliance, supporting education in a crisis 
situation.

• Tackle drought and insecurity in Mali.
• Support to ease the continuing crisis in 

DR Congo, Kyrgyzstan and Uganda.

9.4 GENDER AND RIGHTS 

Giving special attention to gender in humani-
tarian aid is important, but nog easy. A 
highlight in 2013 was a workshop on gender 
in eastern DR Congo in coordination with 
OCHA. Many crises reports don’t mention the 
number of men, woman, children, disabled, 
etc. This segregation is the basis for any 
targeting on special groups. Distinguishing 
and reaching special groups of people in 
a crises situation, will be high on the ICCO 
Cooperation agenda in 2014.

In the first weeks after typhoon Hayan hit the Philippines in November, ICCO 

Cooperation provided food packages to 6,755 families in Negros Occidental, Iloilo 

and Panay. 881 families received hygiene kits. 2,173 families  on Negros Occidental 

and Panay received reconstruction materials to either repair or rebuild  their house. 

Due to heavy raining, relief work was seriously troubled in those first weeks. In Panay 

and Negros Occidental communities are involved in disaster preparedness. Also two 

hundred people in Panay received stress debriefing.

Special attention is paid to identity rights of victims. Because of the typhoon, many 

people lost their identity papers. This is problematic in negotiations with insurances. 

Also  papers are needed, to prove ownership of land.  ICCO Cooperation surveyed 

2,575 victims in Leyte about the problems they find retrieving these papers. 

 In the reconstruction phase  ICCO Cooperation and her partners will focus on 

sustainable livelihood in rural areas. Handing out tools, trees and seeds to work 

the land. Boats and nets are given to fishermen. Emergency and relief work in the 

Philippines is coordinated by the Country Office in Manila. ICCO Cooperation 

works with local partners and through the ACT Alliance.

Billy de La Rosa (top right photo, in orange t-shirt), responsible for ICCO 

Cooperation’s emergency and reconstruction work after typhoon Hayan: “Relief 

and reconstruction work ask special knowledge and commitment. Plans are more 

feasible if partners stay close to their own work and experience. In the Philippines 

our partner organizations are active in the rural areas. Therefor we focus on recov-

ery of fisher boats and reconstruction of fields by handing out tools and plants, so 

that people can rebuild their lives.”

Photo’s, clockwise from upper left: ACT Alliance, Marcella Bos, ACT Alliance, Benno Neeleman

 GOOD PRACTICE THE PHILIPPINES: HAYAN TYPHOON
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10.1 CONNECT4CHANGE

ICCO Cooperation participates in the Connect4Change 
Alliance, as coordinator of the ICT for economic 
development program. The other four consortium 
members are AKVO, Cordaid, Edukans and lead 
agency IICD. Text to Change is our preferred partner 
for mobile phone related activities. 

Connect4Change supports activities in education, 
health and economic development in ten countries: 
Bolivia, Burkina Faso, Ethiopia, Ghana, Mali, Malawi, 
Peru, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia. The mission is 
to strengthen civil society organizations and their 
beneficiaries in the use of ICT to achieve their devel-
opment goals. Strategic objective of the economic 
development program is to improve the income and 
employment opportunities of small-scale farmers 
and entrepreneurs.

Results
In 2013 ICCO Cooperation assisted 34 Connect4Change 
partner organizations. From the start of the economic 
program in 2011, 25,840 people (of whom 9,264 
women) received training, and almost four hundred 
local chapters of producer organizations have been 
assisted. Both figures are far higher than planned. 
Partner organizations report that 135,018 people (of 
whom 49,908 women) use ICTs to access market and 
production information individually. Furthermore, 
through several partners over 340,000 are reached by 
(rural) radio.

This year the focus was on rolling out training and 
services. The market price information systems are 
now in place in four of the six countries where ICCO 
Cooperation works. Also a significant proportion of 
producer organizations we support record increas-

ing turnover, based on better management informa-
tion, better quality information and better outreach 
to buyers, both corporate and individual end-
consumers. As results of ICT investments become 
visible within partner organizations, several of them 
report that they are now including ICTs in their over-
all strategic plans, which would allow for replication 
at larger scales. 

Some of the largest financial gains for individual 
agricultural producers are reported from Ethiopia 
and Kenya, where access to mobile price informa-
tion and better management of acquired stocks of 
produce allowed for increased household incomes of 
up to EUR 300. In terms of scale, the largest outreach 
is recorded in shea producing women organizations 
in Burkina Faso, where partners recorded sales of 
over EUR 100 each for a group of at least ten thou-
sand women. By cooperating with the national shea 
umbrella we hope to be able to double the number of 
women served before the end of the program.

Gender and rights
In 2013 we realized that we did receive insufficient 
information from our partner organizations to assess 
gender effects of our approach. We then updated our 
monitoring and have now received largely gender-
disaggregated data. Next step in our approach is 
to discuss possible gender biases with a few of the 
larger “under-performing” partners, and develop a 
more inclusive approach where feasible.

10.2 WASH ALLIANCE

The Dutch WASH Alliance consists of six Dutch civil 
society organizations with extensive experience in 
Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH): Simavi, Akvo, 

10 OTHER PROGRAMS
ICCO Cooperation is a member of two alliances funded by MFS2: 
Connect4Change and WASH Alliance. Progress of these programs is 
reported here.  This chapter includes also activities of Impulsis and 
Togetthere,  joint programs of members of the cooperative.
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AMREF, ICCO Cooperation, RAIN and WASTE. They 
cooperate with six thematic partners in Europe and 
with close to seventy southern partners in eight coun-
tries: Bangladesh, Nepal, Ethiopia, Uganda, Kenya, 
Mali, Benin and Ghana. In these countries the forma-
tion of southern WASH Alliances is being facilitated. 

The main objective of the Alliance is to achieve 
increased sustainable access to and use of safe water 
and sanitation services and improved hygiene prac-
tices for women and marginalized groups. 

Results 
The overall conclusion is that after its third year 
of implementation the WASH Alliance progress on 
the Millennium Development Goals is positive. The 
achievements on the use of improved drinking water 
facilities are very good (282,000 users, more than 
60% of 2015 target) and the increase in users of 
improved sanitation facilities corresponds with close 
to 30% of the target for 2015 (increase of 353,000 
users). Although the result in sanitation users is not 
yet 50% of the 2015 target, we expect an accelera-
tion in the outcome on sanitation in the second half 
of the program. The WASH program aims to reach the 
increase in number of sanitation users mainly indi-
rectly by focusing on the enabling environment, e.g. 
by involving public and private sector and working 
on both the demand and supply side. In 2013, ICCO 
Cooperation invested therefore further in multi-stake-
holder cooperation by introducing theory of change 
development, in order to bring more coherence in the 
country programs. An innovative learning trajectory 
also started, strengthening the capacity of motivated 
participants in developing business models for WASH.

10.3 IMPULSIS 

ICCO Cooperation members Edukans and Kerk in 
Actie operate the joint program Impulsis, supporting 
Dutch Civil Society Initiatives (CSI) engaged in small 
scale projects of development cooperation. Impulsis 
offers advice, brokering and opportunities for capacity 
building as well as co-financing of smallscale projects. 

During 2013 Impulsis started looking for new finan-
cial resources and new ways of support to CSI after 
2015 when the MSF2 program is ended. Connections 
with private foundations, European financing oppor-
tunities and other institutional funding were inves-

tigated. Kerk in Actie aims to connect her work with 
the Dutch public through CSI in a stronger way. 

Impulsis organized six meetings for partner organi-
zations and other CSI with all together more than 
three hundred participants. The big event of the year 
was the MyWorld Event in March with 450 visitors. 
Impulsis was also represented at many external 
events, such as the National Diaconal Day and the 
Night of the Tip.

Impulsis aims to connect projects to the ICCO Alliance 
program and themes. These are: health, water and 
sanitation, fair economic development, food and nutri-
tion security, basic education and fair climate. In this 
report we highlight three themes.

Health
The focus has been on the capacity of health organi-
zations and people involved in community health 
programs. Programs will uplift the quality of preven-
tion and care and the quality of the management of 
health projects. A good example is the Dutch Eardrop 

MAIN RESULTS 2013
In 2013 Impulsis planned projects in 21 focus 

countries and sixteen countries with a limited 

scale of action. The 2013 project budget of 

Impulsis was just over EUR 2.5 million and 

bound to MFS2 criteria. Comparing to 2012 

there was a slight decline in the number of 

proposals received and approved: 109 new 

contracts (2012: 136 contracts) were estab-

lished with a total value of EUR 6.9 million. 

Since 2011, Impulsis established to co-finance 

a maximum of one third of the contract 

budget for most of the contracts. The average 

co-financing was EUR 16,000 per contract.

Photo: Opmeer Reports
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foundation which is involved in the training of health 
workers in Kenya and Ethiopia. Sixty were trained 
in 2013 and the foundation will provide the workers 
with a simple toolkit with materials. The four local 
partner organizations need the support of the Dutch 
trainers because of lack of qualified local doctors. 
During the project period the partner organizations 
will take over the responsibility and doctors will be 
trained to be able to provide the training themselves.

Food and nutrition security
Other CSIs focus on agriculture. Small projects 
like Balemans work on an irrigation intervention. 
Bigger projects such as Leren van Elkaar work with a 
refreshing peer-to-peer approach including a compe-
tition element. And others work on a rather holistic 
approach including leadership en negotiation skills. 
A meeting for partners focusing on cooperatives was 
organized in 2013. 

Education
In 2013 projects were integrated with the STAR 
school model of Edukans. Edukans provides Impulsis 
projects also a platform for capacity building in 
developing countries. A total number of nine local 
partners in Ethiopia and Peru have been assessed 
on the aspects of organizational, project and finan-
cial management. The annual Impulsis meeting 
on education was organized in May and focused 
on working together with local institutions, local 
governments and local teacher training colleges. 74 
persons of 49 partner organizations attended.

10.4 TOGETTHERE

Togetthere is an international youth (16 – 23 years) 
program of ICCO and Kerk in Actie. Training is a 
very important element of the program because we 
believe that personal and societal change go hand-
in-hand. In 2013 all training events were executed in 
cooperation with the Hendrik Kraemer Institute. 

Togetthere as professional 
In 2012, ECHO approved an ICCO Cooperation 
proposal under the call for pilot projects of 
the European Union Aid Volunteer Initiative. 
Coordinating a coalition with FinnChurchAid and 
the Czech Diakonia ECCB, ICCO Cooperation was 
responsible for the realization of fifteen deployments 

to strengthen partner organizations’ capacities to 
support community resilience. All professionals were 
deployed for a six months period. The lessons learnt 
were shared through a seminar for Dutch NGOs and 
a workshop at ACT Alliance in Geneva. Moreover, two 
movies were produced on volunteering for capacity 
development for increased resilience as well as two 
brochures. 

Changemaker Netherlands 
Changemaker Netherlands was founded in 2011 and 
is a collaboration between Togetthere, Edukans and 
World Servants. The objective is to give young people 
ways and means to follow-up on their stay abroad. 
Traineeships support the youngsters in creating 
their own project and their personal development. In 
2013 29 participants worked on various projects e.g. 
exchange with a school in Ethiopia, the sustainability 
of the Changemaker festival in 2013, the Holy Switch 
Program, education and HIV/aids in Africa. Three 
youth made their own church more climate neutral 
by working on the CO2- emissions. In September 
2013 the Changemaker festival was held in Heino. 
Around 545 young people attended. An online 
community was developed and consists of social 
media and video’s.

TOGETTHERE AS A VOLUNTEER
In 2013 eleven young volunteers were sent 

to partner organizations in Bolivia, Nicaragua, 

Peru, Ghana, Ukraine, Papua, India and 

New Zealand. The volunteer in Bolivia, for 

example, did a research on the dreams that 

young prostitutes have for the future and the 

volunteer in Papua organized different activi-

ties for women about healthy eating.  In 2013 

Togetthere developed three new volunteer 

placements with partner organizations in 

Ukraine, Romania and Zimbabwe.

Photo: Togetthere
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Engaging government, landowners 
and civil society 

For its work in Negros, TFM and its farmer-members gained a 

reputation for successfully engaging the government, landown-

ers and civil society through political actions that drew favorable 

official response and raised public awareness of land issues. 

TFM became known for organizing peaceful mass actions such 

as long-term camp-outs in front of the offices of the Philippine 

Department of Agrarian Reform (DAR), hunger strikes, and peas-

ant marches across islands and provinces. They stormed local 

DAR offices and even broke through security cordons at the 

Presidential Palace in Manila. 

TFM farmers took their plight to the Philippine Congress, which 

even investigated the killing of Teresa Mameng, the 60-year-old 

wife of a farmer beneficiary in La Castellaña, and other human 

rights abuses committed by soldiers, policemen and landowners’ 

goons against farmers. 

TFM was gaining support for farmers’ land rights from govern-

ment, civil society, and the church. Agrarian reform cases were 

getting resolved and farmers were getting deeds to the land, 

despite long legal and political battles. By 2005, with its campaigns 

yielding results, TFM’s work expanded to 287 haciendas from 170 

at the start of the first ICCO-TFM cooperation program. 

TFM also managed to gain access to financial resources amount-

ing almost EUR 300,000 from government and non-government 

institutions for productivity and technology development. 

Soon after ICCO signed a second cooperation program with TFM 

in 2005, the team-up was helping training farmers not just to fight 

for the land but also adopt a mindset to make their lands productive. 

This story continues on page 71

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08
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 PART III 
INVESTMENTS AND 
ADVISORIES

 FAIR & SUSTAINABLE HOLDING B.V.
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ICCO Investments B.V. is a new legal entity that was 
incorporated in F&S Holding B.V. in 2013. The invest-
ments managed by ICCO Investments B.V. include 
investments through F&S Participations B.V., that 
holds a small portfolio of investments in compa-
nies in Ethiopia, and investments via F&S Holding 
in Brasil. The portfolio of loans, participations and 
guarantees is also managed by ICCO Investments B.V.

By the end of 2013 ICCO Investments B.V. recruited 
six Regional Investment Managers for Regional 

Offices in South America (Bolivia), West Africa 
(Mali), Central and Eastern Africa (Kenya), Southern 
Africa (South Africa), South and Central Asia (Nepal) 
and South East Asia (Philippines). Within the Global 
Office in Utrecht we attracted extra fund manage-
ment capacity to manage the guarantee fund, to 
manage investments directly from Global Office and 
to coordinate and consolidate the global portfolio 
of investments. A Managing Director, a Management 
Assistant and a Finance Manager complete the team 
in the Global Office. 

11 ICCO INVESTMENTS B.V.
Within the ICCO cooperative, all investment activities are managed 
by the fund manager ICCO Investments B.V., a 100% subsidiary 
company of the Fair & Sustainable (F&S) Holding B.V. 

In 2013 Fair & Sustainable Holding B.V. expanded its activities, both in terms of regional 
representation as well as the total volume of activities. In November 2013 Fair & 
Sustainable Advisory Services (FSAS) opened an office in Mali, F&S West Africa. Fair 
& Sustainable Holding B.V. registered a new legal unit in its holding structure: ICCO 
Investments B.V. This new legal entity manages the investment portfolio of local small 
and medium enterprises (SMEs)  on behalf of ICCO Cooperation. 

Looking at the eight legal units represented in Fair & Sustainable Holding B.V. in 2013, we see a total net loss 
of EUR 101,244. The overall business developed well for FairClimateFund and F&S Ethiopia PLC while F&S do 
Brasil and FSAS performed below expectation. The total balance sheet increased slightly from EUR 7.2 million 
in 2012 to EUR 7.3 million in 2013. Total turnover of all activities was EUR 1.8 million, slightly higher than the 
turnover in 2012 (EUR 1.7 million).

 FAIR AND SUSTAINABLE 
HOLDING B.V.
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ICCO INVESTMENTS

ICCO Foundation
Loans & Participations 

portfolio

ICCO Foundation 
Guarantee Fund

Inclusive 
Business Fund

ICCO 
Investment Fund

Investment portfolio’s under management of ICCO Investments B.V.

11.1  ICCO INVESTMENT FUND

In 2013 ICCO further professionalized its investment 
activities and established an new dedicated invest-
ment fund for impact investment activities. For this 
fund a separate legal structure was created to facilitate 
the inflow of capital from various investors and flex-
ibility in the structuring sub-funds in the future. The 
ICCO Investment Fund was first capitalized through 
the two founding participants ICCO Cooperation and 
Kerk in Actie. The Fund is legally deposited with the 
Capital4Development Foundation and managed by the 
fund manager ICCO Investments B.V.

In 2013 ICCO Investments assessed already over 
165 potential investment opportunities out of which 
eight investments were eventually selected and 
approved by the Investment Committee. The total 
financial commitments in new investments made in 
2013 amounted to over EUR 4.1 million. 

www.icco-investments.org

11.2  INCLUSIVE BUSINESS FUND

Together with the Rabobank Foundation and BoP 
Inc. ICCO Investment Fund established the Inclusive 
Business Fund, dedicated to do impact investments 
primarily in Africa. The fund is capitalized by the 
ICCO Investment Fund and the Rabobank Foundation 
with EUR 5 million each. The fund management is a 
shared responsibility of the Rabobank Foundation 
and ICCO Investments B.V. BoP Inc. is involved as a 
strategic partner for deal flow development of busi-
nesses that bring innovative solutions for fundamen-
tal problems in the Base of the Pyramid markets. 

Though founded in 2013, the IBF will become opera-
tional as from January 2014.

www.inclusivebusinessfund.com

INVESTMENT FUND PORTFOLIO 2013
VAR do Brasil Ambiental: Biomass processing plant in Brazil.

CAPSEM: Technical assistance provider to finance SMEs in Bolivia.

Ditikeni: Fund for investing in South African companies with a 

specific social and environmental benefit.

Moni: Mobile peanut processing company in Malawi for export 

markets.

Koga Veg: Production of snow peas and sugar snaps in Ethiopia 

for European and Arabic export markets.

Soil & More: Joint venture to establish a plant to produce 

organic compost in Ethiopia.

Alpine Coffee: Small organic coffee producing company in Nepal 

to developed a brand with high quality coffee.

Negosiong Pinoy Finance Corporation: Finance corporation 

that provides access to affordable finance to Philippine SMEs.

Kapatagan: Female-led cooperative to support local farmers 

with the production of organic compost in the Philippines.

Photo: Toto Camba
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11.3 LOANS AND PARTICIPATIONS 
PORTFOLIO

ICCO Cooperation has years of experience in deploy-
ing different investment instruments to contribute 
to its core mission: poverty alleviation and social 
justice. The benefit of providing loans and equity is 
that the investment is repaid (with interest) and can 
be used again to contribute another time to the core 
mission. 

LOANS PORTFOLIO
As per year end the loan portfolio contained twelve 
active loans with a total amount outstanding of EUR 
5,992,681. The portfolio includes four loans to F&S 
Holding B.V. As per 2013 the existing loan portfolio 
is in transition and new investments are primarily 
made through Investment Fund. In 2013 only one 
new loan of EUR 100,000 was approved for People 
4 Earth. In 2013 a total amount of EUR 222,615 was 
disbursed. Two loans for CHEER and FairConnect 
(total amount of EUR 568,884) had to be written off 
in 2013 due to non-performance of the companies. Of 
the remaining portfolio, an estimated EUR 2,438,237 
is at risk, bringing the average risk of default to 39%. 
The high risk in the portfolio reflects the develop-
ment oriented characteristics of the investments 
made. Though substantial impact objectives can be 
achieved through a risk tolerant investment strategy, 
the current high risk in the portfolio is likely to result 
in additional write offs in the future, that will also 
result in low impact performance.

Four out of the twelve loans are inter-company 
loans to F&S Holding B.V. for a total amount of EUR 
3,231,481. Because of their inter-company nature, 
these loans are eliminated in the consolidated finan-
cial statements of ICCO Cooperation and therefore 
not visible.

PARTICIPATIONS PORTFOLIO
At the end of the year the portfolio of ICCO 
Cooperation contained ten equity investments 
which is the same as in 2012. The total value was 
EUR 1,189,600 (2012: EUR 1,271,207). In 2013, 
the shares in the OSCap Fund were sold to the main 
shareholder. The OSCap seed capital fund made little 
progress and in agreement with the other sharehold-
ers ICCO Cooperation decided to sell its participation 
in the fund. One new participation in Gebana Brasil 
was added to the portfolio, with a book value of EUR 

125,274. Gebana Brasil purchases organic agricul-
tural products (grains and oilseeds) from its associ-
ated farmers and exports final products. Gebana 
provides farmers with financing and all necessary 
products, like seeds and fertilizers and also bears the 
costs for organic certification of the small-holders’ 
farms.

In 2013 a total amount of EUR 53,451 was received 
as dividend income on our investments in two micro-
finance banks in Bolivia: Banco Fie and Ecofuturo. 
The incurred currency losses of the portfolio 
amounted to EUR 81,393 in total. An estimated 
amount of EUR 495,227 of the capital is at risk in the 
portfolio. Similar to the loan portfolio, this reflects 
the risk profile of the equity portfolio that was built 
up in the last decade. 

11.4  GUARANTEE FUND

ICCO Cooperation is a broker and strategic financer. 
Grants are gradually making place for other finan-
cial instruments such as investments and guaran-
tees. Non-grant financial instruments have great 
advantages in terms of market conformity, long 
term sustainability, enhancing self-esteem as well 
as ownership by the investee. The guarantee fund 
represents one of ICCO Cooperation’s brokering 
functions by leveraging funding for its partners from 
social and commercial investors and banks. In 2013, 
a review was started to reorient the guarantee fund 
to become financially self-sustaining by the end of 
2015. It is expected that this review will be finalized 
during the first part of 2014.

The guarantee fund is closely related to the fair 
economic development program (see Chapter 3). It 
primarily serves value chain development initiatives 
and finance institutions in rural areas. Partnerships 
have been established with social investors, banks, 
international traders, NGOs, capacity developers, 
network organizations and government organiza-
tions. The guarantee fund works in close collabo-
ration with strategic partners such as Oikocredit, 
Triodos Sustainable Trade Fund, western and local 
banks and Terrafina Microfinance. 

To improve efficiency and effectiveness of the collab-
oration between Oikocredit, operating guidelines and 
eligibility have been reviewed in 2013. The exchange 
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of data between databases of the two organizations has been extended and 
covers the application phase as well. Regular exchange of data on the joint port-
folio is done on quarterly basis.

Guarantees
 ICCO Cooperation provides guarantees to Oikocredit, western Banks (e.g. 
Triodos Bank, ING) as well as local banks in a number of countries (e.g. Bank of 
Africa, Commercial Bank of Ethiopia). The loans issued by Oikocredit, western 
and local banks are being used by microfinance institutions for production and 
trade initiatives.

Table 7: Number of active guarantee projects

2010 2011 2012 2013 DIFFERENCE %

Oikocredit   92     83     81     75       -8.0% 86.21%

Western banks     6       7       6       4 -50.0% 4.60%

Local banks     8     12     12       8 -50.0% 9.20%

TOTAL 106   102     99     87 -13.8% 100.00%

The number of active guarantees dropped with -14% to 87 active projects mainly 
due to a drop in newly approved guarantees in 2013: fourteen against 32 new 
approvals in 2012. The number of newly approved projects with Oikocredit 
decreased to twelve being less than half of the new approvals in 2012. One new 
guarantee was approved with western banks and one new project was approved 
with local banks. The total amount of loans approved dropped to EUR 8,877,662. 
The average size of new loans approved increased to EUR 634,119.  

Table 8: Loans outstanding  (in €)

2010 2011 2012 2013 DIFFERENCE %

Oikocredit 21,044,828 22,123,127 24,828,904 22,341,789 -10.0% 79.0%

Western banks 2,069,144 2,115,388 4,636,965 2,942,277 -36.5% 10.4%

Local banks 2,058,511 3,420,993 4,355,169 3,005,185 -31.0% 10.6%

TOTAL 25,172,483 27,659,507 33,821,038 28,289,252 -16.4% 100.00%

Total loans outstanding dropped to EUR 28.3 million. The average outstanding 
loans remained pretty much the same to the previous year (2013: EUR 325,164; 
2012: EUR 341,627) with no significant change per category. 

Table 9: Liability of ICCO Cooperation (in €)

2010 2011 2012 2013 DIFFERENCE %

Oikocredit 8,314,896 7,964,750 8,661,799 7,709,812 -11.0% 76.3%

Western banks 1,159,572 1,161,303 1,917,815 1,233,556 -35.7% 12.2%

Local banks 1,094,332 1,887,884 1,776,750 1,167,392 -34.3% 11.5%

TOTAL 10,568,800 11,013,937 12,356,364 10,110,760 -18.2% 100.00%

Total liability of ICCO Cooperation dropped to EUR 10.1 million. Although 
the liability of ICCO Cooperation decreased, the volume of loans outstanding 
decreased less. There are no significant changes in average liability per category 
financial service.

TERRAFINA MICROFINANCE
Terrafina Microfinance is the joint financial 

services program of Oikocredit, RaboBank 

Foundation and ICCO focusing on rural 

finance in Africa in particular microfinance 

and value chain finance. TMF provides 

support to 67 MFI partners and five network 

associations in six countries involving 

658,250 farmers and other rural people. 

Thirteen active guarantees are in collabora-

tion with TMF. Joint planning workshops 

with Oikocredit were held in both East and 

West Africa improving the synergy and better 

services to partners.

Photo: Raymond Rutting

TRIODOS SUSTAINABLE 
TRADE FUND
ICCO Cooperation is partner of the Triodos 

Sustainable Trade Fund which provides trade 

finance to the agricultural value chain. The 

Fund provided in 2013 EUR 26 million in 

trade finance to sixteen agricultural products 

such as coffee, cotton, cocoa, sesame, cashew 

etc. involving 102,519 farmers in 22 coun-

tries. In 2013, ICCO Cooperation approved 

one additional guarantee in the value of EUR 

225,000 for cloves trade.

Photo: Task Force Mapalad
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Oikocredit remains the key partner of ICCO Cooperation in the guarantee portfolio representing 76% of ICCO 
Cooperation’s liability. In terms of outstanding amounts, western and local banks represent 21% of the total 
funds outstanding whereas Oikocredit represents 79%. For each EUR 1 that ICCO Cooperation commits to 
Oikocredit, the partner gets an outstanding loan of EUR 2.90 (2012: EUR 2.87). Westerns banks produce an 
outstanding loan of EUR 2.39 (2012: EUR 2.42) and local banks produce an outstanding loan of EUR 2.57 
(2012: EUR 2.45) for each EUR 1 committed by ICCO Cooperation. Oikocredit shows the higher leverage factor; 
the leverage factor of local banks is growing faster the past few years.

ICCO Cooperation provides guarantees to projects in twenty countries, five less than in 2012. No new country 
was added to the list in 2013. India, Moldova, Rwanda, Uganda and Sierra Leone dropped from the list. No 
new countries were added to the list in 2013. The Philippines remained the top ranking country with seven-
teen active guarantees followed by Bolivia with nine, Ethiopia with eight and Guatemala and Peru with seven. 
Bolivia remains the country with the highest volume in loans outstanding EUR 1.8 million, followed by the 
Philippines EUR 1.14 million and Ethiopia EUR 1.1 million. These three countries only represent 40% of the 
portfolio in outstanding loans. The reasons for an increase or decrease differ per country.

Table 10: Ratio rural urban (in €) 

 RURAL (>80%) % RURAL AND URBAN % URBAN (>80%) % TOTAL

Oikocredit 15,182,364 68.0 7,057,793 31.6 101,633 0.0 22,341,789

Western bank 1,652,277 56.2 1,290,000 43.8 0 0.0 2,942,277

Local bank 2,492,949 83.0 512,236 17.0 0 0.0 3,005,185

TOTAL 19,327,590 68.3 8,860,029 31.3 101,633 0.0 28,289,252

The portfolio has slightly grown more rural with 68.3% (2012: 65.6%) of the volume of loans outstanding of 
projects guaranteed by ICCO Cooperation situated in rural areas (>80%). The other one third is invested in 
projects that cover both rural and urban areas. The volume of projects guaranteed by ICCO Cooperation and 
situated in pure urban areas can be ignored. This portfolio composition confirms ICCO Cooperation’s policy to 
invest primarily in rural areas.

Table 11: Type of activity (in €)

 MICRO FINANCE % AGRI-SERVICES % FAIR TRADE % OTHER % TOTAL

Oikocredit 9,190,586 41.1 8,007,539 35.8 4,564,605 20.4 579,059 2.6 22,341,789

Western bank 0 0.0 1,652,277 56.2 0 0.0 1,290,000 43.8 2,942,277

Local bank 3,005,185 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 3,005,185

TOTAL 12,195,772 43.1 9,659,816 34.1 4,564,605 16.1 1,869,059 6.6 28,289,252

The volume of outstanding loans, guaranteed by ICCO Cooperation and invested in microfinance has decreased 
again from 48.8% in 2012 to 43.1%. About 50% of the portfolio is invested in agricultural production and 
processing services as well as fair trade. 6.6% is invested in other type of activities mainly sustainable energy 
activities. This shift in portfolio is the result of ICCO Cooperation’s policy to gradually move away from microfi-
nance and invest in agri-production, processing and trading activities. Loans guaranteed by ICCO Cooperation 
to western banks are mainly provided to agricultural production and trade activities.

Capital at risk is the amount that ICCO Cooperation may lose due to risk that ICCO Cooperation is encounter-
ing. ICCO Cooperation distinguishes between country risk and project risk. ICCO Cooperation receives the 
risk assessment of Oikocredit through electronic exchange of data between the databases of the two organi-
zations. ICCO Cooperation relies on the data that Oikocredit is also using for their provisioning. Only if ICCO 
Cooperation has good reason to deviate from the Oikocredit assessment, risk addition takes place. Risk assess-
ment for all other guarantees is not only assessed based on repayment performance but also based on other 
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factors related to production, pricing, management and market. To assess country risk, ICCO uses Moody’s. 
Risk percentages have been attached to the rating classes applied by Moody’s. For countries where Moody’s 
does not provide a rating, ICCO Cooperation applies 30% country risk provision. Thus risk assessment by ICCO 
Cooperation is systematic, elaborate and explicit. The outcome is presented in table ...

Table 12: Capital at risk (in €)

2010 2011 2012 2013 DIFFERENCE %

Oikocredit 1,317,338 2,108,459 2,051,451 2,025,264 -1.3% 77.7%

Western banks 343,826 576,848 615,262 229,781 -62.7% 8.8%

Local banks 356,718 678,790 580,969 350,218 -39.7% 13.4%

TOTAL 2,017,881 3,364,097 3,247,682 2,605,263 -19.8% 100.0%

By the end of 2013 the Capital at Risk (CAR) for guarantees has decreased EUR 2,605,263 in 2013. This is 
largely due to the decrease in portfolio. The average portfolio at risk did not change significantly in 2013 
except for the average risk on the portfolio to western banks. Here the average capital at risk decreased to 
EUR 55,500 per active guarantee. The reason was a drop in risk in one file. The average probability of default 
decreased slightly to 25.77%.

11.5 INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO IN F&S 
HOLDING

F&S Holding B.V. supports and facilitates the invest-
ment activities of ICCO Cooperation in Brazil and 
Ethiopia. In 2014, the portfolio will be restructured 
and brought under direct management of the fund 
manager ICCO Investments B.V.

FAIR & SUSTAINABLE PARTICIPATIONS
F&S Participations manages 5% participation in 
Africa Juice Tibila Share Company, a passion fruit 
farm including fruit processing plant in Ethiopia. 
F&S Participations holds these shares on behalf of 
Rabobank Foundation and ICCO Cooperation. These 
shares are purchased in order to be transferred to 
a local cooperative of small passion fruit produc-
ers who deliver their produce to Africa Juice. This 
concept has shown to be much more challenging 
than anticipated. Until now, Africa Juice was not 
able to perform according to budget an involve 
substantial individual producers in their supply 
chain. Therefore the creation and establishment of 
a strong farmers cooperative never got to take-off, 
and there is no situation has been achieved where 
shares can be transferred to the farmers coopera-
tive. The (financial) performance of Africa Juice was 
again much lower for 2013 than planned. However, 
in 2013 some new investors (IFC and FMO, both 
reputable banks) see the potential of Africa Juice 
and the value of investments so far made in the 
processing factory. Their investment in the company 

and the sales contract with a large German client 
justifies the par value in the annual account 2013. 
Due to a higher contribution of management cost to 
F&S Participations, because more time was spent on 
Africa Juice, the net result of F&S Participations is 
minus EUR 4,156. 

FAIR & SUSTAINABLE DO BRASIL
Registered in 2010, the subsidiary F&S do Brasil 
participated for 14% in 2011 in Fruta Sã, a fruit 
processing factory in Carolina, jointly with CTI 
(Centro de Tecnologia da Informação Renato 
Archerin Brasilia), an ICCO Cooperation partner. CTI 
supports the fruit collectors, for collecting mainly 
bacuri and caja berries. In 2013 a total pledge of EUR 
34,000 was added to the equity of Fruta Sã, accord-
ing to the joint venture agreement. This amount for 
Fruta Sã was made as cost for containers and book-
keeping services and to be registered as equity. 

The second equity investment is VAR do Brasil 
Ambiental, amounting EUR 250,000, made in 2012 
during the startup of operations. The financial 
management of both participations has improved 
due to the continuous pressure from F&S do Brasil 
together with support from Regional Office of 
ICCO Cooperation and others. The cost for techni-
cal assistance, administration, management and 
other expenses related for F&S do Brasil sums EUR 
70,000 for 2013. Total equity of F&S do Brasil is EUR 
-42,342, with a loss of EUR 80,394 on exchange rates.
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Turning farmers into 
entrepreneurs (1)

Peasant leader Gregorio Paclibar remembers life in 

the sugarcane fields not too long ago. “Trabaho ng 

trabaho, otso oras (Work and work for eight hours),” he 

said. But at the end of the sugar season each August, the 

hacienda closed down, most farmworkers lost their jobs, 

and hunger began.

That was a different time. Paclibar now owns a small 

piece of land. He has the option of planting other crops, 

and sells his sugarcane to either the NMPC or the big 

central that produces white sugar. 

Paclibar, who was once TFM president and Havemarbo 

chairman, said he likes selling to the sugar central which 

has an established pricing system and pays farmers extra 

for trucking and for the molasses extracted from the cane. 

But NMPC tries to entice sugarcane farmers with prices 

comparable, if not higher, than that of the central. “We 

tell them you can deliver to the central, but we are also 

asking you to deliver to us,” NMPC mill manager Mary 

Grace Garciano explained.  

Farmers do sell their sugarcane to NMPC, which counts 

them as members, and part of an integrated process 

to make farms productive and the mill profitable. As 

members, farmers can avail themselves of loans from the 

TFM affiliate Negros Island Sugar Credit Cooperative 

(NISCO).

This story continues on page 77
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FSAS had a reasonably good year in 2013. The net 
loss of EUR 45,427 was mainly caused by lesser 
performance in previous years. Without that FSAS 
would have had a positive result in 2013 of EUR 
6,684. The small profit was due to smaller margins 
(lower sales prices) on the consultancy fees and 
long term illness. Almost all consultants managed to 
achieve or bypass their targets.

FSAS’s client base was broadened and the depend-
ency from ICCO Cooperation decreased further. 56% 
of the net turnover was achieved by working for other 
clients than ICCO Cooperation, which was 11% more 
than planned and 17% higher than in 2012. Important 
new clients were ITC, GAIN, GIZ, Simavi, SNV, Oxfam 
Novib and Yente. For ICCO Cooperation more work 
was done for the Regional Offices, especially to assist 
in the strategic reorientation for post-2015. The 
second best client was Agri-ProFocus who hired out 
consultants to facilitate projects on farm-firm rela-
tions, organized farmers and gender in value chains.

FSAS is gradually getting a solid reputation on its 
core business, value chain development, value chain 
finance, corporate social responsibility, certification, 
gender in value chains, impact monitoring and busi-
ness & human rights. But also management support 
services like interim management and portfolio 
management are being recognized by the clients. The 
overall customer satisfaction score for FSAS from in 
2013 was 8.7. 

Although F&S West Africa was already operational in 
2012, the company was officially registered in June 
2013, followed by the official launch in November 
in Bamako Mali by the Dutch ambassador and the 

Minister of Economic Affairs of Mali. F&S Ethiopia 
is consolidating its growth and has achieved good 
results in 2013. The collaboration between FSAS 
and the two subsidiaries is constructive but can 
be further intensified. Now that we are all gain-
ing ground and recognition the prospects for more 
collaboration on joint assignments and tenders are 
increasing. 

With the consultants being the most important 
assets FSAS invested in training of consultants on 
value chain development, DCED (Donor Committee 
for Enterprise Development) , M4P (making markets 
work for the poor), value chain finance, business 
and human rights and fundraising and tendering. 
The total number of regular staff remained stable 
throughout the year. Two consultants have left FSAS 
at the end of the year and will be replaced in the 
course of 2014. 

www.fairandsustainable.nl

12.1 FAIR & SUSTAINABLE ETHIOPIA

F&S Ethiopia had its best year since it started in 
2008 and booked a profit of EUR 26,406. The good 
reputation of the manager and high quality of 
the three F&S Ethiopia consultants and associate 
consultants were very helpful to attract new clients 
and continue with the existing ones. Clients are 
mostly Dutch NGOs and one or two companies. ICCO 
Cooperation and Agri-ProFocus remain important 
clients, but there are more than twenty other clients. 
As one of its services F&S Ethiopia is hosting quite a 
number of NGOs and programs which means that in 

12 FAIR & SUSTAINABLE 
ADVISORY SERVICES B.V.
In 2013 the reputation of Fair & Sustainable Advisory Services (FSAS) 
grew gradually and the client-base was broadened. F&S Ethiopia had 
its best year and a new company was registered in Mali. 
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the last few years office space increased four times. 
Two consultants left and two new staff were hired.

Prospects for F&S Ethiopia in the years to come 
are good. There is a continued interest from Dutch 
development organizations and companies, who all 
require good knowledge of the local context, how 
to collaborate with Ethiopian farmers cooperatives, 
government, etc. Competitions exists from local 
consultants and from international consultants and 
consultancy agencies, but F&S Ethiopia offers a high 
quality services at a reasonable price and is therefore 
quite able to compete. 

www.fs-ethiopia.com

12.2 FAIR & SUSTAINABLE WEST 
AFRICA

F&S West Africa was officially registered as the 
third Dutch company in Mali in on 1st June 2013. 
The official launch was in November during a Dutch 
trade mission to Mali. The opening was postponed 
in 2012 when the conflict in the north of Mali broke 
out. Although the situation is far from stable, with 
the arrival if the MINUSMA forces, life in the south of 
Mali is becoming more and more “normal”. 

In the first seven months of its existence F&S West 
Africa booked a result of minus EUR 356 which is 
more or less break even. 

Major client for F&S West Africa is ICCO Cooperation. 
F&S West Africa implemented a number of assign-
ments for ICCO Cooperation of which the strategic 
reorientation of the fair economic development 
program was the most important one. This assign-
ment was carried out jointly with FSAS. Other 
assignments were: advise on shea value chain, coor-
dination of agri-hub activities and support to the 
Connect4Change program. Outside ICCO Cooperation 
F&S West Africa worked for Spark, Nununa en 
Terrafina Microfinance.

F&S West Africa employs one Dutch consultant 
manager, one local consultant and two support staff.

www.fs-westafrica.com

Photo: Harm Haverkort

Photo: Johannes Odé
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The total budgeted turnover for 2013 was EUR 
450,000, while EUR 380,000 was realized, 84% of 
the target. However, compared to 2012, this is an 
35% increase on realized turnover of EUR 281,000. 
FairClimateFund anticipated actively on the uncer-
tainties in the market and the Schokland arrange-
ments and diversified its activities to consultancy 
work for e.g. Fair & Sustainable Advisory Services, 
Max Havelaar and for ICCO Cooperation project 
development in Ethiopia. Total turnover from this 
consultancy activities was EUR 56,000. When adding 
the income from consultancies, the total turnover 
reaches EUR 435,000, 96% of the initial budget total 
turnover.

During 2013, the FairClimateFund business model 
was restructured and updated in line with the uncer-
tainty on the Schokland subsidy arrangement. The 
result in 2013 was slightly (EUR 6,115) positive.

The first principal repayment for the ING loan was 
scheduled in 2013. The ING loan was based on the 
initial Schokland budget planning and was approved 
by the Ministry. Due to the increasing uncertainties 
in the Schokland arrangement, related to the lower 
performance of the business, ICCO Cooperation made 
the repayment for FairClimateFund.

Carbon credits projects
The issuances of the carbon credits from the projects 
increased, meaning that these projects have indeed 
shown the capacity to deliver. ADATS/BCS the biogas 
was scaled down to 12,000 units and delivered 
21,000 tons of credits in October. Most of these 
credits will be sold in 2014. NOVA delivered 33,000 
tons of credits, of which the majority was also sold to 
clients. JSMBT (Janara Samuha Mutual Benefit Trust) 

accomplished the distribution of 33,000 improved 
cook stoves in Rajur district, two per family. This 
amount is lower than contractually agreed. No 
credits were delivered yet, JSMBT will be validated 
in 2014, but the initial monitoring report showed a 
potential of 17,000 ton deliveries. FairClimateFund 
has also invested time in a new project in Ethiopia, 
for making the coffee production chain climate 
neutral in cooperation with Max Havelaar and coffee 
roaster companies in The Netherlands. During the 
25th celebration of Max Havelaar, this project was 
launched. 

Until 2013, the total pre-paid amounts according to 
the Emission Reduction Purchase Agreements to the 
three partners ADATS, NOVA and JSMBT was EUR 5 
million. The total initial value is approximately EUR 
9.8 million. All carbon credits from these projects 
are produced by poor households that reduce their 
CO2-emission and get this reduction certified. The 
families repay the pre-investment in sustainable 
energy through carbon credits to FairClimateFund. 
The social benefits for the households are less indoor 

13 FAIRCLIMATEFUND B.V. 
In 2013 FairClimateFund B.V. saw on the one hand an increase of 
carbon credit sales volume (35% increase compared to 2012) that 
benefited thousands of poor households. On the other hand the fund 
experienced the challenges of the very passive and low carbon credit 
markets. 

Photo: Jan de Jong
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house pollution, less time for fuel wood collection 
and, after repayment, direct income generation from 
the sales of carbon credits. FairClimateFund cooper-
ated closely with the fair climate program of ICCO 
Cooperation, TNO and MilieuCentraal. The coopera-
tion with WindUnie trading was less intensive in 
2013 than before while the cooperation with Max 
Havelaar and Wakawaka intensified. 

Resellers and B2B
In 2013, FairClimateFund’s continued the imple-
mentation of the strategy to focus more on resell-

ers and B2B clients than on individual consumers. 
FairClimateFund has an added value because the 
credits are from small households and the certi-
fication is of a high standard (UNFCCC and Gold 
Standard). This market for high value “charis-
matic carbon” remains a growth market, mainly 
for companies and organizations that offset their 
footprint for their corporate social responsibility 
agenda. FairClimateFund signed option contracts 
with resellers who offer the credits to their clients 
jointly with other projects and some larger contract 
e.g. with TNO for compensation of their gas use and 
with a large catering business. The sales to private 
households is still low, only 1 % of the sales (EUR 
2,739), while sales to companies and organizations 
in The Netherlands was over EUR 259,536 (68%) 
and turnover through international clients EUR 
117,000 (31%).

The reason that the business case of FairClimateFund 
is performing less than planned is mainly due to 
lack of political commitment in the European Union 
climate policies. As a result, the regulated compli-
ance carbon market are under pressure. Although 
the compliance market en voluntary market are 
different markets, the pressure on CER prices also 
impacts on the sales market for the voluntary 
carbon market. At this moment, the voluntary emis-
sion reduction rights market prices are higher than 
compliance market prices. The higher risk profile is 
part of the FairClimateFund business model because 
this enables poor households to access the carbon 
credit markets. 

www.fairclimatefund.nl

Photo: Jenna Heysters
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Turning farmers into 
entrepreneurs (2)

Strict standards of quality. Crop variety. Proper care 

and maintenance of the farms. These are the issues 

that many farmer-members of TFM are now concerned 

with, a new challenge after successfully advocating land 

rights. 

“Everyone wants to make sure they produce good qual-

ity sugar,” Garciano said. If their sugarcane is of a poor 

variety, then down the line the muscovado will also be of 

low quality.  “If farmers can shift to a more efficient way 

of farming, then we get better raw materials, and there’s 

better recovery from the sugarcane,” said Rene Guarin, 

TFM’s Enterprise Development Head. 

For its part, TFM focused on upgrading the muscovado 

mill in 2013. NMPC had to halt operations for the most 

of the year, pending the acquisition of a bigger crusher 

that raised the mill’s processing capacity from 8 tons 

to 15 tons a day. “A feature of the new crusher is that 

its teeth are sharper and more dense,” Guarin said, an 

improvement expected to recover more muscovado from 

sugarcane. 

At the same time, TFM upgraded its organizational 

set-up. TFM formed the commercial entity NMPC, 

providing technical services, capability building for 

people’s organizations, opening up markets, and mill 

management services. NMPC is a corporate entity which 

will eventually have TFM as a minority shareholder, 

with farmer-members composing the majority. With 

the company making profits, farmers will earn not just 

from selling sugarcane but also reaping dividends. “That 

set-up has yet to be realized but that is where we are 

headed,” Jarilla said. 

This story continues on page 111
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14 CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS 2013

14.1 CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AS AT DECEMBER 31ST 2013 
(after appropriation of result)

31-12-2013 31-12-2012

ASSETS € € € €

 Fixed assets

Tangible fixed assets 1  474,266  586,798 

Intangible fixed assets 1  64,300  -   

Financial fixed assets 2  6,968,683  3,161,182 

 7,507,249  3,747,980 

 Current assets

Inventories 3  3,807,318  3,640,993 

Accounts receivable and accrued income 4  35,136,990  43,928,684 

Securities 5  5,104,014  6,071,207 

Cash and cash equivalents 6  29,158,297  22,677,483 

 73,206,619  76,318,367 

TOTAL ASSETS  80,713,868  80,066,347 

LIABILITIES

Reserves and funds

Reserves 7

Allocated Member Capital  3,000,045  3,000,045 

Continuity Reserve  4,896,736  4,826,069 

Appropriation Reserve  995,415  803,789 

Appropriation Reserve Founding Costs  64,300  -   

 8,956,496  8,629,903 

Funds 8

Appropriation fund projects  3,899,503  4,346,171 

Appropriation fund guarantees  6,860,498  9,147,479 

Appropriation fund loans and participations  6,236,702  2,308,650 

Appropriation fund Voluntary Emission 
Reduction rights

 2,709,199  2,709,199 

Appropriation fund MFS interest  643,883  484,244 

 20,349,785  18,995,743 

 Provisions 9  3,997,777  5,284,708 

 Long-term liabilities 10  13,868,214  12,309,168 

 Current liabilities 11  33,541,596  34,846,825 

TOTAL LIABILITIES  80,713,868  80,066,347 
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14.2 CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 2013

ACTUAL 2013 BUDGET 2013  ACTUAL 2012

INCOME 12 € € € € € €

Government grants  81,243,902  84,253,210  87,232,653 

Income from third parties  7,630,865  1,350,000  7,114,269 

Other income  1,296,129  2,025,703  1,599,434 

Income from investments  338,025  60,000  616,471 

Income from own fundraising activities  520,210  -    493,439 

Total income  91,029,131  87,688,913  97,056,266 

EXPENSES

Spent on objectives 13  83,535,876  82,783,136  92,116,383 

Fundraising costs 14  1,775,862  1,000,808  1,364,778 

Management and Administration  4,036,752  3,868,520  2,528,124 

Total expenses  89,348,490  87,652,464  96,009,285 

RESULT  1,680,641  36,449  1,046,981 

APPROPRIATION OF NET RESULT

 Transferred to / from:

Continuity Reserve  140,967  -    131,523 

Appropriation reserve  191,626  -    900,042-

Appropriation reserve Founding costs  5,994-

Appropriation fund projects  446,668-  -    561,330 

Appropriation fund guarantees  2,286,981-  -    1,387,845 

Appropriation fund loans and participations  3,928,052  -    35,029-

Appropriation fund Voluntary Emission 
Reduction rights

 -    -    245,000-

Appropriation fund MFS interest  159,639  -    289,024 

Appropriation fund MSD  -    -    142,670-

RESULT  1,680,641  -    1,046,981 
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14.3 CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOW STATEMENT 2013

2013 2012

€ € € €

Result  1,680,641  1,046,981 

Unrealized result securities  72,560-  371,021-

Change in other provisions  7,816-  1,899,607-

Depreciation  277,824  468,950 

Change of grants receivables  6,580,326  1,553,994-

Change of other receivables  2,211,369  3,522,600-

Change of project obligations  622,121  5,117,822 

Change of inventory  166,325-  923,339-

Change of other liabilities  467,328  1,482,348 

Cash flow from operational activities  11,592,908  154,460-

Investments in tangible and intangible fixed assets  229,592-  289,125-

Investments in financial fixed assets  5,086,616-  255,183-

Investments in securities on balance  1,039,753  204,172-

Cash flow from investment activities  4,276,455-  748,480-

Change of loan  835,639-  2,150,000 

Change of equity  0-  3,000,000 

Cash flow from financing activities  835,639-  5,150,000 

TOTAL  6,480,814 4,247,060 

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the financial year  29,158,297  22,677,536 

Cash and cash equivalents at the start of the financial year  22,677,483  18,430,476 

Changes in cash and cash equivalents  6,480,814  4,247,060 

14.4 EXPLANATORY NOTES TO THE 
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS 2013

General basic principles for preparation 
of the financial statements and principal 
activities
The financial statements of Coöperatie ICCO U.A. 
consist of the consolidated financial statements 
of Coöperatie ICCO U.A., Stichting Interkerkelijke 
Organisatie voor Ontwikkelingssamenwerking ICCO 
and Fair & Sustainable Holding BV, including subsidi-
aries (“ICCO” or “the Group”) and the cooperative 
financial statements of Coöperatie ICCO U.A. (“the 
cooperative”). Coöperatie ICCO U.A. has its legal statu-
tory seat in Utrecht. 

The group is primarily involved in the reduction 
of poverty through development programs in the 
themes: Fair Economic Development, Fair Climate, 
Conflict Transformation & Democratization, Basic 
Education, Food and Nutrition Security, Basic Health, 
Water and ICT for Development.

The financial statements have been prepared in 
accordance with Title 9, Book 2 of the Netherlands 
Civil Code. Based on the organizational objective, 
related activities and expectations from stakeholders 
we have fulfilled the in article 2:362 lid 1 required 
insight by making use of the Guideline 650 for fund-
raising institutions in The Netherlands. 

For the execution of the Wet Normering Bezoldiging 
Topfunctionarissen in de (semi)publieke sector 
(WNT) the institution complied with the Beleidsregel 
toepassing WNT, regarding financial eligibility.

The financial year coincides with the calendar year. 
The applied basic principles for the valuation of 
assets and liabilities and the result determination are 
based on historical costs, unless indicated otherwise. 
Income and expenditure are attributed to the period 
to which they pertain.

Going Concern
These financial statements have been prepared on 
the basis of the going concern assumption.
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Transactions in foreign currency
Transactions in foreign currency are converted accord-
ing to the exchange rate applying on the transaction 
date. Monetary assets and liabilities that are denomi-
nated in foreign currency are converted into the func-
tional currency according to the exchange rate apply-
ing on that day. Non-monetary assets and liabilities in 
foreign currency that are included at their historical 
cost price are converted to Euros according to the 
exchange rate applicable on the transaction date.

Use of estimates
The drawing up of the financial statements requires 
the Executive Board to form opinions and make esti-
mates and assumptions that influence the basic prin-
ciples and the reported value of assets and liabilities, 
and of income and expenditure. The actual outcomes 
may differ from these estimates. The estimates and 
underlying assumptions are continuously assessed. 
Revisions of estimates are included in the period in 
which the estimate is revised and in future periods 
for which the revision has consequences.

Estimates are especially applied regarding the valua-
tion of the portfolio of loans, participations and guar-
antees and regarding the provisions for reorganization.

Basic principles for consolidation
The consolidated financial statements contain 
the financial details of the cooperative, its group 
companies and other legal entities over which the 
cooperative exercises predominant control, or with 
whose central management the cooperative has been 
charged. Group companies are subsidiaries in which 
the cooperative has a controlling interest, or on the 
management of which it can exercise decisive influ-
ence. In determining whether decisive influence can 
be exercised on the management, financial instru-
ments that involve potential voting rights and can be 
exercised directly are taken into account. Participating 
interests held in order to be disposed of will not be 
consolidated. Newly acquired participating interests 
will be included in the consolidation from the moment 
the decisive influence can be exercised on the manage-
ment. Divested holdings are included in the consolida-
tion until the time this influence comes to an end. 

In the consolidated financial statements, the mutual 
debts, claims and transactions have been eliminated, 
including the results achieved within the group. The 
group companies are fully consolidated, while the 

minority interest of third parties (if any) has been 
reflected separately. For an overview of the consoli-
dated group companies, please refer to the explana-
tory notes to the cooperative financial statements.

Financial instruments
Financial instruments include investments in shares 
and securities, trade and other receivables, cash 
items, loans and other financing commitments, and 
trade and other payables. 

Financial instruments are initially recognized at fair 
value. After initial recognition, financial instruments 
are valued as described below.

Financial instruments that are held for trading

Financial instruments (assets and liabilities) that are 
held for trading are valued at fair value and changes 
in that fair value are accounted for in the statement of 
income and expenditure. In the first period of recogni-
tion, attributable transaction costs are included in the 
statement of income and expenditure as expenditure.

Securities

ICCO Cooperation has a treasury policy stating the 
responsibilities and controls regarding manage-
ment of securities and savings. The portfolio has to 
meet a set of sustainability criteria that measure the 
level of effort invested in achieving results regard-
ing their social and environmental policies. ICCO 
Cooperation’s treasury strategy is to have 25% 
shares (minimum of 15% and maximum of 35%) and 
75% euro denominated bonds (minimum of 65% 
and maximum of 85%).

To the extent that these are listed on a stock exchange, 
loans and bonds are valued at fair value. Changes in 
that fair value are accounted for in the statement of 
income and expenditure. Loans and bonds that are 
not listed on a stock exchange will be valued at their 
amortized cost price on the basis of the effective inter-
est method, less extraordinary depreciation loss.

Securities are used for the purpose of investments, 
amongst others to cover the amount in the continuity 
reserve.

Provided loans and other receivables

Provided loans and other receivables are valued at 
their amortized cost price on the basis of the effec-
tive interest method, less impairment losses.
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Other financial commitments

Financial commitments that are not held for trading 
are valued at amortized cost on the basis of the effec-
tive interest rate method.

Tangible and intangible fixed assets
The tangible and intangible fixed assets are valued at 
their acquisition price less the cumulative deprecia-
tions and impairment losses. The depreciations will 
be calculated as a percentage of the acquisition price 
according to the linear method on the basis of the 
economic lifespan, taking into account the residual 
value, if any. 

The depreciation percentages applied are:
Inventory and installations: 10% or 20%
Hardware and software – general: 33%
Hardware and software – ERP system: 20%
Company Cars: 33%
Founding costs: 20%

All tangible and intangible fixed assets are used for 
organizational purposes.

Financial fixed assets
Subsidiaries in which significant influence can be exer-
cised on the business and financial policy are valued 
according to the equity method on the basis of the net 
asset value. The valuation principles of the cooperative 
will be used to determine the net asset value. Holdings 
with a negative net asset value will be valued at nil and 
ICCO Cooperation will make a provision for its share in 
the negative equity capital of these subsidiaries in case 
of liabilities for debts of the subsidiary.

Subsidiaries in which no significant influence can 
be exercised are valued at their acquisition price 
or their permanently lower going-concern value. 
Dividends are accounted for in the period in which 
they are made payable. Interest income is accounted 
for in the period in which it is achieved, taking into 
account the effective interest rate of the relevant 
asset. Profits and losses, if any, are accounted for 
under financial income and expenditure.

The financial fixed assets are presented net from the 
provisions for losses in the portfolio of loans and 
participations.

Loans and participations are related to the objec-
tives and not used for organizational or investment 

purposes. Also the loans and participations of ICCO 
Investment Fund are held for purposes related to the 
objectives.

Inventories
Inventories consist of carbon credits held in stock 
at FairClimateFund B.V. Inventories are stated at 
the lower of cost price and net realizable value. 
Cost includes the purchase price and expenditure 
incurred in acquiring the inventories. 

Inventories also include prepayments made to the 
suppliers of carbon credits to enable them to deliver 
the credits in the future. All inventory is held in stock 
for purposes related to the objectives.

Impairment
For tangible and intangible fixed assets an assess-
ment is made as of each balance sheet date as to 
whether there are indications that these assets are 
subject to impairment. If there are such indications, 
then the recoverable value of the asset is estimated. 
The recoverable value is the higher of the value in 
use and the net realizable value. If it is not possible to 
estimate the recoverable value of an individual asset, 
then the recoverable value of each cash flow generat-
ing unit to which the asset belongs is estimated.

Reserves 
Allocated Member Capital

The allocated member capital is the nominal value of 
the membership capital of EUR 1,000,000 of each of 
the three members of Coöperatie ICCO U.A.

Continuity reserve

The continuity reserve has been created to safeguard 
the continuity in case of (temporary) highly disap-
pointing income. The amount reserved is found to be 
sufficient to cover for liabilities from third parties, 
liabilities from personnel and other short term 
risks. This is in accordance to the Vereniging van 
Fondsenwervende Instellingen (VFI) guidelines for 
financial management.

Appropriation reserve 

The appropriation reserve has been created with 
funding acquired from the National Postcode Lottery. 
The limited deployment options of the appropria-
tion reserve have been determined by the Executive 
Board and are not an obligation. The Executive Board 
can lift these limitations itself.
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Founding Costs appropriation reserve

The appropriation reserve Founding Costs consists 
of the costs regarding the founding of Coöperatie 
ICCO U.A.

Funds
Appropriation funds

Appropriation funds are those funds with a specific 
purpose, as indicated by third parties. It concerns the 
following funds:
• Project appropriation fund: concerns funding 

received for a specific project appropriation as 
indicated by third parties.

• Guarantee appropriation fund (pertaining 
to ICCO Cooperation’s program objectives): 
concerns a fund to cover the guarantee obliga-
tions which exceed the level of the guarantee 
provisions made.

• Loans and participations appropriation fund 
(pertaining to ICCO Cooperation’s program 
objectives): concerns a fund to cover provided 
loans and participating interests above the level 
of the risk provisions taken for loans and partici-
pating interests.

• Voluntary Emission Reduction rights appropria-
tion fund: concerns a fund to cover inventories 
and provided loans to partners investing in 
Voluntary Emission Reduction rights.

• MFS interest appropriation fund: concerns inter-
est received on MFS funds that, pursuant to the 
grant scheme will be fully spent on the MFS 
objectives in the future.

Provisions
Provisions are measured at nominal value. 

Guarantee obligations provision

ICCO Cooperation provides guarantees to (bank) 
institutions, which use this to provide loans to third 
parties. A provision has been recognized for the guar-
antees provided by ICCO Cooperation, which is based 
on a risk assessment of country risk, project risk and 
global economy risk. In calculating the provision, the 
payment behavior of the relevant partner is also taken 
into account.

Reorganization provision

In 2009, within the framework of the reorganization 
process, ProCoDe, a Redundancy Package for the 
employees who were redundant at the Utrecht office 
was agreed upon. In addition, within the framework 

of the reorganization process under MFS II, another 
Redundancy Package for the employees who were 
made redundant at the Utrecht office was agreed 
upon. The calculated provisions have been based on 
the number of redundant FTEs and the expected cost 
of termination and dismissal.

Employee benefits/pensions (pledged contribution 

scheme)

Liabilities related to contributions to pension 
schemes on the basis of pledged contributions are 
included in the statement of income and expenditure 
in the period in to which the contributions refer.

Income
Government grants

Government grants are credited to the statement 
of income and expenditure of the year in which the 
subsidized deployment takes place. 

For guarantees, loans, participating interests and 
inventories and loans concerning the Voluntary 
Emission Reduction rights, the amounts that are 
added to the risk provisions and the residual part 
of the amounts pursuant to provided principals 
and guarantees are accounted for as income and be 
appropriated to the guarantees appropriation fund, 
the loans and participating interests appropriation 
fund or the Voluntary Emission Reduction rights 
appropriation fund through result appropriation.

Income from our own fundraising activities/

Income from third-party campaigns

This income is credited to the statement of income 
and expenditure in the year in which the income is 
received or pledged.

Income from investments

This income is credited to the statement of income 
and expenditure in accordance with the abovemen-
tioned valuation principles of financial instruments. 
Income out of interest from cash and cash equiva-
lents is included in the statement of income and 
expenditure of the year to which it pertains.

Interest received on the bank account that is specifi-
cally used for income and payments related to the 
MFS program are added to the MFS appropriation 
fund through result appropriation.
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Expenditure
In the statement of income and expenditure, the 
costs of ICCO Cooperation’s own activities are subdi-
vided as follows: spent on objectives, fundraising 
costs and management and administration costs. The 
allocation principles used by ICCO Cooperation and 
the allocation methods to determine this subdivision 
have been detailed in the explanatory notes to the 
financial statements.

Spent on objectives

These expenditures consist of grants to third parties, 
contributions and execution costs. The expenditure 
due to grants to third parties is charged to the state-
ment of income and expenditure in the year in which 
ICCO Cooperation agrees to the grants and/or makes 
the contribution. 

In 2013 the MFS commitments for 2014 were 
confirmed and therefore the amounts planned for 
2015 and further were not included in the project 
commitments. This has consequences for income, 
expenditure, receivables and payables with MFS funds. 
The expenditure and income related to MFS2 grant in 
the financial statements therefore consist of both: 
• The expenditure due to grants to third parties 

(ICCO Cooperation’s share of the grant) charged 
to the statement of income and expenditure in 
the year in which ICCO Cooperation agrees to the 
grants and/or makes the contribution and the 
funds are confirmed; and 

• The expenditure for the liability resulting from 
the budget allocated to the Alliance members 
charged to the statement of income and expendi-
ture in the year in which ICCO Cooperation 
receives the MFS2 budget from the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs. 

The following applies specifically to the guarantees 
provided by ICCO Cooperation: ICCO Cooperation 
will designate an amount pertaining to the risk of the 
relevant guarantee actually leading to expenditure 
as expenditure in the year in which the guarantee 
is provided. In ICCO Cooperation’s balance sheet, 
the possible liabilities that arise from the provided 
guarantees are reflected in the guarantee obligations 
provision. The financial consequences of changes in 
the risks pertaining to the provided guarantees and/
or the amount in guarantees provided lead to an 

adjustment of the provision in the year in which the 
change occurs. Additions to and/or deductions from 
the guarantee obligations provision are processed 
through the “Spent on objectives” item in the state-
ment of income and expenditure. 

The following applies specifically to the payments 
made by ICCO Cooperation related to loans and 
participating interests: ICCO Cooperation will 
designate an amount pertaining to the risk of value 
depreciation of the relevant asset as expenditure in 
the year in which the value depreciation occurs. In 
ICCO Cooperation’s balance sheet, the possible value 
depreciations are reflected in the loans and partici-
pating interests provision (this provision is balanced 
against the level of the loans and participating inter-
ests). The financial effect of changes in the risks and/
or the amount of outstanding loans and participating 
interests leads to an adjustment of the provision in 
the year in which the change occurs. Additions to 
and/or deductions from the loans and participating 
interests provision are processed through the “Spent 
on objectives” item in the statement of income and 
expenditure.

The execution costs are charged to the statement of 
income and expenditure in the year to which they 
pertain.

Fundraising costs

These costs are charged to the statement of income 
and expenditure in the year to which they pertain.

Management and administration costs

These costs are charged to the statement of income 
and expenditure in the year to which they pertain.

Cash Flow Statement 
The cash flow statement was drawn up on the 
basis of the indirect method. Cash flows in foreign 
currency were converted to Euros, using the 
weighted average conversion rates for the relevant 
periods.

Cash and cash equivalents consist of current 
accounts in The Netherlands and for the regional 
offices, saving accounts and cash held at the global or 
regional offices. The bank balance of the Investment 
account is classified as cash and cash equivalents.
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14.5 EXPLANATORY NOTES TO THE ITEMS ON THE CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

1  TANGIBLE AND INTANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS

The movement of this item is as follows:

TANGIBLE 
FIXED ASSETS

INTANGIBLE 
FIXED ASSETS

FIXED ASSETS

€
INVENTORY 

AND  INSTAL-
LATIONS

HARD- AND 
SOFTWARE 

GENERAL

HARD- AND 
SOFTWARE 

ERP SYSTEM

COMPANY  
CARS

SUBTOTAL SUBTOTAL TOTAL

Book value as per 1-1-2013  155,800  224,194  113,588  93,216  586,798  -    586,798 

Acquisitions and desinvestments  6,689  100,027  15,146  37,436  159,298  70,294  229,592 

 162,489  324,221  128,734  130,652  746,096  70,294  816,390 

Depreciation  35,802  131,006  43,828  61,194  271,830  5,994  277,824 

Book value as per 31-12-2013  126,687  193,215  84,906  69,458  474,266  64,300  538,566 

Cumulative acquisition value  1,025,814  1,287,048  1,416,400  250,510  3,979,772  70,294  4,050,066 

Cumulative depreciation and

other impairment  899,127-  1,093,833-  1,331,494-  181,052-  3,505,506-  5,994-  3,511,500-

Book value as per 31-12-2013  126,687  193,215  84,906  69,458  474,266  64,300  538,566 

The intangible fixed assets consist of activated costs regarding the founding of Coöperatie ICCO U.A.

2  FINANCIAL FIXED ASSETS

Loans and participations

The movement of this item, excluding the provision for loans and participations, is as follows:

31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ €

Balance as per 1 January  5,567,832  5,135,716 

Provided  5,431,750  912,314 

 10,999,582  6,048,030 

Repayments  345,134-  -   

Devaluation  752,301-  480,198-

BALANCE AS PER 31 DECEMBER  9,902,147  5,567,832 

The repayment relates to a sold participation in the Oikocredit Seed Capital Fund. The devaluation in 2013 
relates mainly to write-offs of loans.

The movement of the provision for the financial fixed assets is as follows:

31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ €

Balance as per 1 January  2,406,650  2,229,717 

Movements in provision  526,814  176,933 

Balance as per 31 December  2,933,464  2,406,650 

BALANCE OF LOANS AND PARTICIPATING INTERESTS INCLUDING PROVISION  6,968,683  3,161,182 

The provision for the financial fixed assets is based on a risk assessment of country risk, project risk and 
global economy risk.
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3  INVENTORIES

The specification of this item is as follows:

31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ €

Inventories  429,435  198,516 

Prepayment Inventories  3,377,883  3,442,477 

 3,807,318  3,640,993 

Inventories consist of Voluntary Emission Reduction rights (VER’s), owned by FairClimateFund B.V. An amount 
of EUR 3,377,883 in VER’s is paid in advance and will be delivered by the partners directly after generation in 
the coming six years at agreed purchase prices.

No impairment was recorded as at December 31st 2013.

4  ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AND ACCRUED INCOME

The specification of this item is as follows:

31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ €

Donors  31,358,661  37,938,987 

Receivables from participants - capital contribution  1,250,000  2,750,000 

Other receivables from participants  964,159  1,481,461 

Income from securities and interest  239,708  391,308 

Receivables from employees  87,633  37,468 

Other receivables, prepayments and accrued income  1,236,829  1,329,461 

 35,136,990  43,928,684 

Donors

This item concerns the amounts to be received from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs concerning MFS2 grants 
and other amounts to be received based on the approval given by EU, DGIS and third parties concerning 
special project grants. The amounts to be received from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs concerning MFS2 
grants, are amounts which will be used after 2013 to finance payments resulting from project commitments, 
provisions and allocation of the appropriation funds guarantees, loans and participations as stated in the 
balance sheet at December 31st 2013. 

Receivables from participants

This item refers to the capital contribution of the participants in the cooperative – PKN, CoPrisma and Edukans 
– of EUR 3,000,000 of which EUR 1,500,000 was received in 2013 and EUR 250,000 in 2012. An amount of 
EUR 250,000 is receivable after one year.

Other receivables from participants

Included under this item are other receivables from the same participants as mentioned above regarding 
transferred costs to these parties.
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5  SECURITIES
 
The composition of this item is as follows:

2013 2012

€ % € %

Stocks 1,359,451 26.6% 1,451,888 23.9%

Bonds 3,677,175 72.0% 4,553,228 75.0%

Oikocredit participation 67,388 1.3% 66,091 1.1%

BALANCE AS  PER 31 DECEMBER  5,104,014 100%  6,071,207 100%

STOCKS
BONDS AND 

SUB-ORDI-
NATED LOANS

PARTICI-
PATION 

OIKOCREDIT
TOTAL

€ € € €

Book value as per 1 January 1,451,888 4,553,228 66,091 6,071,207 

Acquisitions 624,376 1,377,427 - 2,001,803 

Dividend payment in participations - -  1,297  1,297

2,076,264 5,930,655 67,388 8,074,307

Sales 942,903- 2,099,950- - 3,042,853-

1,133,361 3,830,705 67,388 5,031,454

Value changes of the share price as a result of valuation 226,090 153,530- - 72,560

BOOK VALUE AS PER 31 DECEMBER 1,359,451 3,677,175 67,388 5,104,014

The return consists of the following components:

DIVIDEND 
AND INTEREST

UNREALISED 
PROFIT

REALISED 
PROFIT

TOTAL

€ € € €

Stocks  36,234  226,090  37,757  300,081 

Bonds  134,973  153,530-  7,643-  26,200-

Participating interest  1,309 - -  1,309 

 172,516  72,560  30,114  275,190 

Interest cash and cash equivalents  62,835 

TOTAL INCOME FROM INVESTMENTS  338,025 

The securities are at the free disposal of the cooperative. 

Stocks, bonds and subordinated loans 

The stocks, bonds and subordinated loans have been valued at the market price at the end of the year. The 
value changes are accounted for under “Income from investments”. At the end of the year, the nominal value of 
the bonds amounts to EUR 3.45 million.

Oikocredit participating interest

The Oikocredit participating interest is included at nominal value.
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6  CASH and CASH EQUIVALENTS

The specification of this item is as follows:

31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ € € €

Banks  29,133,222  22,654,240 

Cash  25,075  23,243 

 29,158,297  22,677,483 

The balance of cash and cash equivalents includes an amount of restricted cash of EUR 6,506,702. The banks of 
the cooperative and FairClimateFund B.V have blocked these amounts for outstanding guarantees arising from 
loans, participations and guarantees and also from donors such as EU.

7  RESERVES

Continuity reserve

The changes in the continuity reserve in the financial year are as follows:

31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ € 

Balance as at 1 January  4,826,069  4,694,546 

Less/plus: from appropriation of results  140,961  131,523 

Less/plus: from creation of reserve founding costs  70,294-  - 

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  4,896,736  4,826,069 

The changes in the continuity reserve are as specified below:

2013

€ 

Results from Investments  284,935 

Result of F&S Group  101,244-

Result of Coöperatie ICCO U.A.  42,730-

Appropriation of results 2013  140,961 

Reserve Founding Costs  70,294-

TOTAL MUTATION 2013  70,667 

Appropriation reserve 

The changes in the appropriation reserve in the financial year are as follows:

31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ € 

Balance as at 1 January  803,789  1,703,831 

Less/plus: from appropriation of results  191,626  900,042-

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  995,415  803,789

This appropriation reserve as at 31 December 2013 consists of the funds received from the National Postcode 
Lottery, for which the Executive Board has determined a specific purpose. In 2013 an amount of EUR 
1,350,000 was recognized as income which is the contribution from National Postcode Lottery over the year 
2012, received in 2013. An amount of EUR 1,158,374 was spent on projects and overhead.

With the balance of EUR 995,415 a loan of EUR 650,000 was provided to FairClimateFund B.V. in 2010. The 
loan serves as starting capital for the trade in carbon credits and the compensation of CO2 emission. The 
remainder was reserved by the Executive Board to enable ICCO Cooperation to financially invest in innovative 
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entrepreneurial activities. With this fund, ICCO Cooperation will provide necessary start-up investments which 
in turn will attract entrepreneurs and other investors also to participate. 

Appropriation reserve Founding Costs

31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ € 

Balance as at 1st January  - -

Less/plus: from appropriation of results  64,300 -

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  64,300 -

The appropriation fund Founding Costs was created in 2013 to which the founding costs excluding deprecia-
tion of Coöperatie ICCO U.A. were charged.

8  FUNDS

Appropriation funds concern funding received for a specific purpose as indicated by third parties. The move-
ment of the appropriation funds is as follows:

PROJECT APPROPRIATION FUND 31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ € 

Balance as at 1 January  4,346,171  3,784,841 

Less/plus: from appropriation of results  446,668-  561,330 

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  3,899,503  4,346,171 

The appropriation fund projects consists of several contributions from third parties (non-governmental) 
which can only be used for specific purposes as specified by these parties.

GUARANTEE APPROPRIATION FUND 31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ € 

Balance as at 1 January  9,147,479  7,759,634 

Less/plus: from appropriation of results  2,286,981-  1,387,845 

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  6,860,498  9,147,479 

The appropriation fund Guarantees was considerably lower than in 2012 because of a lower liability covered.

LOANS AND PARTICIPATIONS APPROPRIATION FUND 31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ € 

Balance as at 1 January  2,308,650  2,343,679 

Less/plus: from appropriation of results  3,928,052  35,029-

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  6,236,702  2,308,650 

The appropriation fund loans and participations was increased with the participation in ICCO Investment 
Fund (EUR 4.8 million) and was charged with the provision for loans and participations (EUR 871,945).
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APPROPRIATION FUND VOLUNTARY EMISSION 
REDUCTION RIGHTS

31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ € 

Balance as at 1 January  2,709,199  2,954,199 

Less/plus: from appropriation of results  -  245,000-

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  2,709,199  2,709,199 

APPROPRIATION FUND MFS INTEREST 31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ € 

Balance as at 1 January  484,244  195,220 

Less/plus: from appropriation of results  159,639  289,024 

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  643,883  484,244 

APPROPRIATION FUND MSD 31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ € 

Balance as at 1 January  -  142,670 

Less/plus: from appropriation of results  -  142,670-

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER - -

9  PROVISIONS

The specification of the provisions is as follows:

31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ € 

Reorganization provision ProCoDe  1,017,898  1,569,467 

Social Plan MFS 2 provision  374,616  467,558 

Guarantee obligations  2,605,263  3,247,683 

 3,997,777  5,284,708 

An amount of approximately EUR 2,381,000 is due after one year.

Reorganization provision ProCoDe

In 2009, a provision was made for the costs of the Redundancy Package agreed upon for the ICCO Cooperation 
employees who were redundant at the Utrecht office. An amount of EUR 551,569 was spent in 2013. Based on 
recalculation of the expected expenditure it was not necessary to make any additional provisions.

Social Plan MFS2 provision

In 2010, a provision was made for the reorganization which resulted from the severe cut of government grant. 
Based on the redundancy package agreed upon for the ICCO Cooperation employees, an amount of EUR 92,942 
was spent in 2013. Based on recalculation of the expected expenditure it was not necessary to make any addi-
tional provisions.

Guarantee obligations provision

This provision is determined on the basis of an assessment of the risk of a guarantee being called in, on the 
basis of earlier experience figures. In these figures, the risk per country is taken into account, where neces-
sary increased with the risk per partner, based on the partner’s payment behavior. On December 31st 2013, 
ICCO Cooperation guarantees payment of an amount of EUR 10,110,760 (2012: EUR 12,356,364). This amount 
includes a liability of EUR 645,000 from FairClimateFund B.V. which is not included in the appropriation fund 
Guarantees.

The risk assessment consists of country risk, project risk and global economy risk. The total risk of the portfolio 
amounts to 26% (2012: 26%). Changes in the provision are charged to the statement of income and expenditure.
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The movement in the provision for guarantee obligations is as follows:

31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ € 

Balance as at 1st January  3,247,683  3,364,098 

Less: Called guarantees  391,521-  424,441-

Less: Reduction of provision  250,899-  308,026 

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  2,605,263  3,247,683 

The reduction of the provision was mainly due to a reduction of the portfolio. 

10  LONG-TERM LIABILITIES

31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ € 

Debt to credit institutions  796,324  1,631,963 

Project commitments

2014  -    5,475,225 

2015  9,258,977  5,201,980 

2016 and further  3,812,913  -   

 13,868,214  12,309,168 

An amount of EUR 430,000 is included as long-term liability regarding a loan facility between FairClimateFund 
and ING Bank. In March 2014 it is agreed that this facility will be terminated and repaid on 28th of March 2014.

11  CURRENT LIABILITIES

The specification of this item is as follows:

31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ € 

Project commitments  27,269,886  29,025,924 

Project related commitments  996,294  1,012,820 

Accruals and deferred income  1,736,931  1,313,218 

Debt to credit institutions  860,000  860,000 

Accounts payable  494,455  730,556 

Liabilities to participants  436,809  -   

Security contributions  482,771  501,852 

Reservation for holiday allowance  215,626  227,016 

Provision for holidays  258,382  308,817 

Amounts owed to staff  88,981  50,612 

Other liabilities  701,461  816,010 

 33,541,596  34,846,825 

Project commitments

Project commitments consist of subsidy contracts with partners related to the objectives payable on short 
term. Commitments payable after one year are reported under long-term liabilities.

Accruals and deferred income

Accruals and deferred income are higher in 2013 due to contributions received in advance from alliance part-
ners and donors related to organizational costs and planning, monitoring and evaluation. 
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Debt to credit institutions

The loan facility from ING is presented here for the share that is payable in March 2014 (EUR 860,000).

Related Parties
CoPrisma, Services Organization of the Protestant Church in The Netherlands (PKN) and Stichting Edukans 
are members of Coöperatie ICCO U.A. The three members are also members of the ICCO Alliance in which ICCO 
Cooperation is the lead agent.

ICCO Cooperation rents office space in Utrecht from the PKN and ICCO Cooperation executes the international 
program of Kerk in Actie, which is part of PKN. A number of departments related to the International Program, 
Finances, IT and Human Resources of ICCO Cooperation and PKN have been merged.

As at December 31st 2013, ICCO Cooperation has a claim of EUR 1,250,000 on her members related to the 
membership payments and a claim of EUR 17,500 on interest related to these membership payments. Besides 
ICCO Cooperation has an amount of EUR 946,659 receivable from the members regarding operational costs. 
These receivables are included in the balance under the accounts receivable and accrued income. ICCO 
Cooperation also has a liability to her members of EUR 436,809 related to operational costs. This liability is 
included in the balance under current liabilities. 

Besides her members and participations in group companies, ICCO Cooperation has not identified other 
related parties. 

In a limited number of cases ICCO Cooperation has a seat in the board of organizations in which ICCO 
Cooperation has a participation. ICCO Cooperation has no significant influence on these parties. The participa-
tions held by ICCO Cooperation are related to the objectives. 

Liabilities not included in the balance sheet

- Multiannual financial liabilities:

Rental agreement PKN

A rental agreement was entered into with the PKN for a period of five years. ICCO Cooperation and Kerk in Actie 
jointly rent 1,858 m2. This agreement is adjusted in 2013 for 2013-2015, based on reduction to 1,283 m2 and a 
total rental price of EUR 560,000 per annum, which includes rent of the building and conference rooms. 

Purchase commitments Voluntary Emission Reductions rights

As per balance date, FairClimateFund B.V. has commitments from purchase contracts for Voluntary Emission 
Reductions Rights (VER’s). 

FairClimateFund B.V. has entered into three long term purchase agreements to obtain carbon credits for a total 
purchase price of EUR 9.9 million. The carbon credits delivered and prepayments are recorded as inventory. 
As at December 31st 2013 the total remaining commitments under the purchase agreements amount to EUR 
5,491,824 if the contractual conditions are met by the suppliers of the carbon credits. For one of the agree-
ments the purchase price is in Indian Rupees. As a result FairClimateFund B.V. is exposed to currency risk for 
an amount of Indian Rupees 26.5 million (EUR 311,768). 

The long-term purchase commitments are a potential financial risk because of a slow demand for VER’s in the 
coming years and a delay in the delivery of VER’s and CER’s from suppliers. Because of these reasons the turn-
over in 2013 was lower than budgeted, although the average prices of CER’s and VER’s remained at the level 
of EUR 12 per ton. The slow demand is expected to continue for 2014 but expected to rise on the longer term, 
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because in 2015 negotiations will start on a new climate convention. It is also expected that this will have a 
positive effect on the prices. 

Loan and guarantee ING

In 2011 a loan facility was signed between FairClimateFund B.V. and the ING Bank, for a total amount of 
EUR 4.3 million. A first drawdown of EUR 2,150,000 was done in March 2012, which is guaranteed by ICCO 
Cooperation for 50% and is included in the bank guarantees. The loan facility is provided to make (advance) 
payments for the purchase of carbon credits from emission reduction projects approved by the ING Bank and 
for general corporate purposes of FairClimateFund B.V. A first repayment of EUR 860,000 was done March 
28th 2013. The remaining balance will be repaid on March 28th 2014. Part of this loan facility is a guarantee 
by ICCO Cooperation that each carbon credit delivered to FairClimateFund B.V. will be sold for a minimum 
price of EUR 10 per carbon credit. Coöperatie ICCO U.A. will facilitate FairClimateFund B.V. with a loan for the 
repayment, whereby the guarantee will be void.

First loss compensation ICCO Investment Fund

ICCO Cooperation has agreed to compensate the first loss of ICCO Investment Fund to the maximum amount of 
EUR 5,000,000. Any losses on the Investment Fund up to the amount of EUR 5,000,000 in the aggregate will be 
deducted from the Nett Asset Value of the participations held by ICCO Cooperation.

- Liabilities to subsidize liabilities of third parties:

Issued bank guarantees

As at December 31st 2013, ICCO Cooperation has issued bank guarantees for an amount of EUR 6,506,702. 
An amount of EUR 3,867,828 of this pertains to guarantees (including above mentioned ING loan guarantee) 
and are part of the amount of provided guarantees of EUR 10,110,760 as included in explanation number 9 to 
these financial statements. The remaining EUR 2,638,874 concerns the value of bank guarantees for liabilities 
that were not included in the balance sheet. 

Liability for ICCO Alliance partners 

ICCO Cooperation is the lead organization for the ICCO Alliance, and therefore responsible and liable for the 
whole alliance. If one of the alliance partners does not comply with the conditions for the MFS2 grant ICCO 
Cooperation can be held responsible for repayment of the grant. At present there is no reason to believe that 
this will be the case.

- Conditional project commitments

As a result of a new contract condition added in 2011 for the MFS2 funded projects all MFS2 commitments 
after the first calendar year were made conditional to confirmation of ICCO Cooperation. In 2013 the MFS2 
commitments for 2014 were confirmed but commitments for 2015 and further are conditional and therefore 
not included in the financial statements of 2013. The conditional project commitments as per December 31st 
2013 are:

CONDITIONAL COMMITMENTS

ICCO Alliance  4,915,169 

WASH Alliance  65,000 

Connect4Change Alliance  216,000 

TOTAL  5,196,169 
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14.6 EXPLANATORY NOTES TO THE ITEMS ON THE CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

12  INCOME

ACTUAL 2013 ACTUAL 2012

€ € € €

Subsidies of governments

BUZA MFS

 - ICCO Alliance  56,608,490  69,968,963 

 - WASH Alliance  1,727,177  1,916,212 

 - Connect4Change Alliance  931,358  1,536,411 

DGIS - special projects  17,529,020  8,344,477 

PSO  78,305  155,716 

Total Dutch government  76,874,349  81,921,779

EU subsidies  4,369,553  5,310,874

 81,243,902  87,232,653

Income from third party campaigns 7,630,865 7,114,269

Other income/ interest MFS

Interest cash and cash equivalents MFS  159,640  289,025 

Income Loans, Participations & Guarantees  515,187  44,039 

Other income  621,302  1,266,371 

 1,296,129  1,599,434 

Investments income

Result investments  275,190  565,041 

Interest cash and cash equivalents  62,835  51,430 

 338,025  616,471 

Income from own fundraising activities  520,210  493,439

TOTAL INCOME  91,029,131  97,056,266

General

The recognized income includes any organizational costs.

Subsidies of governments

The income from grants is composed by income from the Dutch government’s co-financing program (MFS2), 
income from DGIS and the EU.

Within the MFS2 program ICCO Cooperation participates in three Alliances: the ICCO Alliance (as lead agent), 
the WASH Alliance and the Connect4Change Alliance. In 2013, an amount of EUR 65,753,271 was received 
from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the whole ICCO Alliance. 

An amount of EUR 44,556,408 was recognized as income for ICCO Cooperation as a result of project commit-
ments and as coverage for organizational costs. As of 2011 the MFS funds transferred to our ICCO Alliance 
partners are recognized as income (and expenditure). In 2013 this represents an addition of income of EUR 
12,052,082. 
For the WASH and Connect4Change Alliances ICCO Cooperation recognized respectively EUR 1,727,177 and 
EUR 931,358 as income.

For DGIS an amount of EUR 17,529,020 was recognized as income as a result of new project funds raised 
mainly by the Regional Offices Central and Eastern Africa, South and Central Asia and Central America. An 
amount of EUR 4,369,553 was recognized as income from the European Union as a result of new project 
commitments approved by the EU.

Income from third party campaigns

Income from third party campaigns includes funds received from STOP AIDS NOW!, National Postcode Lottery, 
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Rabobank Foundation, Albert Heijn Foundation, Church of Sweden and others. The amounts pledged by Stop 
Aids Now! and National Postcode Lottery are respectively EUR 500,000 and EUR 1,350,000. ICCO Cooperation 
received an amount of EUR 86,050 from Church of Sweden in 2013. 

Other Income

Other Income consists of interest, income from the portfolio of loans, participations and guarantees and of the 
share of the income of Fair & Sustainable Holding B.V. that is not from consolidated parties. 

Income from our own fundraising activities

This amount includes the estates received for the benefit of ICCO Cooperation, as well as other fundraising 
income, such as donations, legacies and contributions. 

13  EXPENDITURE

The expenditure on the objectives is divided over the themes as follows:

ACTUAL 2013 ACTUAL 2012

MAIN OBJECTIVES € € € €

Fair Economic Development
Program Costs
Execution costs

 15,047,843
 3,222,638

34,001,911
 4,432,912

 18,270,481  38,434,823

Fair Climate
Program Costs
Execution costs

3,117,309 
 1,710,095

1,648,397 
 1,859,095

 4,827,404  3,507,492

Conflict Transformation & Democratisation
Program Costs
Execution costs

13,274,442 
 1,943,512

13,657,522 
 2,858,775

 15,217,954  16,516,297

Basic Education
Program Costs
Execution costs

4,383,650 
 336,752

4,099,716 
 666,003

 4,720,402  4,765,719

Food and Nutrition Security
Program Costs
Execution costs

22,452,260 
 1,829,735

8,143,452 
 1,651,845

 24,281,995  9,795,297

Basic Health & HIV/Aids
Program Costs
Execution costs

946,843 
 269,218

1,800,816 
 572,112

 1,216,061  2,372,928

Water
Program Costs
Execution costs

1,415,101 
 194,576

1,570,215 
 215,669

 1,609,677  1,785,884

ICT for Economic Development
Program Costs
Execution costs

611,358 
 227,601

1,227,411 
 259,980

 838,959  1,487,391

Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation
Program Costs
Execution costs

488,943 
 11,916

190,333 
 64,467

 500,860  254,800

Other
Program Costs
Execution costs

-   
 -  

747,428 
 262,511

-  1,009,939

Alliance Partners
Program Costs
Execution costs

12,052,082 
 -  

12,185,813
-

 12,052,082  12,185,813

Total Spent on the objectives

Program Costs
Execution costs

 73,789,832 
 9,746,044

 79,273,014 
 12,843,369

TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS  83,535,876  92,116,383

Payments in the financial year  78,711,302  77,444,436

Changes in the project commitments to partners, reorganization provision, 
warranty provision, loans provision and participating interests and execution costs

 4,824,574  14,671,948

TOTAL  83,535,876  92,116,383
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Expenditure on Disaster Management and Rehabilitation

IN 1,000 EUR 2013 2012 2011 

Expenditure on Disaster Management and Rehabilitation 7,605 4,946 4,524 

Income from own fundraising activities 520  493  240

The expenditure on Disaster Management and Rehabilitation projects is not presented as a separate objective 
but is reported under the objectives they relate to. 

The total expenditure that can be classified as Disaster Management and Rehabilitation in 2013 is EUR 
7,604,923.

Expenditure Utilization Rate

ACTUAL 2013 BUDGET 2013 ACTUAL 2012

€ € €

Total spent on objectives  83,535,876  82,783,136  92,116,383 

Total expenses  89,348,490  87,652,464  96,009,285 

Expenditure utilization rate 93% 94% 96%

The expenditure utilization rate was determined by dividing the total amount spent on the objectives by the 
total expenditure.

Income Utilization Rate

ACTUAL 2013 BUDGET 2013 ACTUAL 2012

€ € €

Total spent on objectives  83,535,876  82,783,136  92,116,383 

Total income  91,029,131  87,688,913  97,056,266 

Income utilization rate 92% 94% 95%

The income utilization rate was determined by dividing the total amount spent on the objectives by the total 
income.

In both rates the costs for provisions on loans, participations and guarantees are included in the total amount 
spent on the objectives. Any repayments are included in the provision. 

14  FUNDRAISING

ACTUAL 2013 ACTUAL 2012

€ € 

Fundraising subsidies  1,314,138  773,767 

Fundraising third party campaigns  461,724  591,011 

 1,775,862  1,364,778 

The costs for fundraising include costs made to obtain subsidies and income from third party campaigns. No 
expenditure was made on fundraising activities in the private sector.
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14.7 EXPLANATION OF THE EXPENDITURE ALLOCATION

Specification and allocation of expenditure according to their appropriation:

List C
All amounts * EUR 1,000

SPENT ON THE OBJECTIVES

EDUCATION
HEALTH

HIV/AIDS
CT&D CLIMATE FED FOOD

Expenditures objectives  4,384  947  13,274  3,117  15,048  22,452 

Publicity and Communication costs C1 27 9 92 29 139 140 

Personnel costs C2 212 216 1,474 1,267 2,540 1,181 

Direct costs C3 15 10 101 106 174 47 

Housing costs C4 14 8 74 108 82 148 

Office- and general costs C5 54 20 165 188 238 250 

Depreciations and interest C6 15 6 37 13 49 63 

Execution Costs 337 269 1,944 1,710 3,223 1,830 

 TOTAL EXPENSES 4,720 1,216 15,218 4,827 18,270 24,282 

SPENT ON THE OBJECTIVES

ICT WATER PME
ALLIANCE 

PARTNERS
TOTAL 

OBJECTIVES

Expenditures objectives  611  1,415  489  12,052  73,790 

Publicity and Communication costs C1 12 14 0  -   462 

Personnel costs C2 168 142 5  -   7,206 

Direct costs C3 11 9 0  -   474 

Housing costs C4 11 26 2  -   474 

Office- and general costs C5 21 4 3  -   943 

Depreciations and interest C6 5 0 1  -   188 

Execution Costs 228 195 12  -   9,746 

 TOTAL EXPENSES 839 1,610 501  12,052 83,536 

FUNDRAISING COSTS

THIRD PARTY 
CAMPAIGNS

SUBSIDIES M&A
TOTAL 

2013
BUDGET 

2013
TOTAL 

2012

Expenditures objectives - -  -    73,790  74,568  79,273 

Publicity and Communication costs C1 104 281 236 1,082 958 1,119 

Personnel costs C2 317 856 2,922 11,301 8,659 11,804 

Direct costs C3 19 52 279 824 844 1,008 

Housing costs C4 12 32 245 762 934 936 

Office- and general costs C5 24 65 280 1,312 1,434 1,400 

Depreciations and interest C6 4 11 75 278 255 469 

Execution Costs 479 1,296 4,037 15,559 13,085 16,736 

 TOTAL EXPENSES 479 1,296 4,037 89,348 87,652 96,009 

The allocation of expenditure between the amounts spent on the objectives, on fundraising and on manage-
ment & administration is based on the actual expenditure on partner contracts as well as on time registra-
tion and FTEs. Regarding the Execution Costs a separate analysis was made per cost centre of the applicable 
percentages of costs that can be allocated to each theme, M&A and fundraising, based on time registration or 
on number of FTEs. The allocation method used for division of expenditure among the themes, management & 
administration and fundraising is in accordance with the VFI guidelines.
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The management & administration costs as a percentage of total expenditure is 4.5% (2012: 3%). The 
management & administration ratio is higher in 2013 due to a change in the allocation method, which is now 
based on time registration. 

Organization costs under expenditures objectives

An amount of EUR 3,757,349 justified under expenditures on the objectives is related to organization costs 
directly related to these objectives. These costs can be divided as follows:

2013 

C1 - Publicity and Communication costs  155,200 

C2 - Personnel Costs  1,735,550 

C3 - Direct Costs  1,291,858 

C4 - Housing Costs  185,711 

C5 - Office and General Costs  318,647 

C6 - Depreciation Costs  70,384 

 3,757,350

 
C1  Publicity and Communication Costs

ACTUAL 2013 BUDGET 2013 ACTUAL 2012

€ € € € € €

Communication costs  1,073,367  958,485  1,098,119 

Documentation costs  8,787  -    21,380 

 1,082,154  958,485  1,119,499

 
The communication costs are higher than budgeted especially in de Regional Office South and Central Asia and 
Central and Eastern Africa because of the costs made for DGIS projects.
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C2  Personnel Costs

ACTUAL 2013 BUDGET 2013 ACTUAL 2012

€ € € € € €

Salaries  9,955,244  9,393,039  10,594,009 

Holiday allowance and year-end bonus  1,233,921  1,172,019  1,202,847 

Social security charges  1,530,349  1,548,083  1,332,094 

Pension contributions  1,253,116  997,502  1,130,631 

Staff costs  13,972,630  13,110,643  14,259,581 

Hiring of staff  463,546  15,000  643,563 

Compensations according to employment conditions  235,011  238,144  338,382 

Recruitment and selection  151,269  71,815  143,697 

Education and training  153,111  401,396  179,280 

Other direct staff costs  305,387  366,293  331,124 

Direct staff costs  1,308,324  1,092,648  1,636,046 

Outplacement  448,221  -    612,741 

Occupational health and safety service, prevention and safety  23,649  -    29,508 

Other indirect staff costs  151,655  228,701  94,477 

Indirect staff costs  623,525  228,701  736,726 

Total staff costs  15,904,479  14,431,992  16,632,353 

Less: settlement with projects and partners  2,898,239-  3,330,445-  1,985,880-

Less: withdrawal provision reorganization  644,511-  -    1,783,192-

Less: charged on to third parties  1,060,877-  2,442,485-  1,059,501-

 11,300,852  8,659,062  11,803,780 

 
At the end of 2013 344 FTEs were employed at ICCO of which 100 in the Global Office in Utrecht (2012: 99), 
229 at the Regional Offices (2012: 188) and 15 at Fair & Sustainable Holding B.V. In 2013, the average total 
staffing amounted to 326 FTEs.
 
In 2013, the average cost per FTE for salaries, social charges and pensions was EUR 37,031 (in 2012: EUR 
44,111).

Hiring personnel

The costs for hiring temporary workers are significantly higher than budgeted. The difference is related to the 
charges of personnel of PKN to ICCO which were budgeted under staff costs. Also the costs related to replace-
ment due to sickness were higher than budgeted.

Compensations related to employment conditions

This item contains compensation paid to employees as laid down in the employment conditions. This includes: 
commuting allowance, anniversary bonuses, relocation allowances, childcare, the company savings scheme 
and the fixed expense allowance.

Recruitment and selection

This item was higher than budgeted due to unforeseen recruitment costs in India and Bangladesh.

Outplacement

Costs of outplacement are presented in this table but partially charged to the provisions for reorganization, as 
stated in the line “withdrawal provision reorganization”.
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Settlements with projects, partners and third parties

This item includes the costs transferred to PKN, NPM, MicroNed, Terrafina Microfinance, IDH and others. It 
also includes the execution costs made regarding donor projects (such as EU, DGIS funded) which are charged 
to these donors. The personnel expenses are accounted for in the respective budget line and subsequently 
transferred. 

C3  Direct costs

ACTUAL 2013 BUDGET 2013 ACTUAL 2012

€ € € € € €

Travel- and accomodation expenses  1,617,553  1,345,098  1,735,815 

External advisors  650,504  171,475  496,782 

Other direct costs  531,175  512,850  530,585 

 2,799,232  2,029,423  2,763,182

Passed on to projetcts and partners  1,975,273-  1,185,084-  1,755,224-

 823,959  844,339  1,007,958 

Costs passed on to projects and partners

These costs refer to settlements of direct costs with partners such as NPM, Microned and PKN and with 
projects. In 2013 a significantly higher amount was charged to projects and partners. The increase in costs as 
well as in the amount charged to project relates mainly to new projects with DGIS and EU and other donors 
whose costs were primarily administrated in cost centers and afterwards charged to projects. 

C4  Housing costs

ACTUAL 2013 BUDGET 2013 ACTUAL 2012

€ € €

Housing costs  761,897 933,615  935,859

The housing expenses pertain to the rented office spaces for the Global Office, those of the Regional Offices 
worldwide and of Fair & Sustainable Holding B.V. Part of the costs is transferred to subtenants.

C5  Office and general costs

ACTUAL 2013 BUDGET 2013 ACTUAL 2012

€ € € € € €

Office costs  833,862  589,351  613,288 

Costs of ICT  265,261  420,571  392,716 

Audit and consultancy costs  340,335  304,203  507,337 

Legal and organizational advice  261,972  92,516  231,917 

Supervisory Board and Regional Councils  53,423  58,500  72,738 

Partnerships  61,284  54,406  59,816 

Other indirect costs  443,091  397,192  460,854 

 2,259,228  1,916,739  2,338,666

Passed on to projects and partners  947,255-  482,351-  938,438-

 1,311,973  1,434,388  1,400,228

Office costs

This item accounts for the costs of general printed matter, telephone, postal charges and other costs charged 
to ICCO Cooperation by the PKN Services Organization. The office costs are higher than budgeted due to not 
budgeted currency losses and higher office costs in Fair & Sustainable Holding B.V.
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Legal and organizational advice

The costs for legal and organizational advice were higher among others because of organizational advice 
sought for the implementation of a Shared Service Center and legal advice for the establishment of ICCO 
Investment Fund.

Other indirect costs

The other indirect costs are higher due to income tax and service tax which was due regarding previous years 
in India. Besides, an amount of EUR 147,224 was charged to this item regarding the Vocational Education and 
Training program financed by the EU. This amount was subsequently transferred to a project. Also there were 
unforeseen bank costs in FairClimateFund B.V.

Costs passed on to projects and partners

Especially the Regional Offices showed an increase in costs passed on to projects because of the office and 
general costs of a few new DGIS and EU projects which were charged to the respective projects.

C6  Depreciation tangible fixed assets

ACTUAL 2013 BUDGET 2013 ACTUAL 2012

€ € € € € €

Inventory and installations  35,802  32,538  34,502 

Hardware and software - general  131,006  119,063  166,358 

Hardware and software - ERP system  43,828  39,833  213,149 

Company cars  61,194  63,535  54,941 

Founding Costs  5,994  -    -   

 277,824  254,969  468,950 

Reserves and funds
The match between the reserves and funds on the consolidated Balance Sheet and the reserves and funds on 
the Balance Sheet of Coöperatie ICCO U.A. only is as follows:

31-12-13

€ × 1,000

Total reserves and funds Coöperatie ICCO U.A. only  11,585 

Total reserves and funds Stichting ICCO  17,721 

TOTAL RESERVES AND FUNDS COÖPERATIE ICCO U.A. CONSOLIDATED  29,306 

Result 2013
The match between the result 2013 as presented in the consolidated Statement of Income and Expenditure 
and the result 2013 on the Statement of Income and Expenditure of Coöperatie ICCO U.A. only is as follows:

2013

€ × 1,000

 Total result Coöperatie ICCO U.A. only  16,041-

 Total result Stichting ICCO  17,721 

 TOTAL RESULT COÖPERATIE ICCO U.A. CONSOLIDATED  1,681 
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15.1 COOPERATIVE BALANCE SHEET AS AT DECEMBER 31ST 2013 
(after appropriation of result)

31-12-2013 31-12-2012

ASSETS € € € €

Fixed assets

Tangible fixed assets  -  578,933 

Intangible fixed assets  64,300  - 

Financial fixed assets 1  8,472,116  5,203,506 

 8,536,416  5,782,439

CURRENT ASSETS

Accounts receivable and accrued income  1,774,629  44,765,302 

Securities  -  6,071,207 

Cash and cash equivalents  1,615,494  20,621,516 

 3,390,123  71,458,025

TOTAL ASSETS  11,926,539  77,240,464 

 LIABILITIES

Reserves

 Allocated Member Capital  3,000,000  3,000,045 

 Continuity Reserve  521,808  4,826,069 

 Appropriation Reserve  -  803,789 

 Appropriation Reserve Founding costs  64,300  - 

 3,586,108  8,629,903 

Funds

 Appropriation fund projects  -  4,346,171 

 Appropriation fund guarantees -  9,147,479 

 Appropriation fund loans and participations  4,800,000  2,308,650 

 Appropriation fund Voluntary Emission Reduction rights  2,709,199  2,709,199 

 Appropriation fund MFS interest  489,606  484,244 

 7,998,805  18,995,743 

Provisions 2  341,626  5,525,089 

Long-term liabilities  -  10,677,205 

Current liabilities  -  33,412,524 

TOTAL LIABILITIES  11,926,539  77,240,464 

15 COOPERATIVE FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS 2013
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15.2 COOPERATIVE STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 2013

ACTUAL 2013 BUDGET 2013 ACTUAL 2012

INCOME € € € € € €

Government grants  63,537,552  -    87,232,653 

Income from third parties  -    -    7,114,269 

Other income  45,362  -    953,493 

Income from investments  15,430  -    616,471 

Income from own fundraising activities  -    -    493,439 

Total income  63,598,344  -    96,410,325 

EXPENSES

Spent on objectives  79,433,631  -    91,944,541 

Fundraising costs -  -    1,364,778 

Management and Administration  104,149  40,176  2,185,547 

Total expenses  79,537,780  40,176  95,494,866 

Results of subsidiaries  101,244-  -    131,523 

RESULT  16,040,680-  40,176-  1,046,981 

APPROPRIATION OF NET RESULT

Transferred to / from:

Continuity Reserve  4,233,959-  -    131,523 

Appropriation reserve  803,789-  -    900,042-

Appropriation reserve Founding Costs  5,994- - -

Appropriation fund projects  4,346,172-  -    561,330 

Appropriation fund guarantees  9,147,478-  -    1,387,845 

Appropriation fund loans and participations  2,491,350  -    35,029-

Appropriation fund Voluntary Emission 
Reduction rights

-  -    245,000-

Appropriation fund MFS interest  5,362  -    289,024 

Appropriation fund MSD -  -    142,670-

 RESULT  16,040,680-  -    1,046,981 

15.3 EXPLANATORY NOTES TO THE COOPERATIVE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2013

General
For the applied principles for the valuation of assets and liabilities and the determination of the result, we 
refer to the explanatory notes accompanying the consolidated financial statements.

Activities Coöperatie ICCO U.A. and Stichting ICCO
Coöperatie ICCO U.A. has transferred all NGO activities to Stichting Interkerkelijke Organisatie voor 
Ontwikkelingssamenwerking, ICCO by an Assets and Liabilities Purchase and Transfer Agreement per January 
1st 2013. With this agreement, the foundation had a liability to the cooperative. This liability was extinguished 
by the cooperative with a Deed of Donation, by which the foundation received a grant of EUR 19,835,639 from 
Coöperatie ICCO U.A., which has an expenditure of the same amount.

The annual figures of Foundation ICCO are included in the consolidated financial figures of Coöperatie ICCO 
U.A. This transfer and grant explain the negative result of Coöperatie ICCO U.A.
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1  FINANCIAL FIXED ASSETS

31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ €

Intercompany loans  3,672,116  3,231,481 

Loans and non-consolidated participations  4,800,000  1,972,025 

 8,472,116  5,203,506 

The intercompany position concerns subordinated loans provided to the Fair & Sustainable group in 2013. 
Loans and non-consolidated participations consist of the participation in ICCO Investment Fund. 

2  PROVISIONS

31-12-2013 31-12-2012

€ €

Reorganization provision ProCoDe  -    1,569,467 

Social Plan MFS 2 provision  -    467,558 

Guarantee obligations  -    3,247,683 

Provision on participations  341,626  240,381 

 341,626  5,525,089 

The provision on participations consists of the negative equity capital of the Fair & Sustainable group includ-
ing the results of 2013, registered according to the equity method. The F&S group consists of:

Name Interest

- Fair & Sustainable Holding B.V., having its registered office in Utrecht - 100%.
- Fair & Sustainable Advisory Services B.V., having its registered office in Utrecht - 100%.
- FairClimateFund B.V., having its registered office in Utrecht - 100%.
- Fair & Sustainable Participating Interests B.V., having its registered office in Utrecht -100%.
- ICCO Investments B.V., having its registered office in Utrecht - 100%.
- Fair & Sustainable Ethiopia Ltd, having its registered office in Addis Ababa - 100%.
- Fair & Sustainable Brasil Ltd, having its registered office in São Paulo - 100%.
- Fair & Sustainable West Africa, having its registered office in Bamako – 100%

The aim of the Fair & Sustainable group is to empower vulnerable people in poor areas, through trade in 
carbon credits and participations in producer organizations. F&S Advisory Services provides consultancy and 
advice services to NGOs and companies. ICCO Investments BV manages ICCO Investment Fund which was 
incorporated on December 19th 2013. The F&S group has two directors under supervision of ICCO as sole 
shareholder.

In 2013, the Fair & Sustainable group achieved a negative result of EUR 101,244. This result has been included 
in the provision for participations. As at December 31st 2013, Coöperatie ICCO U.A. has an intercompany 
receivable amount of EUR 1,205,891. 

Liabilities not included in the balance sheet

Kerk in Actie has a remaining commitment to contribute EUR 1,200,000 to Fair Climate Fund B.V. In case Kerk 
in Actie cannot fulfill this obligation, Coöperatie ICCO U.A. has guaranteed this amount. The cooperative has no 
reason to believe that Kerk in Actie will not fulfill its obligation.
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15.4 REMUNERATION EXECUTIVE BOARD AND SUPERVISORY BOARD

In 2013, the organization was managed by an Executive Board consisting of two directors, a chairman and a 
member. The Supervisory Board considers the employment conditions of the Executive Board to be in accord-
ance with the ICCO policy on remuneration of the Executive Board. Furthermore the remuneration meets 
the requirements of the Ministry of Foreign affairs for assignment of MFS2 grants and complies with the Wet 
Normering Topbestuurders (WNT). 

NAME
POSITION

MARINUS VERWEIJ
CHAIR

WIM HART
MEMBER

EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS

Nature Definite Definite

Number of hours 36 32

Part-time percentage 100 89

Period 1/1-31/12 1/1-31/12

REMUNERATION 

Gross wages  126,975  111,649 

Taxable reimbursements  5,143  9,948 

Pension charges (employer part)  16,652  14,639 

Other compensations  -    -   

Remuneration WNT  148,770  136,236 

Benefits regarding termination of contract  -    -   

TOTAL WNT  148,770  136,236 

Social charges  8,248  8,248 

TOTAL REMUNERATION 2013  157,018  144,484 

TOTAL REMUNERATION 2012  157,039  144,349 

The gross wages of the chair of the Executive Board and the member of the Executive Board are within the 
maximum income according to the VFI Remuneration Requirement of respectively EUR 140,046 and EUR 
124,233. 

The remunerations of the chair of the Supervisory Board and the chair of the audit committee amount to EUR 
3,000, and that of the other members of the Supervisory Board is EUR 1,500. The functions, tasks and ancillary 
positions are reported in Annex III of the Annual Report.

As per December 31st 2013 there are no loans, advances or guarantees provided to the members of the 
Executive and Supervisory Boards.

Utrecht, 23 April 2014

Executive Board 

M. Verweij, chairman 

W.D. Hart 

Supervisory Board

J.F. de Leeuw, chairman

G. van Dijk

M.T.H. de Gaaij Fortman

W. Oosterom 
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REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

We have audited the accompanying financial state-
ments 2013 of Coöperatie ICCO U.A., Utrecht, which 
comprise the consolidated and cooperative balance 
sheet as at 31 December 2013, the consolidated and 
cooperative statement of income and expenditure 
for the year then ended and the notes, comprising 
a summary of the accounting policies and other 
explanatory information. 

The Executive Board’s responsibility
The Executive Board is responsible for the prepara-
tion and fair presentation of these financial state-
ments in accordance with Part 9 of Book 2 of the 
Netherlands Civil Code and the Beleidsregels toepass-
ing Wet normering bezoldiging topfunctionarissen 
publieke en semipublieke sector (WNT), and for the 
preparation of the Report of the Executive Board in 
accordance with Part 9 of Book 2 of the Netherlands 
Civil Code. The Executive Board is also responsible 
for the preparation of these financial statements in 
accordance with the Beleidsregels toepassing WNT of 
financial eligibility, as defined in the Controleprotocol 
WNT of the Beleidsregels toepassing WNT. 
Furthermore, the Executive Board is responsible for 
such internal control as it determines is necessary 
to enable the preparation of the financial statements 
that are free from material misstatement, whether 
due to fraud or error.

Auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these 

financial statements based on our audit. We conducted 
our audit in accordance with Dutch law, including the 
Dutch Standards on Auditing and the Beleidsregels 
toepassing WNT including the Controleprotocol WNT. 
This requires that we comply with ethical require-
ments and plan and perform the audit to obtain 
reasonable assurance about whether the financial 
statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain 
audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures 
in the financial statements. The procedures selected 
depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the 
assessment of the risks of material misstatement 
of the financial statements, whether due to fraud 
or error. In making those risk assessments, the 
auditor considers internal control relevant to the 
Cooperation’s preparation and fair presentation of 
the financial statements and the compliance to the 
Beleidsregels toepassing WNT of financial eligibility, 
in order to design audit procedures that are appro-
priate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose 
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the 
Cooperation’s internal control. An audit also includes 
evaluating the appropriateness of accounting poli-
cies and the applied WNT requirements regarding 
financial eligibility used and the reasonableness of 
accounting estimates made by the Executive Board, 
as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the 
financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained 
is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for 
our audit opinion.

16 INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S 
REPORT

To: the Supervisory Board and Executive Board of Coöperatie ICCO U.A.
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Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair 
view of the financial position of Coöperatie ICCO U.A. as at 
31 December 2013 and of its result for the year then ended 
in accordance with Part 9 of Book 2 of the Netherlands Civil 
Code and the Beleidsregels toepassing WNT.

Also, in our opinion the financial statements 2013, in all mate-
rial respects, comply with the WNT requirements regarding 
financial eligibility, as defined in the Controleprotocol WNT of 
the Beleidsregels toepassing WNT.

REPORT ON OTHER LEGAL AND REGULATORY 
REQUIREMENTS

Pursuant to the legal requirements under Section 2:393 sub 
5 at e and f of the Netherlands Civil Code, we have no defi-
ciencies to report as a result of our examination whether the 
Report of the Executive Board, to the extent we can assess, 
has been prepared in accordance with Part 9 of Book 2 of this 
Code, and whether the information as required under Section 
2:392 sub 1 at b - h has been annexed. Further, we report 
that the Report of the Executive Board, to the extent we can 
assess, is consistent with the financial statements as required 
by Section 2:391 sub 4 of the Netherlands Civil Code.

The Hague, 30 April 2014 

KPMG Accountants N.V.

J.A.A.M. Vermeeren RA
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It is proposed to appropriate the 2013 result as follows:

APPROPRIATION OF NET RESULT

TRANSFERRED TO / FROM: €

Continuity Reserve  140,967 

Appropriation reserve  191,626 

Appropriation reserve Founding costs  5,994-

Appropriation fund projects  446,668-

Appropriation fund guarantees  2,286,981-

Appropriation fund loans and participations  3,928,052 

Appropriation fund Voluntary Emission Reduction rights  -   

Appropriation fund MFS interest  159,639 

Appropriation fund MSD  -   

RESULT  1,680,641

This proposal was included in the financial statements.

Subsequent events
In February 2014 the Executive Board announced its decision to conduct a 
reorganization of the staff which will start as of June 2014.

17 APPROPRIATION OF NET 
RESULT
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The future is bright for muscovado production in 

the Philippines as there is a growing demand for 

it locally. 

Muscovado is considered a healthier sweetener than 

white sugar. The Philippines’ Department of Science 

and Technology has acknowledged that in terms of 

nutritional value, muscovado beats white sugar which 

loses much of its nutrients to the different stages of 

processing. White sugar has to be bleached with vari-

ous chemicals to attain its color.

An indicator of the growing demand for muscovado 

is the growing shelf space that supermarkets allocate 

to muscovado, said Guarin. And if muscovado mills 

can only capture one-tenth of the sugar-consuming 

market, Guarin said, that would already be big business 

for muscovado producers. “That’s a big percentage; 

that’s a lot of muscovado to be produced,” he said.

There is also an increased demand for muscovado in 

the European Union and Japan, as a result of which 

the Philippine Export Development Plan had listed it 

as one of the priority products for exports. 

For now, however, TFM is focusing to meet the huge 

demand for muscovado in the local market alone. 

TFM affiliate NMPC had managed to corner contracts 

with a distributor supplying a major supermarket as 

well a beverage company. Another contract to supply 

a popular fast-food chain is being worked out. 

This story continues on page 126

The sugar business

Photo: Augusto Camba
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PRIMARY INSTITUTION LEGAL FORM   EXPLANATION

Coöperatie ICCO U.A. (since 14 November 2012) Cooperative    Members full owner

SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS     

Stichting ICCO Foundation Under governance of Coöperatie ICCO U.A.

Fair & Sustainable Holding B.V. Coöperatie ICCO U.A. full owner 

Fair & Sustainable Advisory Services B.V. ICCO full owner through F&S Holding

Fair & Sustainable Participations B.V. ICCO full owner through F&S Holding

Fair&Sustainable Participações en Emprendimentos Sustentaveis 
do Brasil

Ltd. ICCO full owner through F&S Holding

FairClimateFund B.V. ICCO full owner through F&S Holding

Fair and Sustainable Consultancy and Equity Investment Ethiopia Ltd. ICCO full owner through F&S Holding

ICCO Investments (since 18-11-2013) B.V. ICCO full owner through F&S Holding

Stichting Capital 4 development (since 18-11-2013) Foundation Founder: Coöperatie ICCO U.A. 

REGIONAL OFFICES STATUS COUNTRY OFFICES STATUS EXPLANATIONS

SOUTH EAST ASIA 

Denpasar, Bali NGO Under articles of association of Foundation ICCO

SOUTH ASIA

Kathmandu, Nepal NGO Under articles of association of Foundation ICCO

India Local Trust Foundation ICCO full owner

Bangladesh Under articles of association of Foundation ICCO

Pakistan Under articles of association of Foundation ICCO

CENTRAL ASIA 

Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan NGO Under articles of association of Foundation ICCO

WEST AFRICA 

Bamako, Mali NGO Under articles of association of Foundation ICCO

CENTRAL AND EASTERN AFRICA

Kampala, Uganda NGO Under articles of association of Foundation ICCO

DR Congo NGO Under articles of association of Foundation ICCO

South Sudan NGO Under articles of association of Foundation ICCO

Rwanda NGO Under articles of association of Foundation ICCO

Burundi NGO Under articles of association of Foundation ICCO

SOUTHERN AFRICA

Pretoria, South Africa Registered  non-
profit company

Madagascar NGO Under articles of association of Foundation ICCO

Malawi NGO Under articles of association of Foundation ICCO

Zimbabwe Local Trust Under articles of association of Foundation ICCO

CENTRAL AMERICA 

Managua, Nicaragua NGO Under articles of association of Foundation ICCO

SOUTH AMERICA 

La Paz, Bolivia NGO Under articles of association of Foundation ICCO

II LEGAL STRUCTURE
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TASKS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Within the cooperative, the General Assembly shall enjoy all 
powers not granted in the law or in the articles of association 
to the Executive Board or to the Supervisory Board.

The General Assembly meets at least twice a year and has the 
following tasks:
(i)  appointment of the members of the Supervisory Board;
(ii)  approving the annual accounts;
(iii)  deciding on remuneration of the members of the 

Supervisory Board;
(iv)  approving the multi annual strategic plan ;
(v)  approving of new members of the cooperative;
(vi)  advising on annual plan and the budget of the next 

financial year;
(vii)  advising on vacancies in the Executive Board;
(viii)  discharging the Executive Board members and the 

Supervisory Board members; 
(ix) discussing proposals from the Executive Board or the 

members, announced in the letter of convocation of the 
Assembly.

TASKS OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD
The Executive Board consists of two directors, a chairman 
and a member. The Executive Board oversees the Global 
Office (Utrecht) and the seven Regional Offices. It manages 
the cooperative, with due observance of the interests of the 
members and of other interested parties. In that respect the 
board members shall be responsible for determining and 
realising the objectives and continuity of the cooperative and 
for compliance with the legislation and regulations that apply 
to the cooperative. In the fulfilment of its task the board shall 
make effective use of the advisory function of the supervisory 
board.

The board shall focus, inter alia, on the following areas:
(i) the realisation of the objective of the cooperative;
(ii) the spending of the resources in an efficient and effec-

tive manner;
(iii) fundraising methods that are efficient, effective and 

appropriate;
(iv) treating volunteers with due care; and
(v) a professional and adequate functioning of the 

organisation.

The task division within the Executive Board
Chair of the Executive Board: acts as chairs, is figurehead, is 
responsible for all external, corporate communication and 
is first responsible for all the acting of ICCO Cooperation. 
Besides, the chair has his own portfolio as agreed between the 
members of the Executive Board.
Member of the Executive Board: given his competence and 
mandate, has to be responsible for the complete internal 
management in the Global Office and the Regional Offices. In 
case of absence of the chair, replacing the chair.

Members of the Executive Board are appointed by the 
Supervisory Board.

SUPERVISORY BOARD
The Supervisory Board of Coöperatie ICCO U.A. consists of 
four people plus one vacant position. The members of the 
Supervisory Board are originating from the constituency and 
the network of ICCO Cooperation. The composition of the 
Supervisory Board shall be such that there is a balance in exper-
tise and origin. The Supervisory Board meets at least four times 
per year. Statutory rules to prevent conflicts of interest apply to 
both the Executive Board and the Supervisory Board. Annually, 
the general lines of the executed policy of the Executive Board 
are discussed in a joint meeting with the Supervisory Board. 

The Supervisory Board has the following tasks:
(i) To pro-actively and retro-actively supervise the policy of 

the Executive Board and the general run of affairs within 
the cooperative and the enterprise linked to it; 

(ii) to support the Executive Board with advice upon 
request or otherwise, inclusive of an annual evaluation 
of individual board members and the board as a whole; 

(iii) to appoint, suspend and dismiss members of the 
Executive Board.

In fulfilling their task, the Supervisory Board members shall be 
guided by the interests of ICCO Cooperation. Each Supervisory 
Board member must be able to operate independently and 
critically towards the other Supervisory Board members, the 
board and any partial interest whatsoever. 

An Audit and a Remuneration Committee support the 
Supervisory Board. Members of the Supervisory Board are 
appointed by the General Assembly.

III GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
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COMPOSITION OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD (cooperative ICCO)

Drs. M. Verweij – Chairman

(until 2014, possible renomination)

Ancillary positions:

• Chairman of the International Christian Medical and 
Dental association Trust (ICMDA) in UK

• Chairman of Centrum Mondiaal, a cooperative association 
of fifteen importers of Fair Trade products in Culemborg

• Vice-Chair of the Supervisory Board of ‘LuciVer’ a catholic 
organization for elderly care in Wychen

• Chairman of the Foundation Ministerium Medici 
Missionare, a small fund for medical development work 

• Vice-Chair of the Durlstone Zimbabwe Foundation 

W.D. Hart RA – Member 

(until 2014, possible renomination) 

Ancillary positions:

• Member of the Board of Foundation GBYH
• Member of the Supervisory Board of B&C International BV
• Member of the Board of the Foundation Holland Moldova
• Member of the Advisory Board of Figlo Group B.V.
• Member of the General Board of the AH Foundation
• Member of the Board of NPM
• Member of the Advisory Board of Schagen 

COMPOSITION OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD (cooperative ICCO)

Ir. J.F. de Leeuw – Chair and chair Remuneration Committee

(until 2017, possible renomination)

Chairman CTGB (College Toelating gewasbeschermings-

middelen en Biociden) ABD and Topconsultant Algemene 

Bestuursdienst

Ancillary positions:

• Member of the Board of the Abraham Kuyperfonds
• Chair Supervisory Board Qua Wonen (Krimpenerwaard) 
• Member Wageningen Ambassadors
• Chairman Foundation  IZZ

Mr. M.T.H. de Gaay Fortman – Member and member 

Remuneration Committee

(until 2016, possible renomination)

Partner of Houthoff Buruma lawyers 

Ancillary positions:

• Member of the Board of GVB
• Member of the Board of VGZ
• Regional Chairman VNO-NCW Metropool Amsterdam 
• Member of the Board of MVO Nederland 
• Member of the Board of the Nederlands Dans Theater
• Member of the Board of Paleis Het Loo

Drs. W.  Oosterom – Member and chair Audit Committee 

(until 2016, possible renomination) 

Consultant Oosterom Advies BV

Ancillary positions:

• Member Supervisory Board and Audit Committee Reinier 
Haga Groep

• Member Supervisory Board Instituut Verantwoord 
Medicijngebruik

• Treasurer Protestantse Gemeente Amersfoort 
• Teasurer Zeekadetkorps Nederland 

Prof. dr. G. van Dijk – Member and chair Audit Committee

(until 2016, possible renomination)

Professor (Cooperative) Financial services in developing coun-

tries, Nyenrode Business University

Professor Social Venturing & Cooperative Entrepreneurship 

TIAS Nimbas, Tilburg University

Visiting professor Agribusiness Management, International 

Center for Advanced Mediterranean Agronomic Studies 

(Chania, Greece)

Ancillary positions:

• Chair Supervisory Board ABZ BV (Strawberries from seed)
• Member Advisory Board BergToys BV
• Member Governing Board Metgezel Beheer BV
• Member Governing Board Dutch Trade Board
• Member Advisory Board Schuiteman Accountants
• Chair Member Council PGGM
• Member Board Veterinary Authority
• Chair Foundation Rabobank Certificates
• Chair (a.i.) Supervisory Board TriviumMeulenbeltZorg
• Chair KIC! Kennis en Innovatie Cooperatieve Creatieve 

Industrie u.a. 
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SOUTH AMERICA
LA PAZ, BOLIVIA

WEST AFRICA
BAMAKO, MALI

Antananarivo, Madagascar

Manila, Philippines

Dhaka,
Bangladesh

Yangoon,
Myanmar

Hue,
Vietnam

Phnom Penh,
Cambodia

Kathmandu, Nepal

New Delhi, India

Islamabad, Pakistan

Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan

Lilongwe, Malawi

Harare, Zimbabwe

Bukavu, DR Congo

Kigali, Rwanda

Nairobi, Kenya

Bujumbura, Burundi

Juba, South Sudan
SOUTH EAST ASIA & PACIFIC  
DENPASAR, INDONESIA

SOUTHERN AFRICA
PRETORIA, SOUTH AFRICA

CENTRAL &
EASTERN AFRICA
KAMPALA, UGANDA 

SOUTH & CENTRAL ASIA

GLOBAL OFFICE
UTRECHT, THE NETHERLANDS

MIDDLE EAST 
OFFICE: UTRECHT

Regional Office

Country Office / Presence

Countries

Regional Investment Managers

Fair & Sustainable Advisory Services

CENTRAL AMERICA & HAÏTI 
MANAGUA, NICARAGUA

IV MAP OF REGIONS 
AND COUNTRIES
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V PROGRAMS 
PER COUNTRY

COUNTRY FED CT&D FNS FC BH BE

REGION : CENTRAL & EASTERN AFRICA

Burundi

DR Congo

Ethiopia

Kenya

Rwanda

South Sudan

Sudan

Tanzania

Uganda

REGION : SOUTHERN AFRICA

Angola

Madagascar

Malawi

South Africa

Zimbabwe

REGION : WEST AFRICA

Benin

Burkina Faso

Ghana

Liberia

Mali

Senegal

Sierra Leone

REGION : CENTRAL AMERICA & HAITI

El Salvador

Guatemala

Haiti

Honduras

Nicaragua

COUNTRY FED CT&D FNS FC BH BE

REGION : SOUTH AMERICA

Bolivia

Brazil

Colombia

Ecuador

Paraguay

Peru

Suriname

REGION : SOUTH & CENTRAL ASIA

Afghanistan

Bangladesh

India

Kyrgyzstan

Nepal

Pakistan

Tajikistan

REGION : SOUTH EAST ASIA & PACIFIC

Cambodia

Indonesia

Myanmar

Papua New Guinea

Philippines

Vietnam

REGION : GLOBAL

Palestine (+Israel)

The Netherlands

Explanation of abbreviations:

FED = Fair and Economic Development
CT&D = Conflict Transformation & Democratization
FNS = Food and Nutrition Security
FC = Fair Climate
BH = Basic Health & HIV/aids
BE = Basic Education
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VI ACCOUNTABILITY STATEMENT 
CENTRAL BUREAU ON 
FUNDRAISING

This declaration elaborates principles of good govern-
ance for charitable organizations with regard to the 
separation of managing, executing and monitoring (as 
formulated in the Code Wijffels) in three parts.

1. SEPERATION OF MONITORING, 
MANAGEMENT, AND EXECUTION OF 
THE ICCO ORGANIZATION 

Coöperatie ICCO U.A. 
From 14 November 2012, the former ICCO 
Foundation has converted itself into ‘Coöperatie ICCO 
U.A.’ With this conversion, a new governance model 
has been introduced with the so called ‘structure 
cooperative’, with three members Edukans, coPrisma 
and Kerk in Actie.

The statutes provide a model with the functioning 
of an Executive Board, which is responsible for the 
realising of the (strategic) objectives, a Supervisory 
Board monitoring the functioning of the Executive 
Board (the executed policy and the substantive and 
financial results) and the General Assembly. The 
General Assembly of members meets twice a year. 

An audit and a remuneration committee supports 
the Supervisory Board. Members of the Supervisory 
Board are appointed by the General Assembly. See 
for further information the Report of the Executive 
Board, the Report of the Supervisory Board and 
appendix III ‘Governance structure’. 

Advisory bodies

Advisory bodies support the Executive Board in the 
development of our strategy. They have an important 
position but are not part of the formal governance 
structure. 

The Executive Board is advised by seven Regional 
Councils in three continents with respect to the stra-
tegic choices of the organization and the preparation 
and evaluation of the regional annual plans. These 
Regional Councils are composed of people from the 
region who are independent and have expertise in 
one or more areas of the organization.

Furthermore the Executive Board is advised by the 
directors of the members of Coöperatie U.A. On the 
level of international advice the Executive Board 
seeks advice from experts in our international 
network. 

ICCO Foundation 

In 2013, Coöperatie ICCO U.A. has decided to continue 
its nonprofit, often grant based work, through the 
new formed ICCO Foundation which functions 
under the governance structure of the cooperative. 
For this purpose ICCO renewed the statutes of the 
Foundation (“Stichting Interkerkelijke Organisatie 
voor Ontwikkelingssamenwerking, ICCO”) on 27 June 
2013 and transferred all assets and liabilities of the 
cooperative (including all staff) to the new formed 
ICCO Foundation. The ICCO Foundation serves and 
exercises all commitments, rights and obligations 
held and entered into previously by the Coöperatie 
ICCO U.A. in retrospective per January 1st 2013. 

Its commercial – for profit - activities, such as ICCO’s 
FairClimateFund, Fair & Sustainable Advisory 
Services and ICCO Investments are channelled 
through separate legal entities (in limited compa-
nies). All these entities fall under the umbrella of the 
Coöperatie ICCO U.A. (named: ICCO Cooperation). See 
the legal structure chart for the image of this struc-
ture in Appendix II.
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The statutes of the new ICCO Foundation have an 
identical mission and objective as the statutes of 
Coöperatie ICCO U.A. It is also important that in the 
statutes a personal union is arranged between the 
Executive Board of the cooperative and the Executive 
Board of ICCO Foundation. The new ICCO Foundation 
is - in other words - completely under the control 
and responsibility of Coöperatie ICCO U.A. 

2. OPTIMAL SPENDING OF FUNDS

ICCO Cooperation is not only the implementing 
partner of the Coöperatie ICCO U.A., but also the lead-
ing partner of the ICCO Alliance. In that context a 
strategic policy and business plan is developed for 
the years 2011-2015. Accordingly, annual plans are 
deducted from this policy which guide the various 
levels within the organization, in the Global Office in 
Utrecht and in the various Regional Offices.

ICCO Cooperation has several instruments to deter-
mine the effectiveness of the organization:
* Management Information System
* Risk analysis and Internal audits
* ISO 9001:2008 certification.
* Annual financial audit
* In connection with the approval of the CBF ( = 
Central Bureau on Fundraising) seal for beneficiary 
obtaining moneys from a gaming license holder per 1 
January 2012, external supervision is also exercised 
by the CBF (in cooperation with ISO).
* Mid-term review of the Business Plan.
* The monitoring protocol.

3. OPTIMAL RELATIONS WITH 
STAKEHOLDERS

ICCO strives for optimal relations with stakeholders, 
focusing on disclosure and the intake and process-
ing of requests, questions and complaints. The 
stakeholders of ICCO Cooperation are the donors, 
the alliance partners, the partner organizations, 
entrepreneurs and companies that cooperate with 
ICCO Cooperation, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the 
Dutch public (taxpayer) and the ultimate beneficiar-
ies of our programs.

The stakeholders are provided with information in 
various ways. Public information is provided via the 
websites www.icco.nl and www.icco-cooperation.

org These websites provide all sorts of information, 
such as project results and news items. The Regional 
Offices all have their own website which is linked 
to the ICCO corporate sites. Six times a year ICCO 
Cooperation sends e-zines in Dutch and English 
to her stakeholders. There is an annual report of 
the ICCO Alliance and the annual report of ICCO 
Cooperation itself. This report is sent to the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, the European Union, alliance 
partners and its affiliates. The annual report is on 
request also sent to the constituency of ICCO (e-zine 
readers, entrepreneurs and other stakeholders). 
Additionally, donors receive (including Ministries 
and the European Union) reports of the programs 
and projects to which they contribute. Entrepreneurs 
receive reports of projects in which they participate.

On a daily basis ICCO Cooperation communicates 
with her stakeholders, in particular the grass-
roots support. Through social media like Twitter 
and Facebook, ICCO Cooperation discusses all 
kinds of topics, usually linked to the work of ICCO 
Cooperation and current affairs which are world 
news. ICCO Cooperation’s aim is to (re)produce 
information that is accurate, complete, accessible 
and transparent for all types of media. This includes 
the use of photography and other images like short 
films. ICCO communicates internally mostly in 
English. General information about projects, activi-
ties and campaigns is also provided in Dutch (to 
Dutch constituency).

Over the past years, ICCO Cooperation has piloted 
client satisfaction instruments as a means to increase 
downward accountability among development part-
ners and empower clients (target groups/beneficiar-
ies) to claim their rights. 

ICCO Cooperation is open to ideas, comments, 
requests and complaints from stakeholders 
concerning communication. They can contact ICCO 
Cooperation through various ways. For example 
through the staff and the Executive Board, and 
through the e-mail address info@icco-cooperation.
org. We also provide for a response form on the 
website. Suggestions and requests are incorporated 
internally by our service desk and handled by the 
relevant employee for that topic. ICCO Cooperation 
has a complaints and appeals system which is acces-
sible via the website. 
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VII FORECAST 2014

Multi-annual strategic plan 2020
The realization of the multi-annual strategic plan 
(‘Strategy 2020: Towards a Just and Dignified 
World’) in November 2013 was an important 
milestone for the cooperative. It will guide ICCO 
Cooperation in fulfilling its mission in creating 
a just world without poverty. We see twin core 
principles as fundamental: securing sustainable 
livelihood and justice & dignity for all. In our view 
they can’t be separated and we seek by preference 
cooperation with organizations that support the 
interface between the two principles. In 2014 we 
continue to head for

• greater impact at beneficiary level and more 
synergy between programs

• converging and complementing with partners 
and stakeholders 

• empowering the poor - also in middle income 
countries - to break through the poverty cycle

• become an enterprising partner for partners and 
coalitions

• secure and expand our financial resources and 
enlarge the membership of the cooperative

• know and show our results with new methodolo-
gies that foster accountability

An important aspect of the new strategy is diversifi-
cation of funding instruments. Our role as strategic 
financer has to change, as we gradually move form 
solely grant based co-financing to mainly non-grant 
based funding (see figure 3). We are creating a 
graduation model for our partners in which we offer 
blended mechanisms of grants, paid services and 
investments.

Fair & Sustainable Holding B.V. 
All the preparatory work done in 2013 will give 
space to further boost the growth of the portfolio of 
ICCO Investments B.V. , raise additional funding and 
start developing strategic partnerships. In general 
we will work continuously to optimize the synergy 
between our investments and the grant programs 
in ICCO Cooperation. The guarantee fund will be 
reviewed in 2014 resulting in a revised business 
plan. The existing loans and participations portfolio 
will gradually integrate in the existing portfolio of 
the new ICCO Investment Fund. 

Fair & Sustainable Advisory Services (FSAS) pros-
pects for 2014 and beyond are good. FSAS is getting 
involved in more long term assignments with clients 
like ITC, Agri-Profocus and ICCO Cooperation which 

Figure 3: Diversifying funding instruments
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increases continuity in the long run. Expansion 
of the overseas branches in Ethiopia and West 
Africa, and collaboration with existing consultancy 
networks remains high on the agenda. FSAS will 
establish a program unit in 2014 on request of ICCO 
Cooperation that will provide flexible staff support to 
implement projects and programs.

In 2014 FairClimateFund focuses more on business-
to-business and resellers: the voluntary market and 
especially the volume of charismatic carbon credits 
is still growing and the VER markets will expect-
edly remain more stable with higher price levels. 
The interest from companies in our credits is also 
growing. The development of the fair trade carbon 
label for the carbon credit market will be a crucial 
next step for explaining the market price levels that 
FairClimateFund offers to the market. The fair trade 
label is expected end of 2014. This label should 
increase  the trading of credits, included in fair trade 
commodities.

Restructuring 
February 2014 the Executive Board presented the 
ICCO Cooperation Restructuring Plan 2014 – 2016 
for advice to the Works Council. The plan takes into 
account two important facts for the cooperative. First 
the approved choices in the multi-annual strategic 
plan towards 2020. Second the expected substantial 
decrease in Dutch government funding from 2016 
onwards. The Restructuring Plan will give the organi-
zation a brighter future, but will inevitably affect jobs 
and work thoroughly. 

The philosophy behind the plan is that ICCO 
Cooperation changes into a strong core organization 
with the flexibility to scale up and a proper position-
ing to access various new financial instruments. 
The implementation is planned to start in 2014 and 
runs through 2015. The Restructuring Plan involves 
all departments of the organization and to a lesser 
extent the seven Regional Offices. The Executive 
Board plans to analyze the potential sustainability of 
each region in terms of impact and cost efficiency.

Finances 2014

Table 13: Budget 2014 and 2013 (in €)

INCOME 2014 2013

 Income from own fundraising activities  500,000 500,000

 Income from campaigns  7,350,000 7,850,000

 Government grants  77,153,210 80,424,472

 Income from investments  170,235 177,936

 Other income  939,797 1,274,828

 TOTAL INCOME  86,113,242 90,227,236

EXPENSES 2014 2013

 Spent on objectives  82,541,534 84,184,530

 Fundraising costs  1,076,416 1,804,545

 Management and administration  2,325,058 4,060,226

 TOTAL EXPENSES  85,943,007 90,049,300

 RESULT  170,235 177,936

OPERATIONAL COSTS 2014 2013

Publicity and communication costs  862,081 691,858

Staff costs  7,163,545 8,216,573

Direct costs  573,845 843,863

Housing costs  723,944 902,937

Office and general costs  1,294,663 1,236,672

Depreciation tangible fixed assets  207,530 292,457

TOTAL  10,825,607 12,184,361

The budget of ICCO Cooperation in 2014 is based 
on the principles of the business plan of the ICCO 
Alliance 2011- 2015, as well as on the strategies and 
policies actual in 2013. Approximately 60% of the 
income consists of MFS2 grants. The objective is to 
achieve greater diversification by raising new funds 
from institutional donors. Based on grant awards and 
grant submissions it is expected that these funds will 
increase to more than EUR 30 million in 2014. This is 
a growth of 30% compared to 2013 and a challenge 
for the organization.
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VIII PROFILE MEMBER 
ORGANIZATIONS

coPrisma
coPrisma is an association of Christian organizations 
involved in the field of development cooperation 
and diaconate worldwide. In 2013, coPrisma had 
twelve member organizations, which are deeply 
rooted in Christian Dutch society (with active 
networks of volunteers) and strongly connected to 
partner organizations in the global South. coPrisma 
and its members bring poverty issues to the atten-
tion of members and the public. Working fields of 
coPrisma are lobby & policy influencing and financ-
ing programs, focusing on cooperation, exchange 
and joint learning, to enhance quality and profes-
sionalism. Within the ICCO Alliance, coPrisma has 
a coordinating role in the basic health and HIV/ 
aids MFS-program. coPrisma members contrib-
ute to health, education and food and nutrition 
security programs. coPrisma members in 2013: 
Light for the World, Committee for Diaconal Affairs 
Christian Reformed Churches Netherlands, De Verre 
Naasten, Dorcas Aid International, Gereformeerde 
Zendingsbond, Department International develop-
ment and Cooperation of the Salvation Army in 
The Netherlands, Leprosy Mission Netherlands, 
Operation Mobilisation Netherlands, Red een Kind, 
Tear, Woord en Daad, World Servants.

Edukans
Edukans was established in 2002 as a specialist organi-
zation in basic education and skills development (foun-
dation, transferable, technical and vocational skills) in 
developing countries. Edukans helps underprivileged 
children to go to school, and provides youth with a 
sustainable future through personal and professional 
development. The core values are faith, hope and 
involvement. The organization has a strong network 
of educational professionals in The Netherlands. 

The work of Edukans is supported by 45,000 private 
donors, partnerships with companies, trust funds 
and churches. Edukans has a coordinating role in the 
Basic Education program of the ICCO Alliance. Besides 
programs in the South in nine countries (Ethiopia, 
Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, Uganda, Zambia, India, Bolivia 
and Peru) Edukans’ working fields are networking 
and lobbying, trainings, world teachers programs and 
school programs in The Netherlands.

Kerk in Actie
The Protestant Church in The Netherlands has 
branded since 1995 its missionary and diaconal 
work under the name Kerk in Actie. The Church, 
which seeks and learns from worldwide ecumenism, 
has about two million members and 1.800 congrega-
tions. Part of the international work of Kerk in Actie 
was responsibility for the implementation that was 
placed by the foundation of ICCO in 2007 and is now 
an integral part of the working organization of ICCO 
Cooperation. The three core values of Kerk in Actie 
are compassion, justice and stewardship. 

Kerk In Actie has partnerships with six hundred local 
organizations and churches that are be supported 
with the funds from local congregations, private 
donors and funds. 100.000 private donors support 
Kerk in Actie. Kerk in Actie puts energy in strength-
ening cooperation between partners and churches 
and makes strategic co-financing possible. The 
international work pay attention to world diaconate, 
emergency aid, fair climate, children at risk, diaconal 
work in The Netherlands and missionary work. The 
diaconal work in The Netherlands and mission-
ary work are not executed via ICCO Cooperation. 
Promoting reciprocity through special world citizens 
programs are Interactief, Togetthere and Impulsis.
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IX ACRONYMS
ACT Alliance Action by Churches Together 

Alliance
ADATS Agricultural Development and 

Training Society (India)
AGRI-PROFOCUS Partnership that promotes 

farmer entrepreneurship in 
developing countries

AIM Amsterdam Initiative against 
Malnutrition

APRODEV Association of Protestant 
Development Organizations in 
the Europe

BMO Breed Mensenrechten Overleg 
(The Netherlands)

BoP Inc Base of the Pyramid Innovation 
Center

C4C Connect for Change
CBF Central Bureau on Fundraising 
CBO Community Based Organization
CCDF Child Care Development Fund
CDM Clean Development Mechanism
CLUA Climate and Land Use Alliance
CNV National Federation of Christian 

Trade Unions
COICA Coordination for Indigenous 

People of the Amazon
coPrisma Members of Prisma that are 

associated with the cooperative 
ICCO

CSI Client Satisfaction Instrument 
and Civil Society Initiatives

CSO Civil Society Organization
CSR Corporate Social Responsibility

DANIDA Danish International 
Development Agency

DCDD  Dutch Coalition on Disability 
and Development

DGIS Directorate General 
International Cooperation of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 
The Netherlands

DIPECHO  Disaster Preparedness European 
Commission’s Humanitarian Aid

EAA Ecumenical Advocacy Alliance
ECHO Humanitarian Aid and Civil 

Protection of the European 
Commission 

EDF Environmental Defense Fund
Educaids Network of Dutch Protestant-

Christian development organiza-
tions on Education and HIV

EED Evangelische Entwicklungs 
Dienst (Germany)

EHAIA Ecumenical HIV/Aids Initiative 
in Africa (World Council 
ofChuches)

EKN Embassies of the Kingdom of 
The Netherlands

EU European Union

FAO  Food and Agriculture 
Organization

FIAN Food First Information and 
Action Network

FLO Fair Trade Label Organization
FMO Dutch Development Bank
FSAS Fair & Sustainable Advisory 

Services
FSC Fellowship Stewardship Council
F&S Fair & Sustainable Holding BV

GAIN Global Network for Improved 
Nutrition

GIZ Gesellschaft für Internationale 
Zusammenarbeit

HAB Health Alliance Bangladesh
HAP Humanitarian Accountability 

Partnership
HRH Human Resources for Health

IAM Inclusive and Affirming 
Ministries

IATI International Aid Transparency 
Network

ICCO Alliance Alliance of eight Dutch NGOs, led 
by ICCO, for implementation of 
MFS2 program 

IDH Initiative Sustainable Trade
IFC International Finance 

Organization
IICD International Institute 

for Communication and 
Development

INERELA International network of reli-
gious leaders living with, or 
personally affected by HIV/aids

IRDFS Integrated Rice Duck Farming 
System

ITIL International Technology 
Infrastructure Library

JSMBT Janara Samuha Mutual Benefit 
Trust

LGBT Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and 
Transgender

MFI Micro Finance Institution
MFS2 Dutch Government Development 

Cooperation Financing (2011 
– 2015)

M4P Making markets work for the 
poor

NAP National Action Plan
(I)NGO (INTERNATIONAL) 

Non-Governmental Organization
NOVA Navorsing en Ontwikkeling vir 

die Voorkoming van Armoede 
(South Africa)

NPM Platform for Inclusive Finance

OCHA Office for the Coordination of 
Humanitarian Affairs (of the 
United Nations)

O-scan Organization scan

PKN Protestant Church in The 
Netherlands

ProCoDe Programmatic work-
ing, Co-responsibility and 
Decentralization 

PROOFS Profitable Opportunities for 
Food Security

PSH Passive Solar Housing
PwC Price Waterhouse Coopers

REDD Reducing Emissions from 
Deforestation and Forest 
Degradation in Developing 
Countries

RVO Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend 
Nederlands/Netherlands 
Enterprise Agency

SAI Social Accountability 
International

SAVE Safer practices, Access to treat-
ment, Voluntary counseling & 
testing, Empowerment

SCOPEinsight SCoring of Organizational 
PErformance

SIDA Swedish International 
Development Cooperation 
Agency

SIL Ethiopia Summer Institute of Linguistics 
Ethiopia

SMEs Small and Medium Enterprises
SRH(R) Sexual and Reproductive Health 

(Rights)

TFM Task Force Mapalad
TNO Netherlands Organization for 

Applied Scientific Research

UCAN  Uganda Christian Aids Network
UNFCCC  United Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate Change
UNPRI  United Nations Principles for 

Responsible Investors
UNERELA
UNSCR United Nations Security Council 

Resolution 

VBDO Dutch Association of Investors 
for Sustainable Development 

VER Voluntary Emission Rights

WASH Alliance Dutch Water, Sanitation and 
Hygiene Alliance

WCC World Council of Churches
WFP World Food Program (of the 

United Nations)



Muscovado production may be TFM’s 

flagship enterprise but it is by no means 

the only economically promising venture. The 

federation hopes to replicate it, this time with 

cacao, in the Mindanao provinces of Davao 

Oriental and Davao del Sur, and Davao City. 

Over the past years, TFM has expanded 

its work to cover agrarian reform cases in 

Mindanao, and as success follows land rights 

advocacy, agribusiness entrepreneurship 

becomes the logical next step. 

“TFM has focused on rights and advocacy. 

Then what happens?” Guarin asked.  “How can 

you build on existing gains? There is a call for 

farmers engaging in enterprise to be aware of 

where this is all coming from.” 

In Mindanao, agrarian reform caused the redis-

tribution of corporate-owned cacao planta-

tions, which used to produce fermented cacao.  

TFM farmers in Mindanao are hoping to step 

into this void. Guarin said there is currently a 

huge unmet demand for local fermented cacao, 

a challenge that TFM has decided to face. 

In the meantime, TFM holds on to the advocacy 

of assisting farmers gain ownership.

  PHOTO STORY

The road ahead
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